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This research used a linear programming model of the agricul-
tural and energy sectors of Utah to examine the economically 
efficient allocation of water between agriculture and energy. 
Data were collected for agricultural returns, costs, and water 
requirements; energy returns, costs, and water requirements; and 
water supply costs. Results indicate that if large scale energy 
development occurs in the Colorado River Basin in Utah, most of 
irrigated agriculture will be eliminated, given Utah's consumptive 
use constraint under the Upper Colorado River Compact. On 
the other hand, for two more "probable" levels of energy develop-
ment, including the Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion's projections for the year 2000, only minor reductions in 
irrigated acreages would be expected. Under conditions of severe, 
prolonged drought, energy demands would consume almost all the 
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THE IMPACT OF ENERGY RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
ON WATER RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS 
Introduction 
Utah contains relatively large 
deposits of energy resources, including 
crude petroleum, natural gas, coal, oil 
shale, and tar sands. The development 
of these resources to produce crude 
petroleum, natural and synthetic gas, 
synthetic crude oil, and electrical 
power has been discussed as a potential 
way in which to partially alleviate 
the impact of energy demand exceeding 
domestic supply_ However, development 
of each of the energy resources will 
require relatively large amounts of 
water for production and/or cooling. 
Given that Utah's energy resources are 
found mostly in the Colorado River 
Basin and that water rights to most of 
Utah's portion of the Colorado River 
are currently allocated or applied for 
mainly for agriculture, the potential 
effects of energy development on water 
allocations among uses is of great in-
terest to Utah water users and adminis-
trators. The research reported herein 
is an attempt to analyze impacts of 
selected range of energy developments. 
The Region and Problem 
Utah has been divided into ten 
hydrologic study units (HSU's), each 
of which comprises a major drainage 
system (see Figure 1). Within each of 
these units, water demands have been 
divided into four major uses (agri-
cultural, municipal, industrial, and 
wetland). The water resources of these 
units are interrelated either by natu-
ral drainage patterns or by proposed 
inter-basin transfers, such as the 
Central Utah Project. The eastern 
hydrologic units, Uintah (7), West 
Colorado (8), South and East Colorado 
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(9), and Lower Colorado (10) units, 
drain into the Colorado River, and 
are part of the Upper Colorado River 
Basin. The western units, Great Salt 
Lake Desert (I), Bear River (2), Weber 
River (3), Jordan River (4), Sevier 
River (5), and Cedar-Beaver (6) units 
are in the Great Basin. The first four 
units drain into the Great Salt Lake 
Basin. Utah does contain a small, 
sparsely populated hydrologic unit 
which drains into the Snake River of 
the Columbia River Basin, but the size 
and isolation of that unit is such that 
the study ignores its effects on Utah 
water planning (Division of Water 
Resources, 1970). 
The water planning agencies are 
faced with water allocation problems 
as a result of both physical and 
institutional constraints. Many of 
the HSU's are physically water-short in 
the sense that all otherwise feasible 
economic developments cannot take 
place given the in-basin water sup-
plies. Water transfers from one HSU to 
another may provide for additional 
development of some water-short areas. 
Allocations between uses are critical 
in these areas. 
The major institutional con-
straints are imposed by Colorado 
River and Upper Colorado River Basin 
Compacts. The Colorado River Compact 
requires that an average of 7,550,000 
acre feet per year flow out from the 
Upper Colorado Basin states of Wyoming, 
Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico. 
The Upper Colorado River Basin states 
have allocated the remaining flow in 
the Colorado River water among them-
selves. Utah's portion of the flow is 
1,532,000 acre feet. Thus, the water 
Figure 1. Map of hydrologic study units of Utah. 
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use in the Colorado River Basin in 
Utah, plus any transfers from the 
Colorado River to other HSU's in 
Utah, must not exceed 1,532,000 acre 
feet in an average water year. Since 
all of Utah's water rights have been 
filed on by various water users, the 
reallocation among users and HSU's may 
become more critical as Utah's growth 
continues. Given the large potential 
water use in the production of various 
forms of energy, the reallocation 
of water rights is of paramount 
consideration. 
For this study, the demands 
for water in each HSU have been divided 
into four categories: agricultural, 
municipal and industrial (M&I), energy, 
and we tlands. Agricultural demand 
arises from the application of water 
to produce crops and livestock. M&I 
demand is a conglomerate of the re-
quirements for culinary, industrial, 
and other urban uses. Energy demands 
are based upon the requirements are ex-
traction, processing, and cooling 
associated with the various kinds of 
energy resource development and produc-
tion currently under consideration in 
Utah with the exception of low head 
hydropower. Environmental requirements 
are less precisely defined, but include 
recreation, aesthetics, waste sink, and 
wetlands uses; much of the water is 
wastewater or agricultural runoff which 
collects in marshes, lakes, and other 
areas. This category is termed wetland 
demand. The allocation of water among 
these various demands in all HSU's 
is a major problem in state policy. 
This study provides some of the infor-
mation on which to base those alloca-
tion decisions. 
Study Objectives 
The study was undertaken to 
examine the economically efficient 
allocation of water among uses in Utah, 
given various assumptions about water 
availability, current use, and energy 
development. Economic efficiency 
may not be the only goal of water 
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planning, however. For example, 
distribution of income, maintenance 
of the agricultural sector, and minimi-
zation of social impacts and public 
finance problems may be part of the 
planning objectives. Thus, results 
from this model must be evaluted with 
the study limitations in mind. 
Several sub-objectives were 
identified as part of the study. 
1. To determine the optimum 
wa ter use patterns for the 
agricultural and energy 
sectors independently; 
2. To determine the optimum 
water use pattern for a 
combined agricultural and 
special energy sectors; 
and 
3. To examine the effects on 
water allocations in both 
sectors given various alter-
natives for energy develop-
ment. 
Procedure 
The steps required to perform 
the analysis were: first, to establish 
a theoretical approach to the analysis; 
second, to formulate a linear program-
ming model to conform with the theoret-
ical model; and third, to analyze the 
results of the programming model for 
alternative assumptions. 
The Theoretical Model 
A graphical discussion of the 
theory of allocation of a resource 
among users wi th different demands 
may be found in Keith et a1. (1973). 
For economic efficiency net returns 
are maximized subject to the avail-
abili ty of the resource. For this 
application, mathematically:l 
IThe notation used for the theo-
retical model, and Figures 2 and 3 
are meant to be consistent with the 
programming structure on pages 
;;;...,... 
B N 
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is water used by the vth 
activity in the rth HSU; 
R is the return (or revenue) 
v,n function for the use of 




are the cost functions for 
the vth use in the rth 
region. and WTr is the 
maximum water availability in 
the rth region. 
The maximum can be found by 
forming the Lagarangian function, 
differentiating, and setting the 
differential equal to zero. 
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The result indicates that at the 
optimum the marginal revenues must be 
equal among uses within a given region 
and equal to marginal cost. In addi-
tion, if water is transferred from one 
region to another, marginal revenues 
net of transportation cos ts in the 
receiving region must be as high or 
higher than those in the supplying 
region for the transfer to be effi-
cient. This efficiency condition 
applies to natural, zero-cost trans-
fers, such as outflows to downstream 
areas. as well as to struc turally 
implemented transfers. Clearly, if 
water availability is limited, those 
users who generate the greatest margin-
al net revenue should obtain the 
resources. 
The effects of institutional 
structure and other constraints can 
also be examined using the theory. 
First, the most efficient allocation 
would occur in a perfectly competitive 
market for water or water rights, 
in that the uses which generate the 
greater net revenue could purchase 
the water or water rights held by 
low-net-revenue users. However, 
if restrictions were placed on minimal 
outflows (or other transfers) from 
region to region, or if the water 
rights market were restricted, allo-
cations other than the most efficient 
will result. Using the classical 
programming approach, net returns will 
still be maximized subject to the 
additional constraints. The constrained 
allocations can be compared to the 
unconstrained case in order to examine 
foregone marginal net returns attribut-
able to the institutional constraints. 
The critical problem in the analysis is 
to formulate the empirical models to 
conform to the classical optimization. 
approach which uses revenue and cost 
functions. 
The Linear Programming Model 
The empirical model is formulated 
as using a linear programming approach 
because previous modeling is available 
and because a direct estimation of 
supply and demand curves is infeasible 
due to data lacks. Each category 
of water users (agriculture, M&I, 
energy, and environmental) is taken 
into account in the programming model. 
However, water uses in two categories 
are treated as fixed requirements. 
These sectors are municipal and indus-
trial uses, exclusive of energy, and 
wetland maintenance. The demands for 
M&I uses are relatively tnelastic and 
the amount of water used in this sector 
constitutes a very small fraction of 
the total water use. Therefore, 
treating the water use in M&I as a 
requirement should introduce negligible 
distortions in resource allocation. 
The demand for water for M&I uses, 
then, is assumed to be perfectly 
inelastic. 
The wetland water uses in the 
state were previously described. These 
wetlands are often habitat for various 
game and non-game species. Generally, 
the quality of water going for this use 
is poor, and may be unsuitable or 
undesirable for other uses. In addi-
tion, any attempt to reallocate water 
to other users could invite serious 
criticism from environmentalists 
and other pressure groups. In view of 
this institutional constraint, the 
quantity of water for wetlands also is 
treated as a requirement, with a 
perfectly inelastic demand. 
Current M&I requirements are 
subtracted from total water avail-
ability for the sources which are 
currently used by municipalities and 
industrial water systems in each HSU. 
Population growth, and the concommitant 
increase in water use, has been ignored 
in the study for two reasons. First, 
additional water requirements are 
expected to be relatively small within 
the foreseeable future, except for the 
Wasatch Front (HSU's 3 and 6). Analy-
ses of water transfers to the front 
have already been completed (Keith et 
al., 1973), and the economically 
efficient allocations suggest that the 
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increased M&I use along the Wasatch 
Front can be met from locally available 
sources. Second, the impact of 
energy development will be the major 
contributor to population growth in 
the relevant HSU's. Wetland require-
ments, however, are explicitly included 
in the model and can pe supplied from 
any source. Current depletions will 
be allocated to wetlands in such a way 
as to maximize the return to water use 
in agriculture and energy. 
The model is essentially in 
three parts! the agricultural sector, 
the energy sector, and the water 
supply sector. The water supply sector 
consis ts of water availability and 
the costs of delivering available water 
to the user. It does not include 
treatment or distribution costs for 
particular uses. For example, on-farm 
distribution costs are not included in 
the supply model. Water cos ts are 
separated into two categories: pres-
ently developed water sources which 
have only operation and maintenance 
costs, and new water developments, 
which incorporate an average cost for 
development. The assessment for 
annualized investment charges on an 
average per acre foot basis does not 
conform to marginal cost pricing. 
However, much of the pricing of water 
delivery for new developments is based 
on average-cost-pricing, so that the 
model results will conform reasonably 
well to current practice. The water 
supply model for the rth region 
is represented in Figure 2. 
Several alternatives, such as 
recharge of aquifers, are not included 
in the diagram, but are included in 
the model. A description may be found 
in Keith et a1. (1973). Detailed 
variable and constraint descriptions 
are listed in Appendix A. . The supply 
model can generate supply curves by 
parameterizing incrementally increasing 
water use given a minimum cost objec-
tive function. As water requirements 
increase. the lower cost water sources 
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Note: no water transfer facilitates for groundwater is considered in the model, since more is currently planned. 






are used until the highest cost 
source is exhausted. Further, institu-
tional constraints on water use, such 
as limits on groundwater pumping or 
minimum outflow requirements, can 
be easily modeled by changing the 
limits for any variable or sums of 
variables [using the "bounds" or 
right-hand-side (RHS) , respectively]. 
The water demand for the energy 
and agricultural sectors are generated 
indirectly within the model by the 
use of activity analysis. Both 
sectors are modeled as HSU-wide, 
multiproduct firms. The outputs 
are sold· in reasonably competitive 
markets. so that the total revenue 
from production is assumed to be a 
linear function of the prices. The 
supply of labor and capital are assumed 
to be perfectly elastic and have 
fixed proportions to the outputs. The 
value added in agricultural sector 
accrues to water and land. Varying 
returns to quality of land are incorpo-
rated by specifying productivities for 
different classes of land. The value 
added in energy accrues to water and 
the energy resource. Figure 3 is an 
illustration of the water demand 
model. 
The agricultural sub-model is a 
profit-maximizing model which involves 
alternative crops and rotations for 
land classes of varying productivity. 
Note that net revenue (Rl) is total 
revenue (price times quantity) for each 
crop less all variable costs associated 
with crop production, by crop and land 
class, excluding wa ter cos ts. These 
costs include an "average" component, 
made up of costs which are incurred 
irrespective of the amount and/or type 
of crop produced, such as leveling, 
clearing, and fertilization, and a 
"variable" component which varies with 
amount and type of output, such as 
harvesting costs and transport costs. 
The "RHS" limits the amount of land 
available by land class, including the 
amount of currently irrigated land, and 
potentially irrigable land which is 
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either currently dry-farmed or out of 
production. 
The energy sub-model is quite 
similar to the agriculturalsub-model. 
The returns, R3, are gross returns net 
of all variable costs of production, 
except water costs, for each energy 
product. The energy sector includes 
extraction, conversion, and transpor-
tation of the energy materials as 
principal acti vi ties. The right-hand 
sides limit both the resource avail-
ability, by type, and the plant capaci-
ties, by type, so that efficiencies of 
production can be estimated with re-
spect to plant capacities. The amount 
of water required for each activity on 
the energy and agriculture sectors is 
assumed constant per unit of output 
from that activity. In addition, in-
creased M&I requirements associated 
with popular changes due to energy de-
velopment are included. These require-
ments can be satisfied from any source, 
jus t as the we tland requirements. 
The "b" vector in each model 
represents restrictions on production 
activities for both energy and agri-
culture. For example, certain crops 
may be limited to specific land classes 
in a given HSU, or be excluded from 
production in some HSU's. Limits on 
the production of specific energy 
products may be imposed by demand, 
transportation, capacity, or other 
constraints. 
Demand curves for water for 
agriculture and energy can be derived 
from each of these models by incre-
mentally reducing (parameterizing) 
the water availability. For any level 
of water availability, the shadow price 
for water is equivalent to the net 
return of the marginal product for a 
particular sector at a particular 
level of water use. 
The water supply and the two 
demand sub-models are linked by includ-
ing water costs in the objective 
function of the programming model, 
and using the availabilities by source 
= 
R.~ R.2 R'3 R'4 
Net Revenue to Ag. VlIrilible Water Costs Net Revenue to V~lrillhle Water Costs "h veet or" 
(Net of Av. variable to Ag. Energy (Net of Av. to Energy RHS 
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Ag. Water Energy Water Water 
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X31 Y33 X3 and 13 
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Inputs Energy 
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X41 Y3 14 
Rotation Constraints Efficiency of Conver- Energy 
sion Process from Product 
Raw to Final Energy Plant 
Products Capacity 
a Capital letters refer to vectors or matrices of coefficients. 
Figure 3. Illustrative linear programming model for energy and agricultural 
scenarios. 
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to define RHS's for water. Production 
requirements determine the water 
costs, and therefore, net profit. 
Since all the constraints have been 
constructed as either linear or 
strictly convex, a separable program-
ming approach will generate a global 
optimum. The solution to this linear 
programming problem yields water 
allocation among users that satisfy 
economic efficiency criteria. The 
difference between the optimal alloca-
tion and present wa ter use in each 
sector suggest the water transfers 
that would take place if water rights 
are allowed to be freely marketed. In 
addition, the returns to agricultural 
land, reflecting land quality and the 
marginal product of water, are indi-
cated by shadow prices which are 
indicated (values of the dual vari-
abIes). The model results indicate 
economically efficient energy develop-
ment, including mining, transportation 
of raw energy materials to specific 
existing or proposed plant sites for 
conversion, and production of final 
energy products. 
The mathematical structure of 
the programming model is as follows: 
Max. Z 
L M N 
L: E E r b .. r X •• 
i=l j==1 r=1 ~J ~J 
(net crop revenue) 
S N 
L L: er WAr 





L L: dr MAr 







+ L: L: Wr Fr 
t=l r=1 t t 
(net energy final 
product revenue) 
G H T N 
L: L: E E (cp r + rrkr) ykr 
h=1 t=l k=1 r=l h ht ht 
(costs of extracting, 
transporting, and converting 
energy resources) 
S N 
L L c/ WEr 
q=1 r=l q q 
(in-basin water 
costs to energy) 
S N 
E L r MEr 
q==l k=l llqk qk 
ktr 
(water transfer 




L Xr < PILr j=l ij - i 
(presently 
(irrigated land) 
i 1, ••• , L 




r < r X •• _ PCDL. 
~J ~ 
i=l, ••• ,L 













i == 1, • •• , L 
r == 1, • •• , N 
i = 1, • •• , L 
r == 1, • •• , N 
-..;;;;;. 
2. Crop Rotations 
3. 
(Average rotation periods for each 
crop per acre) 
M 
r r 2:.0 I: EiJ· XiJ. < j=I 
i=I, ••. ,L 
r I, •.• ,N 
Wet Land Requirements 
(Supply of wetland requirements 




= WLREQr r=I, ..• ,N 




(Flow of raw resources and final 





h = 1, 
r = 1, 
• •• , G 
· .. , N 
Efficiency of Conversion Process 
(Efficiency of conversion of energy 
to final products) 
H T 
Skr ykr 2: 2: -~ Fr = 0 
t=I k=I ht ht h 
h 1, · .. , G 
r == 1, · .. , N 
Capacity of the Plants 
(Resource availability and plant 
capacity) 
h 1 •••• , G 
r I, ••• ,N 
7. Agriculture Water Requirements 
(Water use in agriculture deter-





~r r ~ r WAr 
u •• X •• - L. nq 





E I: r MAr 0 nqk = k=l q=I qk 
ktr 
r == 1, ... , N 
Energy Water Requirement 



















Return Flow from Agriculture 
(Water returned to surface pool) 
S 
E (I-n) r WAr 
q=I q q 
S T 
+ E L 
q=I k=I 
kt r 
r r (l-n) qk MAqk 
_ (I-A r) RFAr o r=I, ••• ,N 
10. Return Flow From Energy 
(Water returned to surface pool) 
S T 
E (I_p)rWEr + E L (l_p)r MEr 
q=I q q q=I k=l qk qk 
- FREr = 0 
11. Groundwater Availability 
(Groundwater availability including 
recharge from return flows) 
S S 
L pr (WAr + WEr) + E ar WTLGr 
. q=l q q q q=l q q 
- >..r (RFAr ) ::;. GWr r= 1, ... , N 





L .E Vr (MAr + MEr ) 
q=1 k=1 qk qk qk 
k+r 
S 
+ E rr WTLS r + Sr OFr 
q=1 q q k k 
S N 
+ E L Or (EXA~k + EXE~k) 
q=1 k=1 qk 
k+r 
- (l_A)r (RFAr+RFEr ) ~ SWr 
r = 1, , •• , N 
Definition of Variables 
and Terms2 
i Class of land (I, II, III, IV, 
... ) 
j Type of crop grown 
r,k Study regions 
q Source of water (present surface 
and groundwa ter and new develop-
ment surface and groundwater, 
etc. ) 
b:. Net revenue associated wi th 
l.J one acre of the j th crop grown 
in the ith class of land in 
region r excluding water costs 
j th crop acreage grown in i th 
land class in region r 
Unit cost of delivering water 
from qth ~ourcein region r to 
agriculture use 
WAr Amount of water used by agricul-
q ture from qth source in region 
r to agriculture use 
2Definitions for specific vari-
ables names as listed in Appendix A. 
Unit cost of transferring water 
from region k to region r of 
qth type (present and new trans-
fer for agriculture use) 
MAr Amount of imported water from 
qk region k to region r of qth 
type for agriculture use 
PIL: Available total 
l. ly cultivated 
region r 
acres of present-
dry land i in 
r PCDL. Available total acres of present-
l.ly cultivated dry land i in 
region r 
POIL~ Available total acres of poten-
tially irrigable land i in region 
r 
r BaCOL. Available total acres of poten-l. tially cultivable dry land i in 
region r 
E:. The rotational coefficient of 
l.J the j t h c r 0 p wit hit h 1 and 
class in region r (the maximum 
proportion of each acre which can 
be grown in a particular crop) 
Wl'LSr Wetland water requirements met 
q from surface water of qth source 
in region r 
wrLGrWetland water requirements met 
qfrom groundwater of qth source 
in region r 
r ~Q Wetland water requirements 
11 
in region r 
h The raw energy product (coal, 
crude oil, tar sands, oil shale, 
and natural gas, etc.) 
t The converted energy product 
(gasified coal, liquified coal, 
coal slurry, electricity and 
refined oil, etc.) 
Price of the tth final product 






Amount of the tth final product 
in region r 
Unit cost of extraction and 
conversion bf the hth energy 
product in region r 
Unit cost of transporting hth 
product to the tth conversion 
process plant from region r 
to region k 
Amount of transporting hth prod"': 
uct to the tth conversion pro-
cess plant from region r to 
region k 
Unit cost of delivering water 
from source q to energy use in 
region r 
Amount of water used from source 
q to energy use in region r 
r ]Jqk Unit cos t of transferring water 
fro~ source q in region k to 
energy use in region r 
MEr Amount of imported wa ter from 
qk source q in region k to energy 





r o .. 
~J 
Total amount of hth output in 
region r 
The efficiency of the tth conver-
sion process for the hth raw 
product in region r 
Amount of the hth energy mate-
rial available in region r 
TQe coefficient associated with 
y r 
ht 
The augmented M&I water require-
ments 
Consumptive use water require-
ment per acre in acre feet of 
jth crop in the i th land class 
in region r 
r r q' nqk Efficiency parameter of water 
use by agriculture in region r 
12 
Efficiency paranieter of re-
source use by energy 
Consumptive use water require-
ment in acre feet to produce one 
unit of the hth energy product 
r r . . . 
RFA ,FRE Return flows from agricul-
in region r, ture and energy 
respectively 
To tal amoun t of grotindwa ter 
available in region r 
Total 
water 
atrioun t of 
available 
local surf ace 
in region r 
Stream outflow of local sur-
face water from region r to k 
WTLGr Wetland requirement taken from 
q groundwater availability in 
region r 
WTLSr Wetland requirement taken from 
q local surface water availability 
in region r 
r r Ak,EXE k Amount of water exported from 
q sgurce q in region r to agricul-
ture and energy produc t ion in 
region k, respectively 
Ar The portion of surface return 
flbw which recharges ground-
water in region r 
r (I-A) The portion of surface 
augmenting 
return 
surface turn flows 
availability 
(l-nf, (l_p)r Are the return flbws from 
diversions of water to agricul-
ture and energy in region r, 
respectively 
r r r r r 
W , V k' r , Sk' Q k q q q q 
are the coefficienti associated 
wi th the given variable in region 
r. 
~ 
Quantification of the 
Programming Model 
The programming model was based 
on an existing model of Utah water 
allocations (Keith et al., 1973). 
Extensive data collection was required 
to add the energy sub-model, and 
substantially update the existing 
base model. Appendix A, BCDOUT, 
lists the entire model with a descrip-
tion of the variables used. 
Objective Function Coefficients 
Per acre foot variable water 
costs for agriculture and energy 
activities such as diversions, import 
transportation, storage, present and 
new distribution, etc., were obtained 
from King et al. (1972) and updated to 
1974 using Engineering News Record Cost 
Index (1974). (See Table 1.) 
Agriculture coefficients which 
appear in the objective function 
are revenues net of all but water 
costs. Agricultural data were different 
for different products and resources 
employed. Data sources for crop 
yields, cos ts of produc tion (other 
than water) and cost of new land 
development were derived from 
Christensen et a1. (1973); Davis 
et al. (1975); Anderson et al. (1973); 
Wright et al. (1972); and U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce (1974). The produc-
tivity data are reported in Table 2. 
The available 1972 cost data were 
updated using 1974 appropriate price 
index numbers for inputs. The final 
costs are listed in Table 3. Average 
yearly prices for different crops 
were obtained from data published 
in Utah Agricultural Statistics 
(Utah State Department of Agriculture, 
1976). Average prices were used in 
Table 1. Cost for supplying water in Utah for the year 1974. (Annual cost in dol-
lars per ac-ft). 
Cost Components for Supplying Water to Agriculture 
Local Surface Water Groundwater Surface Water Transfers Between HSUS 
Hydrologic Present New Present New New 
Study Unit Develop- Develop- Develop- Develop- To Present To Develop-
ment ment ment ment HSU Transfer HSU ment 
1. $1.55 $10.75 $2.55 $3.10 4 $3.80 
2. 1.55 9.75 3.60 4.10 1 $41.49 
S 52.86 
3. 1.55 11.25 4.10 4.60 2 3.80 4 45.60 
4 2.56 
4. 1.55 10.75 5.60 6.15 5 37.60 
5. 1.55 9.75 3.60 4.10 9 3.80 6 46.10 
6. 1.55 9.25 4.60 5.10 
7. 1.55 10.75 2.10 2.55 4 2.56 From-To 
7 Ute- 3 65.16 
7 Ute-4 57.88 
7 BonnA 51.74 
7 Ute-5 53.99 
7 Bonn.-5 47.84 
8. 1.55 10.75 5 3.80 4 53.79 
5 35.55 
9. 1.55 10.75 
10. 1.55 10.75 2.55 3.10 6 2.56 6 46.10 
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Table 1. Continued. 
Cost components for Supplying Water to Energy (Annual Cost in Dollars Per ac-ft). 
M &. I Distribution Costsa M &. I Supply Treatment Costsh Total Supply Costs in 1965c Total Supply Costs in 1974d 
Hydrologic Present Diversions Present Diversions Present Diversions. Present Diversions 
Study (0 &'M) New Diversions (O&'M) New Diversions (0 &'M) New Diversions (O~M) New Diversions 
Unit 
Local Ground- Local Ground- Local Ground- Local Ground- Local Ground- Local Ground- Local Ground- Local Groundc Surface 
water Surface water Surface water Surface water Surface water Surface water Surface water Surface water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water 
1 16.00 23.80 42.00 42.00 1.00 0.20 5.00 0.25 17.00 24.00 47.00 42.25 34·826 49.166 96.283 86.553 
2 16.00 23.80 42.00 42.00 1.00 0.20 5.00 0.25 17.00 24.00 47.00 42.25 34.826 49.166 96.283 86.553 
3 16.00 29.50 42.00 49.00 4.00 0.50 17.00 0.65 20.00 30.00 59.00 49.65 40.972 61.457120.866 101.712 
4 16.00 29.50 42.00 49.00 4.00 0.50 17.00 0.65 10.00 30.00 59.00 49.65 40.972 61.457 120.866 101.712 
5 16.00 23.80 42.00 42.00 2.00 0.20 10.00 0.25 18.00 24.00 52.00 42.25 36.874 49.166 106.526 86.553 
6 16.00 23.80 42.00 42.00 2.00 0.20 10.00 0.25 18.00 24.00 52.00 42.25 36.874 49.166 106.526 86.553 
..... 7 16.00 23.80 42.00 42.00 2.00 0.20 10.00 0.25 18.00 24.00 52.00 42.25 36.874 49.166 106.526 86.553 
-+:- 8 16.00 42.00 6.00 25.00 22.00 67.00 45.069 137.255 
9 16.00 42.00 4.00 17.00 20.00 59.00 40.972 120.866 
10 16.0Q 23.80 42.00 42.00 4,00 0.20 17.00 0.25 20.00 24.00 59.00 42.25 40.972 49.166 120.866 86.553 
Source: King et aI., 1972. 
~h~ costs pertain to newly developed water supplies. They do not include storage costs. 
bTreatment costs for surface water vary according to the amount off'Iltration and other measures required. Treatment of groundwater is only' chlorination. 
~otal supply costs equals to M &. r distribution costs plus M &. r supply treatment costs. 
dUse Engineering News Record Cost Index (in construction) to adjust cost for 1965 to 1974. Coefficient Index is 417.05/203.58'" 2.049. 
Table 2. Productivity per acre of various crops in different regions by land 
class in Utah. 
Crops Land Land Land Land Land Land Land Land Class I Class II Class III Class IV Class I Class II Class III Class IV 
HSUI HSU2 
Alfalfa Full Tons 4.75 4.03 3.34 5.18 4.40 3.48 
Alfalfa Partial Tons 3.66 2.98 2.46 3.98 3.37 2.79 
Barley Bushels 91.81 73.89 62.47 95.51 80.00 66.93 
Nurse Crop Bushels 71.81 55.89 46.47 75.51 62.00 50.93 
Corn Grain Bushels 120.00 100.78 80.01 120.00 102.00 80.50 
Corn Silage Tons 22.00 19.36 15.80 23.42 20.07 16.53 
Dry Wheat Bushels 21.65 19.52 
Nurse Apples Bushels 192.00 172.80 155.52 192.00 172.80 155.52 
Mature Apples Bushels 600.00 510.00 459.00 600.00 510.00 459.00 
Nurse Peaches Bushels 114.00 96.90 87.21 114.00 96.90 87.21 
Mature Peaches Bushels 342.00 294.75 267.98 342.00 294.75 267.98 
Nurse Sweet Cherries cwt. 18.90 16.10 14.50 18.90 16.10 14.50 
Mature Sweet Cherries cwt. 125.00 105.00 90.00 125.00 105.00 90.00 
Nurse Sour Cherries cwt. 37.90 32.20 28.90 37.90 32.20 28.90 
Mature Sour Cherries cwt. 135.40 115.10 103.50 135.40 115.10 103.50 
Dry Beans cwt. 4.11 
Sugar Beets Tons 21.00 19.00 16.50 20.92 18.33 16.02 
HSU3 HSU4 
Alfalfa Full Tons 5.30 4.62 3.38 5.34 4.63 3.63 
Alfalfa Partial Tons 4.10 3.47 2.73 4.14 3.53 2.67 
Barley Bushels 96.00 83.16 64.74 96.00 82.91 67.67 
Nurse Crop Bushels 76.00 65.16 48.79 76.00 64.91 51.67 
Corn Grain Bushels 120.00 102.00 80.50 127.43 100.53 83.73 
Corn Silage Tons 23.50 20.32 17.00 23.50 20.30 16.54 
Dry Wheat Bushels 20.57 19.76 
Nurse Apples Bushels 192.00 172.80 155.52 192.00 172.80 155.52 
Mature Apples Bushels 600.00 510.00 459.00 600.00 510.00 459.00 
Nurse Peaches Bushels 114.00 96.90 87.21 114.00 96.90 87.21 
Mature Peaches Bushels 342.00 294.75 267.98 342.00 294.75 267.98 
Nurse Sweet Cherries cwt. 18.90 16.10 14.50 18.90 16.10 14.50 
Mature Sweet Cherries ewt. 125.00 105.00 90.00 125.00 105.00 90.00 
Nurse Sour Cherries ewt. 37.90 32.20 28.90 37.90 32.20 28.90 
Mature Sour Cherries cwt. 135.40 115.10 103.50 135.40 115.10· 103.50 
Dry Beans cwt. 4.42 6.50 
Sugar Beets Tons 22.60 20.30 17.00 21.69 19.20 16.61 
HSU5 HSU6 
Alfalfa Full Tons 4.22 3.44 4.90 4.30 3.61 
Alfalfa Partial Tons 3.17 2.49 3.80 3.39 2.88 
Barley Bushels 72.87 59.32 88.00 73.27 60.76 
Nurse Crop Bushels 54.87 43.32 68.00 55.27 44.76 
Com Grain Bushels 97.33 75.66 120.00 95.83 73.98 
Com Silage Tons 19.75 16.55 23.00 19.75 17.28 
Dry Wheat Bushels 20.34 20.51 
Nurse Apples Bushels 
Mature Apples Bushels 
Nurse Peaohes Bushels 
Mature Peaches Bushels 
Nurse Sweet Cherries ewt. 
Mature Sweet Cherries cwt. 
Nurse Sour Cherries cwt. 
Mature Sour Cherries cwt. 
Dry Beaps cwt. 4.11 3.76 
Sugar Beets Tons 
~----~ 
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Table 2. Continued. 
Land Land Land Land Land Land Land Land Crops Class I Oass II Class III Class IV Class I Class II Class III Class IV 
HSU 7 
Alfalfa Full Tons 3.80 
Alfalfa Partial Tons 3.00 
Barley Bushels 69.92 
Nurse Crop Bushels 51.92 
Corn Grain Bushels 95.00 
Corn Silage Tons 18.96 
Dry Wheat Bushels 
Nurse Apples Bushels 
Mature Apples Bushels 
Nurse Peaches Bushels 
Mature Peaches Bushels 
Nurse Sweet Cherries cwt. 
Mature Sweet Cherries cwt. 
Nurse Sour Cherries cwt. 
Mature Sour Cherries cwt. 
Dry Beans cwt. 
Sugar Beets Tons 
HSU9 
Alfalfa Full Tons 5.00 4.13 
Alfalfa Partial Tons 3.90 2.90 
Barley Bushels 90.00 70.57 
Nurse Crop Bushels 70.00 52.57 
Corn Grain Bushels 100.00 85.00 
Corn Silage Tons 21.00 19.20 
Dry Wheat Bushels 
Nurse Apples Bushels 
Mature Apples Bushels 
Nurse Peaches Bushels 114.00 96.90 
Mature Peaches Bushels 342.00 
Nurse Sweet Cherries cwt. 
Mature Sweet Cherries cwt. 
Nurse Sour Cherries cwt. 
Mature Sour Cherries cwt. 
Dry Beans cwt. 
Sugar Geets Tons 
order to reduce the variability of 
prices received by farmers during 
the 7 year period (1970-76). These 
average prices are reported in Table 
4. A FORTRAN program was written 
to compute the net revenue coef-
ficients on presently cultivated 
land for a specific crop, class of 
land, and region. These ne t revenue 
coefficients are reported in Appendix 
A in the column section of BCDOUT. 
The new land development and 
on-farm water distribution costs 
and price indices were obtained from 
Anderson et al. (1973) and Agri-
cultural Statistics, u.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture (1976), res-
pectively. The 1974 index of input 
cost was used to update the land 
HSU 8 
3.19 4.70 4.17 3.49 
2.10 3.64 3.25 2.85 
61.62 85.60 73.09 60.33 
40.47 65.60 55.09. 44.33 
70.00 109.00 89.50 72.24 
15.57 21.15 18.89 15.91 
20.05 20.08 
HSU 10 
3.38 7.30 5.92 4.56 
2.08 4.90 3.97 3.01 
56.49 96.00 80.99 66.27 
40.49 76.00 62.99 50.27 
70.00 130.00 105.00 85.00 
16.00 30.00 26.90 22.00 
19.20 21.00 
192.00 172.80 155.52 
600.00 510.00 459.00 
87.21 114.00 96.90 87.21 
342.00 294.75 267.98 
development cost estimates (see list-
ed in Table 5). These cos ts were 
subtracted from the net revenue of 
presently cultivated land to estimate 
the net revenue coefficients for the 
potentially cultivable land (see 
Appendix A in the column section of 
BCDOUT) • 
Energy 
Energy revenue and cost data 
are discussed below by type of develop-
ment. 
Coal 
Description data for coal mining 
operations are reported in the annual 
Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook. 
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Table 3. Cost of cultivation of various crops gr(>wn in dollars per acre: vari-
able cost excluding water cost for 1974 in different regions by land 
class in Utah. 
Land Land Land Land Land Land Land Land 
Crop Class I Class II Class III Class IV Class I Class II Class 1II Class IV 
HSU 1 HSU 2 
Alfalfa Full $ 96.31 $ 86.07 $ 70.09 $100.64 $ 89.96 $ 72.02 
Alfalfa Partial 78.62 67.86 51.79 77.79 67.12 49.72 
Barley 65.46 54.14 46.25 70.01 58.25 48.86 
Nurse Crop 74.97 63.26 54.77 75.48 63.72 54.24 
Corn Grain 139.48 131.21 120.91 144.57 135.80 124.74 
Corn Silage 99.94 78.61 62.09 123.52 88.22 65.76 
Dry Wheat $ 37.88 $ 33.68 
Nlllse Apples 803.99 724.63 677.75 810.36 729.33 679.93 
Mature Apples 1587.70 1429.26 1213.98 1593.17 1433.85 1218.76 
Nurse Peaches 566.28 510.92 480.56 568.96 512.D7 485.25 
Mature Peaches 986.70 891.44 757.78 994.34 894.88 760.65 
Nurse Sweet Cherries 397.04 347.02 324.76 400.86 350.78 326.67 
Mature Sweet Cherries 1122.90 1015.16 962.35 1132.74 1019.47 966.55 
Nurse Sour Cherries 358.84 327.49 296.82 364.67 328.21 299.00 
Mature Sour Cherries 674.36 608.10 514.23 678.44 610.60 519.02 
Dry Beans 43.42 43.42 
Sugar Beets 276.55 260.44 228.27 289.27 268.46 233.14 
HSU 3 HSU 4 
Alfalfa Fun $100.64 $ 85.75 $ 58.02 $100.64 $ 89.36 $ 68.15 
Alfalfa Partial 77.79 64.05 39.53 77.79 67.10 47.14 
Barley 70.01 56.32 43.08 70.01 57.72 47.10 
Nurse Crop 75.48 61.78 47.81 75.48 63.55 52.52 
Corn Grain 144.57 135.80 124.74 144.57 135.20 124.41 
Corn Silage 123.52 85.97 60.82 123.52 86.96 64.13 
Dry Wheat $ 33.08 $ 36.37 
Nurse Apples 810.36 729.33 679.93 810.36 729.33 679.93 
Mature Apples 1593.17 1433.85 1218.76 1593.17 1433.85 1218.76 
Nurse Peaches 568.96 512.07 485.25 568.96 512.07 485.25 
Mature Peaches 994.34 894.88 760.65 994.34 894.88 760.65 
Nurse Sweet Cherries 400.86 350.78 326.67 400.86 350.78 326.67 
Mature Sweet Cherries 1132.74 1019.47 966.55 1132.74 1019.47 966.55 
Nurse Sour Cherries 364.67 328.21 299.00 364.67 328.21 299.00 
Mature Sour Cherries 678.44 610.60 519.02 678.44 610.60 519.02 
Dry Beans 43.42 43.42 
Sugar Beets 289.27 268.46 233.14 289.27 268.46 233.14 . 
HSU 5 HSU 6 
Alfalfa Full $ 84.28 $ 67.14 $ 95.06 $ 84.39 $ 68.44 
Alfalfa Partial 66.87 49.73 77.66 66.98 51.03 
Barley 53.31 44.00 65.14 53.38 44.81 
Nurse Crop 62.17 53.09 73.98 62.22 53.65 
Corn Grain 130.26 118.18 139.13 130.36 119.30 
Com Silage 76.48 59.37 98.31 76.55 60.23 
Dry Wheat $ 37.88 $ 37.88 
Nurse Apples 729.33 679.93 810.36 729.33 679.93 
Mature Apples 1433.85 1218.76 1593.17 1433.85 1218.76 
Nurse Peaches 512.D7 485.25 568.96 512.07 485.25 
Mature Peaches 894.88 760.65 994.34 894.88 760.65 
Nurse Sweet Cherries 350.78 326.67 400.86 350.78 326.67 
Mature Sweet Cherries 1019.47 966.55 1132.74 1019.47 966.55 
Nurse Sour Cherries 328.21 299.00 364.67 328.21 299.00 
Mature Sour Cherries 610.60 519.02 678.44 610.60 519.02 
Dry Beans 42.93 43.42 
Sugar Beets 268.46 233.14 289.27 268.46 233.14 
~ 
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In the 1974 (Bureau of Mines, 1974) 
report, average value per ton, f. o. b. 
mines, of Utah bituminous coal was 
$12.24. This price represented an 
average value per ton of coal for' all 
HSU's. 
Coal m1n1ng operating cost data 
for Utah have not been published. 
Estimations for hypothetical mines, 
reported in Bureau of Mines Information 
Circulars, are available, however. 
Underground mining is the method 
used presently iri producing Utah 
coal. Strip mining is expected to be 
developed in some counties. Two of 
Bureau of Mines Information Circulars 
(1975 and 1976) provide operating costs 
for underground bituminous coal mines. 
(See Table 6.) 
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Land Land Land Land Land 
Class IV Class I Class II Class III Class IV 
HSU 8 
$ 84.43 $ 73.75 $ 75.80 
67.02 56.34 40.39 
58.47 46.70 38.13 
69.36 57.60 49.03 
129.88 121.11 110.11 
91.24 69.48 53.16 
$ 37.88 $ 37.88 
810.36 729.33 679.93 
1593.17 1433.85 1218.76 
568.96 512.07 485.25 
994.34 894.88 760.65 
400.86 350.78 326.67 
1132.74 1019.47 966.55 
364.67 328.21 299.00 
678.44 610.60 519.02 
35.50 35.50 
289.27 268.46 233.14 
HSU 10 
$137.73 $122.57 $101.87 
114.88 100.18 79.97 
82.32 68.55 57.86 
94.56 80.68 69.87 
129.88 121.11 110.11 
153.24 113.88 97.60 
$ 37.88 $ 37.88 
850.87 762.72 705.56 
1625.72 1499.50 1269.16 
597.41 535.52 503.24 
1044.06 935.86 792.10 
400.86 350.78 326.67 
1132.74 1019.47 966.55 
364.67 328.21 299.00 
678.44 610.60 519.02 
35.50 42.29 
Operating cost varies from mine 
to mine. Zimmerman (l977) attempted 
to estimate costs for various types 
of coal deposits by using econometric 
techniques. He regressed cost per 
ton of coal against coal seam thick-
ness, water conditions, roof con-
ditions, floor conditions, gas con-
ditions, and amount of output. As 
depth increases, holding seam thickness 
constant, less coal can be produced per 
unit of coal seam mined. However, the 
thicker the seam, the more coal a 
mining unit can remove per unit of 
time. Data for depth and thickness of 
beds in· Utah were obtained from USGS 
(1969) and Doelling (1972). Mining 
costs were adjusted for averge seam 
depth and thickness, by HSU, using the 
results from Zimmerman's study. 
Table 4. Seven years (1970-1976) average 
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Table 5. Yearly costs of preparing poten-
tentially irrigable land for ir-
rigated production by land class, 
Utah. (Total cost in dollars 
per acre.) 
Land Class 
HSU or Region 
I II III IV 
1. Great Salt Lake $13.35 $15.60 $17.30 $19.74 
2. Bear River 15.23 17.48 19.18 21.62 
3. Weber River 17.11 19.36 21.06 23.50 
4. Jordan River IS.99 21.24 22.94 25.38 
5. Sevier River 17.48 19.18 21.62 
6. Cedar-Beaver 17.11 19.36 21.06 23.50 
7. Uintah 15.60 17.30 19.74 
8. West Colorado 13.35 15.60 17.30 19.74 
9. Southeast Colo. 13.35 15.60 17.30 19.74 
10. Lower Colorado 13.35 15.60 17.30 19.74 
Table 6. Price and estimated operating 
cost of Utah coal unit: $llton. 
HSU Average Cost Net Value Revenue 
7 12.24 8.22 4.02 
8 12.24 7.30 4.94 
9 12.24 7.43 4.81 
10 12.24 7.01 5.23 
Crude Oil and Natural Gas 
Data for average prices of crude 
oil and natural gas were obtained 
from the State of Utah Division of Oil, 
Gas and Mining (1974). Prices were 
different in each oil and gas field in 
each county. Old oil prices for 1974 
($5.25 per barrel) were not considered 
appropriate for the study since new 
wells would be needed for production. 
The average price per barrel for each 
oil and gas field from each county 
was used. 
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The estimated drilling costs for 
oil and gas wells, including dry holes, 
were obtained from the Federal Energy 
Administration (1977). The average 
drilling cost per well was estimated 
from these data. These averages may 
be significantly different from any 
specific well field, but should be 
reasonably accurate for the whole 
HSU. 
Estimated Drilling Costs for Oil 















The estimated average cost of 
crude oil was $2.597 per barrel, 
$0.031 per thousand cubic feet (mscf) 
for processed natural gas. (See 
Table 7.) 
Synthetic Natural Gas from 
Coal Gasification 
Presently there is no commercial 
coal gas if ica t ion in the Uni ted 
States. The processes currently 
being evaluated at pilot plants are 
"second-generation" processes and 
may be ready for commercial use 
sometime after 1980. 
It is difficult to determine 
accurate prices and cos ts for coal 
gasification processes. The price 
must be competitive with natural 
gas and provide enough profit to 
induce produc tion on a commercial 
scale. In lieu of government subsidies 
the capital investment and operating 
costs determine the minimum price at 
which manufactured gas can be sold at 
the plant site. The cost of coal is 
Table 7. Price and estimated cost of crude oil ($/bbl) and natural gas ($/Mscf) • 
Oil Natural Gas 
HSU 
Price Cost Net Revenue Price Cost Net Revenue 
3 5.07 2.60 2.47 0.21 0.031 0.179 
7 7.96 2.60 5.36 0.23 0.031 0.199 
8 8.15 2.60 5.55 0.02 0.031 ~.Ol1a 
9 8.17 2.60 5.57 0.24 0.031 0.208 
~henegative profitability is due to a low gross revenue to production ratio in HSU8 for 1974. Figures for 1975 again 
indicates a much lower price for gas in HSU8 compared to the rest of the state, but the profitability is slightly positive. 
the most important operating cost. 
Wasp and Thompson (1973) estimated 
gasification costs ranging from 
$1.00 to $1.50 per million BTU, 
excluding the cos t of coal and trans-
portation. Stroup and Thurman (1975) 
estimated costs for capital investment 
of $800 million for a 23 billion 
BTU/day plant (approximately 250 
million cubic feet per day). Usihg a 
coal cost of $4.50 per ton, and 1974 
operating costs, they suggested cost of 
$2.18 per million (approximately 1,000 
cubic feet) BTU in 1974 dollars. 
Lindquist (1977) estimated 1975 costs 
for the Lurgi process were between 
$2.40 and $3.00 per thousand standard 
cubic feet. 
Cost estimates, in 1972 dollars, 
for specific conversion technologies 
in various areas were also reported 
by the Science and Public Policy 
Program (1975). These data assume 
a 2.5-year life on capital equipment, 
10 percent fixed charge rate on 
investment, and 90 percent utilization 
of capacity. Because the technologies 
for processing coal are not fully 
developed, their cost data were 
unreliable and subject to frequent 
revision. The quality of the economic 
data was described as fair (an error 
of less than 50 percent) for all 
processing technologies except for 
Solvent Refined Coal Process. 
The Science and Public Policy 
Program estimates of average costs of 
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$1.03 per thousand cubic feet for Lurgi 
processes given a cost of $6 per 
ton, is us ed, as is a hypo the tical 
price of $1.15 per thousand cubic feet 
also estimated by the Science and 
Public Policy Program. All figures 
are updated to 1974 dollars, using the 
GNP deflator. (See Table 8.) 
Synthetic Crude Oil from 
Coal Liquefaction 
Coal liquefaction also has not 
been commercialized in the United 
States so that the data problems are 
similar to those of coal gasification. 
It has been reported (Oil and Gas 
Journal, 1974) that direct liquefaction 
costs are roughly $1.60 per million 
BTU, or about $10 per barrel in 1973 
dollars. The cost of liquid fuels 
synthesized after coal gasification 
ranges from $2 to $2.80 per million 
BTU, or about $12.17 per barrel. 
Table 8. Estimated price and cost of 
synthetic natural gas (by Lurgi 
process with coal at $6 per 



















More details on both coal gasifi-
cation and coal liquefaction can be 
drawn from the Technology Review 
(1974). For 40,000 barrels per day of 
synthetic crude, given $8 per ton coal 
costs and an annual 15 percent capital 
cost, the average cost per barrel is 
$7.70 (or $1.33 per million BTU) in 
1973 dollars. 
Schurr (1971) indicates that a 
plant producing 250,000 barrels per day 
of syncrude by Consol Synthetic Crude 
process would have costs averaging 
$3.25 per barrel from western coal, at 
$1.25 per ton. The per barrel cost of 
oil is increased approximately 33 cents 
for every dollar-per-ton increase in 
coal cost. 
Another estimate can be found in 
the report of the Science and Public 
Policy Program (1975). Given a coal 
cost of $6 per ton, synthetic crude 
will cost 86 cents per million BTU 
($6.069 per barrel) from the Censol 
Synthetic Fuel (CSF) process or $1.29 
per million BTU ($9.10 per barrel) from 
Solvent Refined Coal (SRC) process. 
Suggested selling price is $7.283 per 
barrel, leaving net revenue at $1.21 
per barrel for the CSF process. (See 
Table 9.) 
Synthetic Crude Oil 
from Oil Shale 
Katell et ale (1974) estimated the 
capital investment, operating costs, 
and selling price for both 50,000 and 
100,000 barrel-per-day oil shale 
plants. A breakdown of capital and 
operating cost charges in 1973 dollars 
was estimated for the major processing 
systems, including mining, retorting, 
solid waste disposal, hydrogen sul-
fide removal, and refining. 
For this study, costs were based 
on a 100,000 barrel-per-day plant since 
that plant size is anticipated by most 
shale developers. The total estimated 
capital investment required to develop 
the mine is $522,375,400. Plant life 
is 20 years. The estimated annual 
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operation cost is $114,152,400. Ex-
cluding costs of water, average total 
cost per barrel of crude oil from oil 
shale is $3.84. A selling price for 
the oil of $5.15 per barel is required 
to balance the present value of the 
positive cash flows, using a 12 per-
cent discount rate. These figures 
are updated by the GNP deflator. (See 
Table 10.) 
Synthetic Crude Oil 
from Tar Sands 
No oil has ever been extracted 
in any quantity from tar sands in 
Utah. The only available data on price 
and cost come from the report of 
the Science Policy Research Division 
and the Foreign Affairs Division 
(1974). 
The task force study assumes 
a world crude-oil price of $11 per 
barrel would be necessary before 
significant production of oil from 
domestic tar sands will occur. The 
average selling price is estimated at 
$9.19 (normal development range is from 
$9 to $10). Average operating costs, 
including capital depreciation, are 
estimated at $7.05 per barrel (ranging 
Table 9. Estimated price and cost of 
synthetic crude petroleum (with 









Price Cost Net Revenue 
7.283 6.069 1.214 
7.283 6.069 1.214 
7.283 6.069 1.214 
Estimated price and cost of 








from $6.66 to $7.88) leaving an average 
profit of 30 percent. The largest 
plant expected in the U.S. is 10,000 
barrels per day. Capital investment 
for such a plant is estimated at $70 
million or $7,000 per barrel per day of 
productive capacity. (See Table 
11. ) 
Refined Products 
Cost analysis for refineries 
is complicated by the fact that several 
hundred different products may be 
produced from one basic raw material. 
The composition of fixed and variable 
costs will differ in some respects 
for different oil companies and dif-
ferent products. Oil refiners may 
report different percentages for the 
components of their fixed costs, 
depending on the degree of integration 
and capital structure. The data 
for average cost and prices are un-
available for Utah refineries. Russell 
(1973) estimates average refinery costs 
and receipts as indicated in Table 
12. Crude oil accounts for over 80 
percent of total costs for refinery. 
The next most costly item, processing 
plants, is about one-eighth as expen-
sive on a per-barrel basis. The 
Science and Public Policy Program 
(1975) estimated refinery production 
costs for 1972 in controlled refin-
eries (for which the weight of dis-
solved solids is much larger than 
that of suspended solids) as $85,600 
per 10 12 BTU's in fixed cost and 
$248,000 per 1012 BTU's operating 
costs. (See Table 13.) 
Table 11. Estimated price and cost of 
crude oil from tar sands. 
Unit: $/bbl. 
HSU Price Cost Net Revenue 
7 9.19 7.05 2.14 
8 9.19 7.05 2.14 
9 9.19 7.05 2.14 
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The fixed costs represent a 
flat rate of 10 percent on a total 
investment of $856,000 per 1012 BTU's 
per year. A total cost of $334,000 per 
10 12 BTU's per year is used in the 
study. Given an approximate value of 6 
million BTU/bbl, the average refinery 
cost is $2.004/bbl in 1972 dollars, or 
$2.701/bbl in 1974 dollars (adjusted by 
the Nelson operating indexes for 
refineries). 
A petroleum r~finery is designed 
to convert crude oil into various 
products. The principal products of 
U.S. refineries are gasoline, jet fuels 
and kerosene, diesel and fuel oils. 
Lubricants, waxes and solvents, petro-
chemical feedstocks, and asphalt (oil) 
are also produced. The proportions of 
the principal products vary with 
refinery design, location, and time of 
the year. Kolstad (1975) estimated 
the price of petroleum products which 
are used for the State of Utah. The 
1976 consumer price of $18.45 per 
barrel was deflated to $17.62 by the 
crude oil price index for 1974. This 
leaves $14.919 net revenue. Refinery 
cost excludes the Pl1rchase cost of 
crude oil. (See Table 15.) 
Coal Slurry 
The 273-mile, 18-inch Black 
Mesa slurry line is currently the only 
operating line. Plans exist for Utah 
to Nevada and Wyoming to Arkansas 
lines. Economic data for slurry lines 
are taken from actual and planned 
pipeline es tima tes. Coal pipeline 
costs include the capital and operating 
costs of coal cleaning, slurry prepa-
ration, transportation and dewatering. 
The pipeline systems comtemplated for 
Utah are complete operating entities 
with maintenance, communications and 
storage facilities as required for the 
operation of the system (Wasp, 1976). 
Transportation costs include 
direct operation cost plus an annual 
allowance of capital to cover debt, 
taxes, deprec ia tion and payment of 




Purchased Inputs (Crude Oil+ n-butane) 3.636 
Process Units Exclusive of Utilities 0.505 
Utilities 0.134 
Gasoline Blending 0.131 
Miscellaneous 0.013 
Total Average Cost 4.419 
Products and By-Products Sold in Model 
Products Constrained Values at Approximately 
Oil Un-reflllery Prices--
Premium Gasoline ($(j.22/bbl) 
Regular Gasoline ($5.38/bbl) 
Kerosene (S4.96/bbl) 
Distillate Fuel Oil ($4.60/bbl) 
Residual Fuel Oil ($3.10/bbl) 
Total Receipts/bbl Crude 
Net Jncome/bbl, or 17.4% of Sales 
prof it to the eq ui ty owners. The 
capital cost of the system includes the 
direct cost of materials and installa-
tion, plus indirect costs for engineer-
ing, management of cons true t ion, con-
tingency, I startup and owners' costs. 
The pipeline is capital, rather 
than labor, intens ive as are most 
transport systems. For example, the 
Black Mesa pipeline requires only 55 
men for its operation and maintenance. 
The following is a summary of the 
slurry pipeline cost breakdown between 
fixed and variable costs (Monfort, 
1977, and Wasp, 1976). 










Another estimated breakdown of 
costs by function for a 1,000-mile sys-
tem from Wyoming to the middle south 
















Total Receiptsjbbl Percent of 
Average of Crude Total 















Table 13. Crude oil refining cost (1972) • 
Fixed Operating 
Cost Cost Total 
National Average (Dollars (Dollars (Dollars Per 1012 Per 1012 Per 1012 Refinery Btu's Btu's Btu's 
Input) Input) Input) 
Uncontrolled 
National Oil 76,800 242,000 319,000 
Controlled 
National Oil 85,600 248,000 334,000 
Source: The Science and Public Policy Program, p. 3-36. 
The cos t of transportation of 
coal slurry by pipeline is a function 
of the tonnage transported, distance, 
physical characteristics of the coal, 
terrain, and the annual capital charges 
for the pipeline. The two most signi-
ficant factors are the annual tonnages 
and the distance transported. The 
costs of coal slurry systems include 
both the costs of slurry preparation 
and pip~line transportation, but 
exclude any allowance for utilization 
at the delivery terminal (Wasp et al., 
1976). These costs total approximately 
0.50 cents to 1.20 cents per ton-mile 
for a 100-mile system transporting 
between 3 and 18 million tons per year. 
For a 1,000-mile system costs range 















and cost of 
refined products. Unit: 
$/bbl. 
Price Cost Net 
Revenue 
17.62 2.701 14.919 
17.62 2.701 14.919 
17.62 2.701 14.919 
17.62 2.701 14.919 
from approximately 0.25 to 0.60 cents 
per ton-mile. Estimates for the Utah-
Nevada line for a 25-million ton, 1,036 
mile, 38-inch pipeline are $ 7 • 90 per 
ton (Oil and Gas Journal, 1975) or 0.76 
cents per ton-mile. Cost per ton-mile 
on Black Mesa pipeline is about 1.1 
cents/To mile, given 1969 capital costs 
and 1977 operating costs (Montfort t 
1977) • 
Transport and preparation cos t 
curves ~hich show cost~ in cents per 
ton-mile are given in Figure 4 (Wasp 
and Thompson, 1973). This includes op-
erating costs and an allowance for cap-
ital charges as a function of distance 
a~d throughput in million tons per year. 
For projected Utah coal slurry 
pipelines, the 164-mile, 22-inch 
pipeline from Alton coalfield to 
Arran Canyon, Nevada, is used as a base 
to estimate the average cost of coal 
slurry. For an annual production 
of approximately 10 million tons, 
average cost is estimated at 1.2 cents 
per ton-mile, or $1.97 per ton of 










is 2 percent of total, average cost 
of coal slurry at destination will 
be $2 per ton. Since coal extraction 
cost in Alton field (RSU 10) is ex-
pected to be $7.01 per ton, final 
average cost figure used in this model 
for coal slurry is $9.01 per ton. The 
estimated price per ton of coal in 
Nevada is $14.39, using a 1974 average 
value per ton coal sold (Bureau of 
Mines, 1974), yielding a profit 
of $5.38 per ton for coal slurried out 
of Utah. 
Electricity 
Of the eight coal-fired electric 
generating plants in Utah, Utah Power 
and Light owns seven. They are Gadsby 
/12 and 113 at Salt Lake City, Hale 
#1 and #2 at Orem, Carbon #1 and #2 
and the Huntington Plant. California-
Pacific Utilities Company owns one 
plant at Cedar City. 
Cost data are derived from the 
required annual reports from these 
utilities to the Federal Power Commis-
sion (1974). Because statements of a 
company operating in more than one 
state are included in the report for 
the state from which the company 
received most of its revenues, there is 
no single account for the plant at 
Cedar City. Price and cost data were 
obtained for the Utah Power and Light 
plants from the annual report. 
Average price of electricity is 
calculated from electric operating 
revenues by dividing total revenues 
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Figure 4. Energy resource and conversion plant location map (from Bishop et al., 
1975). 
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from sales of electricity by total 
kilowatt-hour (kwh) sales. Costs 
considered in the model are annual 
produc t ion expenses. Each company 
submits an annual report for steam-
electric power construction cost 
and annual production expenses per 
net kilowatt hour. 
The produc t ion exp ens es pe r 
net kwh vary from plant to plant. 
The selected data from steam-electric 
generating plant statistics (large 
plants) is shown in Table 16. By 
adding the production costs per net 
kwh of Gadsby and Hale plants, the 
average cost of producing electricity 
in HSU 4 was calculated to be approxi-
mately $10.7! per megawatt-hour. 
An average production cost of $5.30 
per megawatt-hour for ,the Carbon 
and Huntington plants was used for 
the electricity cost in HSU 8. The 
Kaiparowits power plant and Nevada 
power plant have not been constructed, 
and no data are currently available. 
Since Huntington plant number two 
has the largest installed capacity, 
its production expenses'per net kwh 
are used to represent HSU 9 and HSU 
10 electricity cost. Net revenue 
appeared very large because other 
costs, such as transmission, distri-
bution, and customer accounts expenses 
for the planned plants are unknown and 
therefore, excluded. (See Tablel7.) 
Actual profitably would pr~bably 
be little greater than that for 
HSU 4. 
Transportation Cost 
In this study, the two energy 
raw materials which require trans-
portation are crude oil and coal. 
Crude oil can be transported by tank 
lines or pipelines. Clark Tank Lines, 
P.I.E., W. S. Hatch Company, and 
Western Gillette are the trucking 
companies authorized for intrastate 
hauling in Utah. These companies have 
terminals in Salt Lake City. Amoco 
Pipeline Company and Chevron Pipeline 
Company service intrastate transporta-
tion of crude oil into the Salt Lake 
area. The rate charge on pipeline 
transportation is unavailable from 
either company. Data on truck trans-
portation cost per barrel of crude oil 
were obtained from Western Gillette, 
Inc. The rate varies depending on the 
quantity of crude oil, length of haul, 
and other conditions. Some selected 
transportation costs for petroleum 
crude oil in bulk, in tank vehicles are 
given in Table 18. Rates for trucking 
crude oil can be fou~d in Table 19. 
Coal is shipped by railroad, 
truck, or slurry line. The latter is 
treated separately in the model. . The 
Union Pacific Railroad Company and the 
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad 
Company transport coal intrastate in 
Utah. Various truckers transport coal. 
From a recently completed analysis 
of 1976 statistics, the Rio Grande 
Railroad's average price to customers 
Table 16. Comparison of . ~apacity and production expenses of steam-electric 
plants. 
Carbon Carbon Gadsby Gadsby Hale Hale Huntington Item #1 #2 #2 #3 #1 #2 #2 
Total installed capacity (maximum generater name 
15,000 44,000 446,400 plate ratings in kw) 75,000 113,636 69,000 113,636 
Net peak demand on plant-kw (60 minutes) 71,000 104,000 73,000 100,000 0 49,000 416,400 
Cost per kw of installed capacity $210.06 $126.44 206.42 121.74 81.76 158.36 305.20 
Production expenses per net kwh (milles--2 places) 5.98 5.71 8.35 5.88 13.74 4.21 
Type of plant construction: O.D. Boiler. 
Source: The annual report of Utah Power and light Company, year ended December 31,1974. 
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Table 17. Average price and cost of 
electricity. Unit: $/mwh. 
HSU Price Cost Net Revenue 
4 16.12 10.78 5.34 
6 18~676 10.097 8.379 
8 16.12 5.3 10.82 
9 16.12 4.21 11.91 
10 16.12 4.21 11.91 
on coal traffic averaged 1.5 cents 
per ton-mile. Rio Grande Tariff 
7545 contains a rate of 88 cents 
per ton for a movement of 16 miles, 
or 5.5 cents per ton-mile. Rio 
Grande Tariff 7558 provides a rate 
of $15.74 for 1240 miles, or 1.3 
cents per ton-mile. On the average, 
the range of rates may be from just 
under 1 cent per ton-mile for long 
distance shipments, to well over 3 
cents per ton-mile for short distances. 
For the specific location, from 
Acco, Price, and East Carbon City to 
Gadsby, Salt Lake City, by unit train, 
the Union Pacific Railroad rate is 
$3.77 per net ton, or approximately 2.5 
cents per ton-mile, based on 3000 tons 
per train, and 740,000 tons of coal per 
year. If the amount of coal is 
approximately 850,000 tons per year, 
the rate is $3.49 per net ton. The car 
load rate is $6.74 per net ton. 
Under normal conditions, the truck 
rate is 3.5 cents per ton mile. 
Detailed information on varying 
distances and tonnages were not avail-
able from the trucking industry. The 
normal rate, therefore, was used in 
this study. 
Matrix A Coefficients 
Agriculture 
The coefficients of the agri-
culture portion of the A matrix may be 
Table 18. Cost per barrel of transporting crude oil. 
TankTransport Tariff No. 6-C, Section 3 
Commodity Rates in Cents Per Barrel of 42 U.S. Gallons 
Condition From To Rates Item 
No. 
Pan American No.3 Ferron Salt Lake City or Woods Cross 100.96 720 
Unit Wild Cat, Emery County 
Minimum 190 barrels Blaze "A" Well, Floy Wash, Salt Lake Oty or Woods Cross 115.54 730 
Grand County and Points 
Within 5 Miles 
Minimum 200 barrels Altamont and Blue Bell Pipeline Salt Lake City or Woods Cross 57 740 
Station, Duchesne County 
Actual scale weight to govern. Red Wash and Points and Places Salt Lake City or Woods Cross 49.5 
Within 5 Miles Thereof 
Minimum shipment 200 barrels Central Battery Located 12 Miles North Salt Lake, Salt Lake City 
West of Escalante and Woods Cross 174. 
Minimum 175 barrels Altamont Field, Duchesne County Salt Lake City or Woods Cross 93.8 830 
The estimated weight of the Bluebell Field, Duchesne County 107.4 
crude oil moving under the Cedar Rim No.2. Duchesne County 82.65 
provisions of this item will be Blue Bench 93.8 
























Truckload distance commodity 
rates applying on petroleum 
crude oil, in bulk, in tank 
vehicles from Altamont, Blue-
bell, or Starvation Field, 
Duchesne County to Myton Sta-
tion of Salt Lake Pipeline 




























































Column 0 rates apply on gross barrels as determined from 
or~ run tickets. 
Column ~ rates apply on net barrels as determined from 
meter readings at destination. 
Exception: If meters are not operational at destination the 
net barrels will be determined from origin run tickets 
temperature corrected to 60 degrees fahrenheit. 
divided into four major types: rotation 
constraints, crop water requirements, 
return flows, and miscellaneous. 
Rotational constraints 
The rotational constraints for 
all crops but fruit crops are reported 
by Keith et ale (June 1973 and July 
1973); Anderson et al. (1973); and 
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Anderson (April 1972).3 For this 
model, these data were elaborated 
to make them more specific and detail-
ed. The fruit crops constraints 
are derived from Christensen et ale 
(1973), and consultation with the 
Department of Plant Science and 
Ext ens ion Services personnel, Utah 
State University. All these rotational 
constraints can explicitly be written 
in terms of crop acreage grown, where 
r is the HSU, s is presently irrigated 
(1) or new (2) land; and i is land 
class (1, 2, or 3). 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
s ~ BarleY]r r = 1, ••• 10; 
s = 1,2. 
s [Barley 2 Nurse crop] r = 1, ••• 10; 
r 
s = 1,2. 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
s 
.s. 5 (Nurse crop)] . 
r = 1, ••• 10; r1 
s = 1, 2; i = 1, 3. 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
+ Barley + Nurse crop 
s ~ 7 (Sugar beets)]r 
r = 1, ••• , 10; s = 1,2. 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
+ Barley + Nurse crop 
L 7 (Corn grain + Corn 
silage)]s 
r 
r = 1, ••• , 10; s = 1,2. 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
+ Barley + Nurse crop 
> 9 (Corn grain + Corn 
- s 
silage + Sugar beets)] 
r 
r = 1, ••• , 10; s = 1,2. 
[Mature apple~ ~ 2.3 (Nurse 
apples)]ri 
r = 1, ••• , 10; s = 1,2; i=l, ••• 3. 
3Rotational constraints are based 
on the normal or average crop rotations 
for each HSU in terms of the proportion 
of the acreage allotted to each crop. 
Barley is used as a nurse crop to 
establish alfalfa. 
[Mature peaches > 2.0 (Nurse 
s peaches) ] ri 
r = 1, ••• 10; s = 1,2; 
i = 1, ••• 3. 
[Mature sweet cherries> 2.0 
- s (Nurse sweet cherries)]ri 
r 1, ••• 10j s = 1,2; 
i = 1, ••• 3. 
[Mature sour cherries ~ 2.6 (Nurse 
sour cherries)]~i 
r 1, ••• , 10; s = 1,2; 
i = 1, '.', 3. 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
+ Barley + Nurse crop + Corn 
grain + Corn silage + Sugar 
s beets ~ 30 (Mature apples)] 
r 
r = 1, ••• , 10; s = 1, 2. 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
+ Barley + Nurse crop + Corn 
grain + Corn silage + Sugar 
s beets ~ 15 (Mature peaches)] r 
r = 1, .", 10j s = 1,2. 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
+ Barley + Nurse crop + Corn 
grain + Corn silage + Sugar 
beets ~ 27 (Mature sweet 
cherries)]s 
r 
r = 1, '.', 10; s = 1,2. 
[Alfalfa full + Alfalfa partial 
+ Barley + Nurse crop + Corn 
grain + Corn silage + Sugar 




r = 1, "., 10j s = 1,2. 
Depending on the availability 
of water, alfalfa is grown either 
fully or partially irrigated; once 
sown, alfalfa will not be grown more 
than five years without replanting. 
Similarly, apples, peaches, and sweet 
and sour cherries, will not be grown 
more than 30, 15, 27, and 25 years 
in succession, respectively. Mature 
crops of apples, peaches, and sweet 
and sour cherries, should be greater 
than or equal to 2.3, 2.0, 2.0, and 
2.6 times the acres of respective 
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nurse crops. Wherever corn grains 
and/or silage are grown, the amount 
of each crop was limited to one-seventh 
(1/7) of the irrigated acreage grown. 
Similarly, if corn grain, corn silage, 
and/or sugar beets are grown, the 
amoun t of each crop was limi ted to 
one-ninth (1/9) of the irrigated 
acreage grown. These acreages corre-
spond to current rotation patterns in 
Utah. A lower limit on acreage under 
all fruit crops grown was set at 
present levels (shown in Table 20). 
Crop water requirements 
Data for consumptive use of water 
by crops were obtained from Anderson et 
al. (1973), and reviewed by Hargreaves 
(1976). The final consumptive water use 
figures are reported in Table 21. Com-
putation of diversions was performed 
explicitly in the model itself, using 
consumptive use ratios and irrigation 
system efficiency factors both taken 
from King et al. (1972), reproduced in 
Table 22. 
Return flow coefficients 
Part of the water diverted by 
agriculture is consumptively used. 
The remaining part runs off the agri-
cultural land as surface flow or seeps 
into the groundwater. This return flow 
becomes available for reuse either from 
surface or groundwater supplies. 
coefficients, expressing return 
as a proportion of diversions 
listed in Table 23. 




















Table 21. Consumptive use of water by crops in ac-ft/acre in Utah. 
:::l Po 
'" HSUor .~ ::s 0 1 ... ... Region U ~ $I ""- >. r7i :±:l .lS Ja ~ $I $I'" ... ~ ~ til ... ... <~ ::s 8 8 < ,:Q z 
1. Great Salt Lake 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.6 1.4 1.3 
2. Bear River 1.6 1.0 0.7 1.2 1.1 1.0 
3. Weber River 1.6 1.0 0.7 1.1 1.2 1.1 
4. Jordan River 2.0 1.3 0.9 1.5 1.5 1.4 
5. Sevier River 2.2 1.1 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.4 
6. Cedar-Beaver 2.1 1.5 1.0 1.6 1.5 1.4 
7. Uintah 2.1 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.5 
8. West Colorado 2.0 1.1 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.4 
9. Southeast Colorado 2.3 1.3 1.4 1.8 2.0 1.9 
10. Lower Colorado 3.7 3.0 1.5 2.0 2.4 2.3 
Table 22. Irrigation efficiency coef-
























Table 23. Return flow coefficients. 
HSU 
Agricultural Use 
To Surface To Ground 
1. 0.4742 0.0500 
2. 0.6077 0.0500 
3. 0.5833 0.0500 
4. 0.5609 0.0500 
5. 0.6250 0.0500 
6. 0.4947 0.0500 
7. 0.6288 0.0000 
8. 0.6250 0.0000 
9. 0.8000 0.0000 
10. 0.5000 0.0000 
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1.6 2.5 3.6 2.8 3.9 2.7 3.8 2.7 3.8 
1.4 2.4 3.5 2.7 3.8 2.6 3.7 2.6 3.7 
1.6 2.4 3.5 2.7 3.8 2.6 3.7 2.6 3.7 
1.8 2.7 3.8 3.0 4.2 2.9 4.1 2.9 4.1 
3.0 4.0 3.4 4.4 
Remaining coefficients 
The coefficients which do not 
come under any of the above listed 
categories are termed "remaining 
coefficients." The coefficients are 
usually those which establish a rela-
tionship between the variables dis-
cussed above and the right-hand 
side values. In mos teases, these 
variables are sums of other variables 
or definitial variables to translate 
demands for water into divisions. 
Often, the coefficients are unity. 
Energy 
The A ma trix for energy includes 
the water and other resource require-
ments for each type of energy activity, 
including mining, processing, and final 
product generation. Levels of produc-
tion of the final products determine 
the intermediat e energy inputs and 
water requirements, computed from a 
conversion efficiency factor. 
The efficiency of the kth energy 
conversion process is 
Efficiency (nk ) 
units of energy output ( ) 
. f . .. 1 un~ts 0 energy ~nput = 
This efficiency ratio can be calculated 
from data available from Bishop 
et ala (1975). 
When raw energy products are con-
verted, energy losses occur due to 
conversion process inefficiencies. The 
loss coefficient, LK' can be derived 
in the following way: 
Energy lossk = energy in - energYout 
for a given process k • • • (2) 
Hence, from (1) 
BTU. BTU out 
~n nk 
Substituting in (2) 
BTU out _ BTU out 
nk 
Thus, the loss coefficient is: 
1 1 - nk 
- - 1 
n k 
If CK is the efficiency coefficient 
for a unit of energy output of process 
K in BTU per acre foot of water, 
then for a conversion process k, the' 
energy loss (~k) in terms of BTU/AF 
can be written: 
The values of CK and ~ K can be found 
in Bishop et al. (1975) and are listed 
in Table 24. A simple mathematical 
calculation will yield nK: 
1 
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Table 24. Water energy coefficients (Ck) 



















asource: Bishop et al., June 1975, p. 75. 
bSource: Bishop et at, June 1975, p. 22. 
The ratios nk used in the model 
are expressed in conventional units, 
i.e., barrels per ton, megawatt 
hours per ton, etc. Table 25 lists 
these efficiency coefficients. Water 
use requirements per unit outputs 
are listed in Table 26. 
Table 25. Coefficients of efficiency. 
Process BTU IBTU Expressed in 














0.50065 bbls/bbl Oil Refining 
Table 26. Unit water requirements of 












Gallons of Water Water in AF /Y ear Needed 
17 gallons/tona 0.52 x 10-4 AF/ton 
17.3 gallons/bbla 0.53 x 10-4 AF/bbl 
20 gallons/bbla 0.61 x lO-4 AF/bbI 
148.68 gallons/bbla 0.456xlO-3 AF/bbl 
1.67 gallons/MSCFa O.5 x-lO- 12 AF/CF 
158 gallons/MSCFb 0.4 x lO-9 AF/CF 
175 gallons/bblb 0.537 x 10- 3 AF/bbl 
260 gallons/tona 0.79 x lO-3 tF/ton 
0.41 gallon/kwhb 0.1258xlO- J\F/mwh 
43 gallons/bbla 0.13 x lO" 3 AF /bbl 
aSource: Bishop et aI., June 1975, p. 73-74. 
bSource: American Water Resources Association, 1975, p. 14. 
RHS (Right-hand Side) 
Constant Values (or bj) 
The constant values establish 
limits for each of the constraints. 
Unless otherwise discussed~ RHS values 
were set at zero. 
Water Resources 
Water availabilities and wetland 
and M&I requirements were obtained 
from King et ala (June 1972); Clyde et 
al. (September 1971); Water Resources 
Council (June 1971); Department of 
Natural Resources (December 1974); 
Utah Board of Water Resources (January 
1974); and Utah Division of Water 
Resources (November 1968) • In-basin 
surface and groundwater availabilities 
(net of existing municipal and indus-
trial uses) and wetland requirements 
are reported in Table 27. 
Agriculture Resources 
The land availabilities were 
derived from U.S. Department of Agri-
culture (October 1970); Anderson 
(September 1973); and Wilson et ala 
(February 1968). Land was categorized 
into two types: presently cultivated 
and potentially cultivatable. Each 
of these categories was further divided 
into four classes. The first three 
classes were irrigated and irrigable 
land. The fourth class was defined 
as presently cultivated and potentially 
cultivatable land~ minus the presently 
irrigated and potentially irrigable 
land. This definition was used in 
order to allow dry land crops to 
be grown on irrigated and irrigable 
land which was not economically effi-
ciently irrigated. The land avail-
abilities are listed in Table 28. 
The energy sector has both re-
sources and conversion processes which 
are constrained. Figure 4 indicates 
the location of each energy activity 
for the state. 
Energy Resources 
Coal 
Coal survey quadrangle sheets 
from the U. S. Bureau of Mines were used 
as the basic data for the model. 
The specific location of these quad-
rangles are given in Figure 5. Reserves 




































Wet Land Requirements 
Local Surface 
Water Groundwater Total 
(ic~ft."x 103 ) (ae-ft. x 103) (ae-ft. x 103 ) 
551 164 715 
166 74 240 
116 27 143 
220 56 276 
128 205 333 
66 64 130 
315 0 315 
36 0 36 
8 0 8 
14 5 19 
Note: Figure in the parenthesis are (a) flow of White River near Watson (522), and flow of Green River near Colorado-Utah 
state line (3,304); (b) flow of Colorado River near Colorado-Utah state line; and (e) flow of San Juan River near Bluff. 
These flows were added to respective region's water availability in the model allowing interregional flows and finally 7.55 
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Figure 5. Coal quadrangle map (from Bishop et al., 1975). 
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Table 28. Presently cultivated and potentially cultivable land acreage available 
in hydrologic sub-regions in Utah. 
Presently Cultivated Land Potentially Cultivable Land 
HSU Irrigated Unirrigated Irrigated Unirrigated 
II III IV 
1 3,100 15,300. 21,600 7,600 
2 13,600 75,000 78,400 79,000 
3 29,400 5~,900 56,200 32,200 
4 17,500 58,900 88,400 59,800 
5 0.0 186,300 85,900 25,800 
6 300 49,300 21,900 8,500 
7 0.0 56,100 83,000 78,700 
8 1,000 28,700 42,100 23,100 
9 1,000 2,100 12,700 3,200 
10 3,200 11,900 5,200 
are listed by quadrangles in Table 29 
for the following Bureau of Mines 
categories: 
Class I : Measured reserves 
based on adequate exploration and 
development data; properly correlated; 
control. no more than 0.5 mile apart. 
Class II: Indicated reserves 
based on geologic measurement supple-
mented by united drill-hole information 
and limited to 1.5 miles from a control 
point. 
Class III: Inferred reserves 
based on geologic inference and pro-
jection of the habit of coal beyond 
1~5 miles from control points. 
The three reserve classes con-
stitute the principal reserves and 
reflect the immediate potential of 
a quadrangle or area. At least 
one-third to one-half of the reserve 
will be recoverable with current 
technology. The recoverability 
pe rcen tage dep ends on amoun t of 
overburden,' seam thickness, degree 
of fracturing present in the seam, 
the need to leave some coal intact 
for ro of s uppo rt in unde rg round 
700 
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II III IV 
98,900 487,300 611,000 479,200 
14,900 78,000 68,400 127,700 
700 8,000 21,800 26,200 
24,500 92,400 100,600 79,200 
0.0 221,900 308,100 446,000 
200 233,500 274,100 344,700 
0.0 99,300 133,400 87,500 
2,500 112,800 118,800 65,800 
5,400 132,000 290,000 106,000 
7,800 37,600 103,400 95,300 
mines, and other factors. Recover-
ability will vary considerably in 
different coal fields. As technology 
improves and demand increases, so might 
the total recoverable percentage 
increase. Table 29 lists reserves, the 
recovery percentage and annual produc-
tion based on a 20-year mining period. 
Oil and natural gas 
Utah was ranked twelfth in oil 
production in the nation at the end 
of 1975 by the American Petroleum 
Institute (API). Utah's oil reserves 
were estimated at 208,318,000 barrels, 
approximately 0.6 percent of the 
u.s. total. Presently, Utah is ranked 
seventeenth in the nation in natural 
gas reserves by the Office of Legisla-
tive Research (l976). Total o11-in-
place reserves for Utah are estimated 
at 3.57 billion barrels with 21.3 
percent, or 0.76 billion, recoverable 
barrels. Recovery Percentages vary 
from one field to another, depending on 
the type of geologic formation which 
contains the reservoir, and other 
factors which affect secondary or 
tertiary recovery. 
In 1974, 55 percent of oil, and 
28 percent of natural gas, produced 
Table 29. Coal resources--principal (Classes I, II, and III) • 
Principal Estimate % Total Yearly Outputa HSU Quadrangle Numbers Recoverable 
(tons x 106 ) Recoverable (tons x 106 ) (tons x 106 ) 
7 117,113 44.2 30 13.26 0.663 
88,89,91,92,90 231.2 30 69.36 3.468 
110,111,112,118,119,120,121 133.0 30 39.90 1.995 
49,50,51,53,54 1587.2 35 562.52 28.126 
Total 1995.6 685.04 34.252 
8 39,40,43,47,52,46 3466.1 30,35 1129.845 56.492 
35,36,42,41 1995 30 598.50 29.925 
38,37 648.2 30 194.46 9.723 
44,48,55 72.0 35 25.2 1.26 
33,30 435.4 30 130.62 6.531 
80,81,79,83,82 285.7 45 128.565 6.42825 
34,31 416.5 30 124.95 6.2475 
27,28,29,32,71,72,73,74,75,76,123 2303.9 30,35 695.49 34.7745 
93,96,97,98,99,100,104,105,106 154.4 20 30.88 1.544 
94,95,101,102,103,107 76.6 20 15.32 0.766 
3,4,5,6,7,9,13,20,21,22,25,26 5135.4 30 154D.62 77.031 
87 249.1 40 99.64 4.982 
124 12.2 30 3.66 0.183 
125 2.0 30 0.60 0.03 
Total 15,252.5 4718.35 235.91725 
9 77,78,84,85,86 7.9 45 3.555 0.17775 
2,24,19 0.9 30 0.27 0.0135 
8,10,11,14,15,16,17,18,23 2735.1 820.53 41.0265 
Total 2743.9 824.355 41.21775 
10 63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70 1509.4 50 754.7 37.735 
aYearly output assumes 20 year development life. 
in Utah came from Duchesne County. 
Altamont, Bluebell, Blue Bench, Cedar 
Rm, and Starvation fields are among 
the larger fields in that county. The 
remainder of Utah's production came 
from San Juan, Uintah, Garfield, Emery, 
Grand, Summit, Carbon, and Daggett 
County fields. 
The estimated recoverable re-
sources in Utah amount to 218 million 
barrels of oil and 1,526,140,000 mcf of 
natural gas. Most of these reserves 
are located in the Paradise Basin. 
Some natural gas deposits also occur in 
the Green River Basin and the Wasatch 
Plateau--Castle Valley area. The 
estimated recoverable oil and gas 
resources of the s tate are listed 
according to field in Tables 30, 
31, and 32. 
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Oil shale 
Oil shale is a fine-grained, 
sedimentary rock containing a solid, 
largely insoluble organic material 
called kerogen. When this shale is 
heated, it releases the kerogen both as 
gas and a heavy oil that can be up-
graded to a synthetic crude 011 (syn-
crude) equivalent to a high-grade crude 
oil. 
Oil shale resources are poten-
tially a large crude oil source, with 
the richest and most extensive oil 
shale beds in Utah found in the Uintah 
Basin in the east central part of the 
state. The U.S. Bureau of Mines has 
assayed the shale; oil yields of 
samples from the Green River formation 
range from a fraction of a gallon per 
Table 30. Oil reserves of Utah (l,OOO's of barrels). 
Est. 
1974 Cumulative Estimated Number of 
Production Production Reserves Wells (1974) 
Greater Altamont 21,898 46,197 228,435 223 
Greater Aneth 7,927 259,554 55,558 403 
Greater Red Wash 3,364 90,433 46,541 215 
Source: A. Bruce Bishop, Water as a Factor in Energy Resources Development, p. 38. 
Table 31. Crude oil resources. 
Total Yearly 
HSU Deposit Names Reserve Outputa (Barrgl (Barrels) 
x 10 ) 
3 Summit Coun.!l'.Jields 736,419 
7 Altamont-Blue Bell Red 
Wash and Clay Basin 274.96 13,154,000 
8 Emery County Fields 
and Upper Valley 
(Garfield County 
Fields) 1,699,526 
9 Grand County and Aneth 
Fields 55.56 2,864,000 
aYearly output in 1974 production and plus yearly 
output of 20 year development life assumption. 








Summit County Fields 
Altamont, Blue Bell, Blue Bench 
Cedar Rim, Duchesne, Monument 
Butte, Nutter Canyon, Cottonwood 
Wash, Starvation, Uintah County 
and Daggett County Fields 
Emery County Field 









ton to 92 gallons per ton of shale 
rock. Much of the shale is· both 
low-yield and overlain by deep over-
burden. The most economically explor-
able shale beds are 15 feet or more 
thick and yield 25 gallons of oil per 
ton, containing an estimated 120 
36 
billion barrels of oil. Table 33 
lists oil shale reserves and estimated 
·annual output. 
Tar sands 
Tar sands, oil sands, bitumen-
bearing rocks, oil impregnated rocks, 
and bituminous sands, are te rms used 
interchangeably to describe hydro-
,carbon bearing deposits distinguishable 
from conventional oil and gas reser-
voirs by the high viscosity of the 
hydrocarbon, which is not recoverable 
by conventional oil production tech-
niques. Oils from tar sands are 
chemically similar to some crude oils; 
upgrading is required to convert them 
to a refinery feedstock. Many Utah tar 
sands oils, particularly those from the 
Uintah Basin, are similar to good grade 
parafinnic oils. 
Table 33. Oil shale resources (deposits 




HSU Deposit Name (Million (Million Barrels) Barrels) 
7 Green River Formation, 
Uinta Basin 120,000 6,000 
ayearly output assumes 20 year development life. 
Estimates of the quantity of oil 
in the tar sands deposits in Utah 
range from one billion barrels to as 
much as 16 billion barrels of oil. All 
of these deposits outcropt but most of 
the deposits are under overburden too 
thick to be strip-mined economically. 
Only 10 to 20 percent of Utah tar sands 
are projected to be strip-mined. 
The specific geographical distri-
bution and geological characteristics 
of the Utah tar sands deposits have 
been studied in detail by the Utah 
Geological and Mineral Survey. Many of 
the deposits have been mapped (Figure 
4), and estimates made of their re-
serves. Table 34 gives a list of the 
major deposits, an estimate of the oil 
equivalent in place in those deposits, 
and annual production based on a 
20-year exhaustion. 
Processing activities 
Coal slurry pipeline. Projected 
Utah coal slurry pipelines include 
two parallel pipelines owned by Nevada 
Power Company. One pipeline, a 68-mile 
12-inch pipe, will run from Alton 
Coalfield, Kane County, to Warner 
Valley, Washington County. Completion 
date is expected in 1979. It will have 
a capacity of 2.5 million tons of coal 
Table 34. Tar sands resources. 
HSU Deposit Names 
annually, or 8,000 tons daily. The 
other pipeline runs from the Alton 
field to Arrow Canyon, Nevada, and 
is a 164-mile, 22-inch diameter line. 
The expected completion date is 1982. 
Annual capacity will be 9.1 million 
tons, or about 30,000 tons daily. 
Figure 6 shows the location of the 
coal mine and destination areas. 
Oil refinery. Utah's petroleum 
refineries can process as much as 
104 t 500 barrels of crude oil daily. 
These products are marketed in Utah, 
Idaho, and Washington, with lesser 
markets in other western states. 
Table 35 gives the size and location 
of the oil refineries in the State 
of Utah. 
Coal-fired electric generating 
plants. There are seven existing 
coal-fired, steam-powered electric 
generating plants in Utah. The 
largest plant is at Huntington Canyon, 
operated by Utah Power and Light 
Company. Market area for these 
plants is the Mountain West and 
Southern Utah. Loca tion, company 
operating and installed capacity 
are given in Table 36. 
More plants are planned by several 
electric companies. The plants which 
Total Reserve 
Reserves Per Year 
(Million (Million 
Barrels) Barrels) 
7 White Rocks, Lake Fork, Tabiona, Uttle Water Hills, Alphalt Ridge, 
Raven Ridge and Chapita Wells. 1188.9 59.445 
Minnie Maud Creek, Sunny Side, Argyle Canyon, Willow Creek, 
Nine Mile Canyon and Cottonwood Jack Canyon. 3315 165.75 
2/3 P.R. Spring and Hill Creek. 3310 165.5 
Total 7813.9 390.695 
8 San Rafeal Swell (1) and (2), Ten Mile Wash, 448.75 22.437 
Tar Sands Triangle (1) and (2), Circle Cliffs (East and West). 7239.7 361.985 
Total 7688.45 384.422 
9 1/3 P.R. Spring and Mexican Hat. 1850.4 92.52 
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SOURCE: E.J. WASP: COMPARATIVE EC~OMICS SLURRY PIPELINES 
Figure 6. Projected coal slurry pipelines. 
are in planning construction stages 
are Huntington Canyon in Emery County, 
Factory Butte in Wayne County, the 
Garfield Plant in Garfield County, 
which may use an alternate site, the 
Emery Plant in Emery County, Warner 
Valley in Washington County, and 
the large Kaiparowits Plant in Kane 
County. Table 37 lists the existing and 
planned plants and their yearly output 
by HSU. A brief description of each 
follows: 
Huntington Canyon power plant. The 
plant is presently under construction. 
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A 430 megawatt unit of the plant 
was completed in 1974. Another unit 
of the same size is presently under 
construction and expected to be in 
production in 1977. Ultimately, 
the plant could expand to 1860 mega-
watts, but it is not expected to do so 
for 10-15 years after the second unit 
is ins taIled. 
Factory Butte power plant. 
The Factory Butte, or Wayne County, 
plant will be owned by the Los Angeles 
Water and Power Board in conjunction 
with the Intermountain Power Project. 
Table 35. Capacity of oil refineries. 
Rated Yearly 
HSU Company Capacity Capacity 
(BPD) (BBL) 
3 Phillips Petroleum Co. 24,000 8,760,000 
Caribou-Four Corners, 
Inc. 10,000 3,650,000 
Western Refming Co. 10,000 3,650,000 
Morrison Petroleum Co. 1,500 547,000 
Total 41,500 16,607,000 
4 Chevron Oil Co. 45,000 16,425,000 
Amoco Oil Co. 39,000 14,235,000 
Husky Oil Co. of 
Delaware 24,000 8,760,000 
Total 108,000 39,420,000 
7 Plateau Inc. 7,500 2,737,500 
The ultimate capacity of this plant 
will be approximately 3.000 megawatts. 
Four 750 megawatt units will be 
completed from 1983 to 1986. 
Garfield power plant. The 
Garfield plant will consist of two 
415 megawatt units. This plant has 
had serious water procurement problems, 
and alternate plant sites in Juab and 
Sanpete Counties have been considered 
by Utah Pwer and Light. 
Emery power plant. This plant. 
like the Garf ield plant, is to be 
built in two 415 megawatt units. 
The estimated completion dates for the 
two units are 1978 and 1979. 
Table 37. Existing and planned genera-
tor plants. 
Installed Yearly 
HSU Plant Name Capacity Output 
(MW) (MWH) 
4 Gadsby No.2 and No.3· 175 1,533,000 
Hale No.1 and No.2 S9 516,000 
Total 234 2,049,000 
6 California-Pacific Utilities Co. 7.5 65,700 
8 Huntington 1275 11,169,000 
Emery 860 7,533,600 
Factory Butte 3000 26,280,000 
Garfield 2000 17,520,000 
Helper 166 1,454,160 
Total 7301 63,956,760 
9 Kaiparowitz 3000 26,280,000 
10 Warner Valley 500 4,380,000 
Warner Valley power plant. This 
plant is to be built by the Nevada 
Power Company near St. George in Wash-
ington County. It will be built in 
two 250 megawatt units, expected to be 
completed in 1981 and 1982. The coal 
will come from the slurry line dis-
cussed previously. 
Kaiparowits power plant. This 
project will be located in Kane County 
and will include a 3,000 megawatt 
plant of four 750 megawatt units. 4 The 
4Air quality considerations have 
caused several of the participants to 
suspend construction plans indefinitely, 
and this project may not be developed. 
Table 36. Operational coal-fired electric generating plants. 
Location 
Cedar City 
Price River, Helper 
Huntington Canyon 
Gadsby No.2, Salt Lake City 
Gadsby No. 3, Sa~ Lake City 
Hale No. I, Orem 
Hale No.2, Orem 
aCurrently expanding to 815,000 kw. 
bEmergency stand-by. 
Company Operating 
California-Pacific Utilities Co. 
Utah Power and Light-2 Units 
Utah Power and Light 
Utah Power and Light 
Utah Power and Light 
Utah Power and Light 
Utah Power and Light 











project will have several participants, 
including Southern California Edison 
Company, San Diego Gas and Electric 
Company, and Arizona Public Service 
Company. 
The locations of existing and 
proposed coal-fired electric generating 
plants are shown in Figure 4. All 
the plants are scheduled to be built 
in specific size-staging units. Many 
of the planned developments have not 
been finalized and are still subject to 
change. There is a rapidly expanding 
market for electrical energy and· the 
vast high quali ty coal reserves of the 
study area will likely be developed in 
an effort to meet the demands of that 
market (Bishop et al., 1975). 
Coal Gasification 
and Liquefaction 
Coal gasification and liquefaction 
technologies have advanced in recent 
years. Al though construc tion of 
gasification and liquefaction plants in 
the study area have been considered t 
none of the development companies 
have announced definite construction 
plans. 
Coal gasification and liquefaction 
plants may be built in HSU's 7, 8, 
and 9. The capacity of a gasification 
plant is assumed to be 250 million 
cubic feet per day. The capacity of a 
liquefaction plant is assumed to be 
100,000 barrels per day. 
Model Results 
The model was used to geneiate 
economically efficient water alloca-
tions under a number of varying assump-
tions. In every case, the results 
represent a competitive market solu~ 
tion, given the institutional or 
economic constraints imposed. 
The alternative assumptions were: 
(l) no energy development with and 
without the consumptive use in the 
40 
Colorado River Basin; 5 (2) energy 
developments constrained to economical-
ly feasible near term . development, 
but consumptive use constraint; (3) 
economically feasible energy develop-
ment wi th the consumptive use con-
straint; (4) economically feasible 
energy qeve10pment plus coal gasifi-
cation, liquefaction, slurry and 
natural gas at full capacity with 
the consumptive use constraint; (5) 
two "probable" energy development 
alternatives with the consumptive use 
constraint; and (6) these two "proba-
ble" energy developments given 10, 20, 
40, and 60 percent reductions in water 
availability and consumptive use 
constraints. For all energy develop-
ment, an associated increase in munici-
pal and industrial water consumption 
is added to the water demands to 
represent the increase in population 
and associated economic activity. 
The results of the model for 
the alternative . assumptions are dis-
cussed below. In each case, the model 
was constructed so that water currently 
used on Class IV and pasture land 
. would be applied to new· irrigation on 
Class III, or better, land, if economi-
cally feasible. It was assumed that 
water would be readily available from 
the Class IV and pasture land uses, 
since the average value of the marginal 
product of that water is less than 
$3.00 [er acre foot (Anderson et al., 
1973). 
5The initial compact restricted 
consumptive use in Utah to 1,532,000 
acre feet. Recent adjustments have 
reduced this figure to 1,332,000 acre 
feet. The model used water avail-
ability levels consistent with the 
higher consumptive use cons traint. 
6New irrigation p~ojects are 
optimistic, in that ca.pital costs 
for new machinery and buildings is 
not included. 
Alternative 1: No Energy 
Development, With and 
Without the Consumptive 
Use Constraint 
These two scenarios generated 
identical results, because agricultural 
consumptive use was smaller than 
the consumptive use limitations. 
These results were the benchmarks to 
which energy alternatives could be 
compared. Table 38 indicates the 
acreages under irrigation and dry land 
production (cultivation) by land class. 
One implication of these results is 
that water could efficiently be trans-
ferred from current irrigation of Class 
IV land and pasture to crop production 
on potentially irrigable lands. In 
addition, acreages by crop were also 
calculated, and changes in cropping 
patterns were analyed for each alter-
native. Cropping did not differ 
significantly from current practice, 
except for the new irrigation. 
Alternative 2: Optimal 
Energy Development With 
No Consumptive Use 
Constraint 
Table 39 lists the various kinds 
of energy development which are 
economically efficient given no 
consumptive use constraint. In only 
HSU's 8 and 9 were either liquefaction 
or gasification of coal indicated, 
and no major coal export by slurry 
is indicated in the optimal solution. 
The associated agricultural production 
was only slightly changed from the 
basic agricultural model (see Table 
40). There is sufficient water in 
Utah to provide for energy development 
and almost all agricultural production, 
provided Utah's consumptive use con-
straint is abrogated in some fashion. 
Liquefaction on a very small 
scale was indicated for HSU's 8 and 9. 
It is doubtful that such a small 
scale development is economically 
feasible. Both oil shale and tar sands 
were extensively used as energy sources 
in HSU's 7, 8, and 9. The shadow 
price of water was, of course, zero for 
this alternative, since excess water 
is available for use, but no use 
is economically feasible. 
Alternative 3: Optimal 
Energy Development With 
The Consumptive Use 
Constraint 
Table 41 lists the optimal energy 
developments given that Utah's use 
of the Colorado River water is cons-
trained to compact amounts. The only 
significant changes are decreases in 
oil shale mining in HSU 7, coal lique-
faction and the associated synthetic 
crude oil production in HSU's 8 and 
9, oil refining in HSU 8, and the 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Presently irrigated land: 
I 3,100 13,600 29,400 17,500 300 1,000 1,000 3,200 
II 0,000 75,000 51,900 58,900 186,300 49,300 56,100 28,700 2,100 11,900 
III 0,000 78,400 56,200 18,590 0,000 0,000 83,000 42,100 0,000 5,200 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 47,600 246,000 169,700 224,600 298,000 80,000 217,800 94,900 19,000 21,000 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I 38,844 14,900 700 24,500 200 2,500 5,400 7,800 
II 0,000 78,000 8,000 92,400 118,624 6,928 99,300 112,800 11,630 37,600 
III 0,000 68,400 21,800 0,000 0,000 0,000 133,400 118,800 0,000 12,556 
P0ten tially cultivable land: 
IV 38,844 161,300 30,500 116,900 118,624 7,128 232,700 234,100 17,030 57,956 
41 
Table 39. Energy resources development as dictated by the model without consumptive water use constraint 
on the Colorado River's water in Utah. 
From Measurement 
To+ HSU 
Source HSU Unit 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 
1. Coal tons x 103 34,252.0 2,134,360.0 32,267.1 36,216.1 
2. Crude oil bbls x 103 0.0 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
3. Tarsands bbls x 103 385,227.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
4. Oilshale bbls x 103 5,888,820.0 
5. Naturalgas cu.ft. x 103 3,290,200.0 38,310,200.0 0.0 35,992 ,600.0 
6. Electricity mwh x 103 2,049.0 65.70 63,956.7 26,280.0 4,380.0 
7. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) cu.ft. x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8. Syn-crude oil bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 36,500.0 
9. Refined oil bbls x 103 16,607.0 39,420.0 2,737.5 18,271.9 
10. Coal slurry tons x 103 0.0 
11. Total coal tons x 103 34,252.0 235,917.0 41,217.7 37,735.0 
12. Total crude oil bbls x 103 736.42, 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
13. Total tar sands bbls x 103 390,695.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
14. Total oil shale bbls x 103 6,000,000.0 
15. Total syn-crude oil bbls x 103 0.0 36,500.0 36,500.0 
16. Crude oil to refinery 3 bbls x 103 736.42 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17. Coal to electricity 7 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
+:- 18. Coal to gasification 7 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 
N 19. Coal to liquefaction 7 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 
20. Crude oil to ref'mery 7 bbls x 10 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21. Tar sands to refinerY 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 5,468.44 0.0 
22. Oil shale to refinery 7 bblsx 103 32,437.8 78,745.5 0.0 0.0 
23. Syn-crude oil to refinery 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24. Coal to electricity 8 tons x 103 697.86 O~O 21,782.9 0.0 
25. Coal to gasification 8 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26. Coal to liquefaction 8 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27. Crude oil to refinery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28. Tar sands to refinery 8 bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29. Syn-crude oil to ref'mery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 36,500.0 
30. Coal to electricity 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 8,950.65 0.0 
31. Coal to gasification 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
32. Coal to liquefaction 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
33. Crude oil to refinery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
34. Tar sands to refinery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35. S yn-crude oil to refinery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
36. Coal to electricity 10 tons x 103 0.0 22.38 0.0 0.0 1,491.78 
37. <;;oal to gasification 10 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 
38. Coal to liquefaction 10 tons x 103 2.39 2.39 
39. Coal to slurry 10 tons x 103 0.0 
Table 40. Changes in land acreage under production of different types in each 
HSU, attributed to energy resource development as dictated by the 
model with no consumptive use constraint. 
Land Classification 
1 



































introduction of small-scale natural 
gas production in HSU 8. 
In this case, energy development 
does have very significant impacts 
on agricultural production, particular-
ly in the Colorado River Basin. The 
model results indicate that all agri-
cultural land in production in HSU 7 
and 8 in the agricultural model will be 
retired, and a significant proportion 
will be retired in HSU 9. Reductions 
will also occur in HSU's 4 and 5 as a 
result of decreased interbasin trans-
fers from the Colorado River. The 
major reduction in these HSU's is in 
potentially irrigable land, which 
corresponds to currently irrigated 
Class IV and pasture land. Table 42 
lists these changes. 
The model results indicate, 
then, that full economically efficient 
development of Utah's energy resources, 
coupled wi th the Colorado River Com-
pact's consumptive use constraint leads 
to almost total reduction of irrigated 
agricultural production in the Colorado 
River Basin. There would be a shift of 
over 200,000 acres to dry farming wheat 
and beans in the region, although dry 








































0.0 -8346.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 -2481.0 
0.0 -8346.0 -2481.0 
the region. 7 The shadow price gener-
ated by the model for water for energy 
in HSU 7 is over $3,000 per consumptive 
acre foot; the shadow price for uses 
along the Wasatch Front is only $4 to 
$12 per acre foot, which accounts for 
the reductions in water transferred 
from HSU's 7 and 8 to HSU's 3, 4, and 
5. 
Alternative 4: Economically 
Feasible Energy Development 
Including Coal Gasification, 
Liguefaction, and Slurry 
and Natural Gas Production 
at Full Capacity 
If gasification and liquefaction 
are to take place with or without 
governmental support, reallocation 
of water between energy uses will 
occur, given the consumptive use 
7Dry farming activities included 
reducing productivity in half to 
account for fallowing. However, the 
average produc t ivi ty values do not 
account for the variability in rainfall 
and the high risk involved with dry 
farming in the Colorado River Basin. 
Table 4l. Energy resources development as dictated by the model with consumptive water use constraint on 
Colorado River's waters in Utah. 
To + HSU 
Source From Measurement HSU Unit 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 
1. Coal tons x 103 34,252.0 213,436.0 32,267.1 36,220.8 
2. Crude oil bbls x 103 0.0 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
3. Tar sands bbls x 103 385,227.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
4. Oil shale bbls x 103
3 2,149,050.0 5. Natural gas cu.ft. x 10 3,290,200.0 38,310,200.0 411,700.0 35,992,600.0 
6. Electricity mwhx 103 2,049.0 65.70 63,956.7 26,280.0 4,380.0 
7. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 cu.ft. x 1~ 
8. Syn-crude oil bbls x 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9. Refmed oil bbls x 103 16,607.0 39,420.0 2,737.5 0.0 
10. Coal slurry tons x 103 0.0 
11. Total coal tons x 103 34,252.0 235,917.0 41,217.7 37,735.0 
12. Total crude oil bbls x 10 3 736.42 13,748.0 1,699.5 .2,864.0 
13. Total tar sands bbls x 103 390,695.0 384,422.0 9.2,520.0 
14. Total oil shale bbls x 103 2,260,230.0 
15. Total syn-crude oil bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16. Crude oil to refinery 3 bbls x 103 736.42 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17. Coal to, electricity 7 tons x lOS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
01::- 18. Coal to gasification 7 tons x lOS 0.0 0.0 01::- 19. Coal to liquefaction 7 tons x lOS 0.0 0.0 
20. Crude oil to refinery 7 ' bbls X 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21. Tar sands ,to refmery 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 5,468.44 0.0 
22. Oil shale to refinery 7 bbls x 103 32,437.8 78,745.5 0.0 0.0 
23. Syn-crude oil to refinery 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24. Coal to electricity 8 tons x loS 697.86 0.0 21,782.9 0.0 
25. Coal to gasification 8 tons x lOS 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26. Coal to liquefaction 8 tons x loS 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27. Crude oil to ref'mery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28. Tar sands to refinery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 
29. Syn-crude oil to refinery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
30. Coal to electricity 9 tons x loS 0.0 0.0 0.0 8,950.65 0.0 
31. Coal to gasification 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
32. Coal to liquefaction 9 tons x loS 0.0 0.0 0.0 
33. Crude oil to ref'mery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
34. Tar sands to refinery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35. Syn-crude oil to refinery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
36. Coal to electricity 10 tons x loS 0.0 22.38 0.0 0.0 1,491.78 
37. Coal to gasification 10 tons x loS 0.0 0.0 
38. Coal to liquefaction 10 tons x loS 0.0 0.0 
39. Coal to slurry 10 tons x 103 0.0 
Table 42. Change in land acreage under production of different types in each 
HSU, attributed to energy resource development, as dictated by the 
model with consumptive water use constraint on Colorado River's water 
in Utah. 
Land Classification 
2 3 4 5 
Presently irrigated land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 -18,590.0 O.Q 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 -65,161.0 -35,278.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 -65,161.0 -35,278.0 
constraint, and the fact that agri-
cultural water would no longer be 
available. Table 43 lists the energy 
activities for this alternative. 
The results indicate that with only a 
small reduction in shale activity, 
slightly over 80,000 barrels per day, 
liquefaction, gasification, slurry, and 
maximum natural gas production can be 
achieved. If no consumptive use 
constraint is in effect, not only will 
full production of energy be accom-
plished, but there will be only 
slight reductions in agriculture 
production in the state (Tables 44 and 
45). Given the model's coefficients, 
gasification is not economically 
feasible: even so, the shadow price 
for water in slurry in HSU 7 is almost 
$50 per acre foot. 
Alternative 5: "Probable" 
Energy Development With 
The Consumptive Use 
Constraint 
Because the unrestricted model 
generated large amounts of energy 
production which appear to be institu-
tionally impractical, two "probable" 
energy development scenarios were 
also examined. The first included no 
45 
HSU 
6 7 8 9 10 
0.0 -1,000.0 -505.0 0.0 
0.0 -56,lOO.0 -28,700.0 -2,100.0 0.0 
0.0 -83,000.0 -42,100.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 -2,500.0 -5,400.0 0.0 
-53.0 -99,300.0 -112,800.0 -11,630.0 0.0 
0.0 -133,400.0 -118,800.0 0.0 -2,481.0 
-53.0 -232,700.0 -234,100.0 -17,030.0 -2,481.0 
oil sha1e~ tar sands, gasification 
or liquefaction in Utah. Table 46 
lists the energy activities and 
Table 47 lists the changes in irrigated 
agricultural acreages for this scenar-
io. With the absence of the heaviest 
water users, oil shale and tar sands, 
the only significant reductions in 
agricultural acreages were in the new 
irrigated land for HSU's 9 and 10. If 
technological change allows significant 
reduction in water use by shale and tar 
sands, it appears that, under these 
assumptions, little agricultural 
dislocation would occur. The reduction 
in acreage in HSU 9 did, however, allow 
sufficient water for energy and the 
transfer of the excess water from HSU 8 
to HSU 5, resulting in a net increase 
in agricultural acreage in the latter 
HSU. 
The second alternative was the 
Energy Research and Development Admin-
istration (ERDA) projection of 450,000 
barrels per day oil shale, and a total 
of 6,500 megawatt installed capacity in 
HSU's 8, 9, and 10 by the year 2000. 
Table 48 lists the energy activities 
for the ERDA projections, and Table 
49 lists the associated agricultural 
acreage changes. There appears to be 
Table 43. Energy resources development as dictated by the model except coal gaSification, coal liquefaction, 
coal slurry and natural gas are produced at full capacity and with consumptive water use constraint 
on Colorado River's water in Utah. 
From Measurement 
To~HSU 
Source HSU Unit 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 
1. Coal tons x 103 13,674.5 207,452.0 26,282.6 20,462.9 
2. Crude oil bbls x 10" 0.0 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
3. Tar sands bbls x 10" 385,227.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
4. Oil shale bbls x 10" 2,105,340.0 
5. Natural gas cu.ft. x 10" 3,290,200.0 38,310,200.0 411,700.0 35,992,600.0 
6. Electricity mwh x 10" 2,049.0 65.70 63,956.7 26,280.0 4,380.0 
7. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) cu.ft. x IgS 91,250,000.0 91,250,000.0 91,250,000.0 
8. 8yn-crude oil bbls x 10 36,500.0 0.0 0.0 
9. Refined oil bbls x 10" 16,607.0 39,420.0 2,737.5 0.0 
10. Coal slurry tons x 103 10,000.0 
11. Total coal tons x lOS 34,252.0 235,917.0 41,217.7 37,735.0 
12. Total crude oil bbls x 103 736.42 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
13. Total tar sands bbls x 103 390,695.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
14. Total oil shale bbls x 10" 2,216,530.0 
15. Total syn-crude oil bbls x lOS 36,500.0 0.0 0.0 
.j::- 16. Crude oil to refinery 3 bbls x 103 736.42 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0'1 17. Coal to electricity 7 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18. Coal to gasification 7 tons x loS 5,984.46 0.0 
19. Coal to liquefaction 7 tons x 103 14,593.0 0.0 
20. Crude oil to refinery 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21. Tar sands to ref'mery 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 5,468.44 0.0 
22. Oil shale to ref'mery 7 bbls x 103 32,437.8 78,745.5 0.0 0.0 
23. Syn-crude oil to ref'mery 7 bbls x lOS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24. Coal to electricity 8 tons x 103 697.86 0.0 21,782.9 0.0 
25. Coal to gasification 8 tons x 103 0.0 5,984.46 0.0 
26. Coal to liquefaction 8 tons x loS 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27. Crude oil to ref'mery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28. Tar sands to ref'mery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29. Syn-crude oil to refinery 8 bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
30. Coal to electricity 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 8,950.65 0.0 
31. Coal to gasification 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 5,984.46 
32. Coal to liquefaction 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
33. Crude oil to ref'mery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
34. Tar sands to ref'mery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35. Syn-crude oil to refmery 9 bbls x IDS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
36. Coal to electricity 10 tons x 103 0.0 22.38 0.0 0.0 1,491.78 
37. Coal to gasification 10 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 
38. Coal to liquefaction 10 tons x lOS 0.0 0.0 
39. Coal to slurry 10 tons x 103 15,758.0 
Table 44. Energy resources development as dictated by the model except coal gasification, cQal liquefaction, 
coal slurry and natural gas are produced at full capacity and without consumpt.ive water use 
constraint on Colorado River's water in Utah. 
From Measurement 
To-l>HSU 
Source HSU Unit 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 
1. Coal tons x 103 13,674.5 207,452.0 26,282.6 20,458.1 
2. Crude oil bbls x 10 3 0.0 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
3. Tar sands bbls x 103 385,227.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
4. Oil shale bbls x 103 5,888,820.0 
5. Natural gas cu.ft. x 103 3,290,200.0 38,310,200.0 411,700.0 35,992,600.0 
6. Electricity mwhx 103 2,049.0 65.70 63,956.7 26,280.0 4,380.0 
7. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) cu.ft. x 103 91,250,000.0 91,250,000.0 91,250MO.0 
8. Syn-crude oil bblsx 103 36,500.0 0.0 36,500.0 
9. Ref"med oil bblsx 103 16,607.0 39,420.0 2,737.5 18,271.9 
10. Coal slurry tons x lOS lO,OOO.O 
11. Total coal tons x 103 34,252.0 235,917.0 41,217.7 37,735.0 
12. Total crude oil bbls xlO3 736.42 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
13. Total tar sands bbls x 103 390,695.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
14. Total oil shale bblsx 103 6,000,000.0 
15. Total syn-crude oil bblsx 103 36,500.0 36,500.0 36,500.0 
+:-- 16. Crude oil to refmery 3 bbls x 103 736.42 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-....J 17. Coal to electricity 7 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0- 0.0 
18. Coal to gasification 7 tons x lOS 5,984.46 0.0 
19. Coal to liquefaction 7 tons x lOS 14,593.0 0.0 
20. Crude oil to refinery 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21. Tar sands to ref'mery 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 5,468.44 0.0 
22. Oil shale to refmery 7 bbls x 103 32,437.8 78,745.5 0.0 0.0 
23. Syn-crude oil to refinery 7 bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24. Coal to electricity 8 tons x 103 697.86 0.0 21,782.9 0.0 
25. Coal to gasification 8 tons x 103 0.0 5,984.46 0.0 
26. Coal to liquefaction 8 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27. Crude oil to refmery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28. Tar sands to refinery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29. Syn-crude oil to refinery 8 bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 36,500.0 
30. Coal to electricity 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 8,950.65 0.0 
31. Coal to gasification 9 tons x lOS 0.0 0.0 5,984.46 
32. Coal to liquefaction 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
33. Crude oil to refinery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
34. Tar sands to refinery 9 bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35. Syn-crude oil to ref"mery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
36. Coal to electricity 10 tons x 103 0.0 22.38 0.0 0.0 1,491.78 
37. Coal to gasification 10 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 
38. Coal to liquefaction 10 tons x 103 ~.39 2.39 
39. Coalto slurry 10 tons x 103 15,758.0 
Table 45. Change in land acreage under production of different types in each 
HSU attributed to energy resource development as dictated by the model 
except coal gasification, coal liquefaction, coal slurry and natural 
gas are produced at full capacity, with no consumptive use constraint. 
Land Classification 
2 3 4 
Presently irrigated land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 -6,871.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially cultivable' land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
little difference in allocation between 
the two alternative scenarios. Neither 
exhibits very significant reductions 
in agricultural production, except in 
HSU's 4, 9, and 10. The shadow price 
of water is quite low (approximately 
$2.50) in both models, since the value 
of water in the least profitable 
enterprise in agriculture is the 
determining factor. 
Alternative 6: Probable 
Energy Development Given 
10, 20. 40, and 60 Per-
cent Reductions in Water 
Availability 
The advent of the recent drought 
episodes, as well as the long-term 
trend toward lower water yields in 
the Colorado River Basin, suggest 
an analysis of the impact of long-term 
reduc tions in water availabilities 
on energy and agricultural production. 
Reductions of la, 20, 40, and 60 
percent were examined for each of the 
two "probable" and the full energy 
alternatives. The energy solution is 
fixed for both "probable" alternatives. 
The unrestricted energy development 
model does not change until a 60 
48 
HSU 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 -53.0 0.0 0.0 -8,352.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5,132.0 
0.0 -53.0 0.0 0.0 -8,352.0 -5,132.0 
percent reduction in water availability 
(see Table 50). At that point the 
shale production is reduced to about 
405, 000 barrels per day, which is 
.only slightly less than the ERDA 
projections for 2000.. The relatively 
small agricultural production in HSU 9 
is reduced to zero at a 60 percent 
reduction in water availability. 
The agricultural parameterizations 
show similar patterns between the 
two "probable" development alternatives 
(see Table 51, a through d, and Table 
52, a through d). Production from 
agriculture tends to be higher for the 
. ERDA projections than for the no-shale 
alternative. As water availability 
becomes very restrictive, at the 60 
percent reduc tion level, the ERDA 
projections alternative indicates 
a significantly higher reduction in 
irrigated agriculture in HSU 8, com-
pared to the no-shale option. An 
anomaly appears in HSU's 1 and 4 in the 
parameterization results. In order 
to achieve a feasible solution, the 
wetland requirement for HSU 1 had to be 
relaxed, and, as a result, the model 
increased irrigation in both HSU I, 
from the released water, and HSU 4, 
.,. 
\.0 
Table 46. Energy resource production dictated 
exception of oil shale to sands and 
on Colorado River water in Utah. 
Source 
1. Coal 
2. Crude oil 
3. Tar sands 
4. Oil shale 
5. Natural gas 
6. Electricity 
7. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) 
8. Syn-crude oil 
9. Refined oil 
10. Coal slurry 
11. Total coal 
12. Total crude oil 
13. Total tar sands 
14. Total oil shale 
15. Total syn-crude oil 
16. Crude oil to ref'mery 
17. Coal to electricity 
18. Coal to gasification 
19. Coal to liquefaction 
20. Crude oil to refinery 
21. Tar sands to refinery 
22. Oil shale to. ref'mery 
23. Syn-crude oil to ref'mery 
24. Coal to electricity 
25. Coal to gasification 
26. Coal to liquefaction 
27. Crude oil to ref'mery 
28. Tar sands to refinery 
29. Syn-crude oil to refinery 
30. Coal to electricity 
31. Coal to gasification 
32. Coal to liquefaction 
33. Crude oil to ref'mery 
34. Tar sands to ref'mery 
35. Syn-crude oil to ref'mery 
36. Coal to electricity 
37. Coal to gasification 
38. Coal to liquefaction 




HSU Unit 3 
tons x 10~ 
bbls x 10 3 0.0 
bbJs x 103 
bbls x 103 3 cu. ft. x 10 3,290,200.0 
mwhx 103 
cu.ft. x 103 
bbJs x 103 
bbls x 103 368.65 
tons x loJ 
tons x 103 
bbls x 103 736.42 
bbJs x 103 
bblsx 103 
bbls x 103 
3 bblsx 103 736.42 
7 tons x loJ 
7 tons x 103 
7 tons x 103 
7 bbls x 103 0.0 
7 bb1s x 103 0.0 
7 bbls x 103 0.0 
7 bblsx 103 0.0 
8 tons x 103 
8 tons x 103 
8 tons x 103 
8 bblsx 103 0.0 
8 bbls x 103 0.0 
8 bbls x 103 0.0 
9 tons x 103 
9 tons x 103 
9 tons x 103 
9 bblsx 103 0.0 
9 bbls x 103 0.0 
9 bbls x 103 0.0 
10 tons x 103 
10 tons x 103 
10 tons x 103 
10 tons x 103 
by the model~ except coal slurry at full capacity and no 
coal liquefaction with the consumptive water use constraints 
To+HSU 
4 6 7 8 9 10 
34,252.0 213,436.0 32,267.1 20,462.9 
13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
38,310,200.0 411,700.0 35,992,600.0 
2,049.0 65.7 63,956.7 26,280.0 4,380.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
10,000.0 
34,252.0 235,917.0 41;217.7 37,735.0 
13,748.0 1,699.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
697.86 0.0 21,782.9 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8,950.65 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 




Table 47. Change in land acreage under production of different types in each HSU 
attributed to energy resource development as dictated by the model 
except coal slurry at full capacity and no exploitation of oil-shale, 
tar sands and coal liquefaction and with consumptive water use con-
straint on Colorado River's water in Utah. 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 
Presently irrigated land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1852.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1lI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
from reduced inflow to the Great 
Salt Lake requirements. These results 
are likely not to be representative of 
the actual conditions. The more likely 
event would be that the Great Salt 
Lake level would fall slightly below 
current levels. However, as the 
water availability is reduced by 
40 percent and 60 percent, irrigated 
acreages will fall considerably below 
current levels, not only in HSU's 1 
and 4, but in all other HSU's as 
well. 
As water becomes more constrain-
ing, shadow prices rise. For the 10 
and 20 percent reductions, shadow 
prices rise from $2.00 to about $2.50 
per acre foot. At 60 percent reduction, 
the shadow price rises to approximately 
$50 per acre foot for the least profit-
able energy enterprises. As water 
becomes constraining on energy in the 
un'restricted model, the shadow price 
increases to $3,000.00 per acre foot. 
The difference in shadow prices for 
energy is due to the restricted 
nature of the energy production in the 
two "probable" alternatives. 
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HSU 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7109.0 -53.0 0.0 0.0 4870.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5132.0 
7109.0 -53.0 0.0 0.0 4870.0 -5132.0 
Summary and Conclusions 
The results from the modeling 
indicate that there is sufficient water 
in Utah's allocation of the Colorado 
River to provide for moderate energy 
development, including moderate levels 
of oil shale, with only minimal loss in 
irrigated agriculture. In addition, 
most of the reduction in irrigated 
acreage would optimally be in the 
less, productive Class IV and pasture 
lands, or in the reduced development of 
,new irrigation projects indicated in 
the model results. Only during severe 
prolonged drought would these moderate 
energy developments constrain current 
prime irrigation (Class I through 
III lands presently irrigated). 
Substantial temporary reduction in 
these acreages would likely occur with 
even minimal energy production under 
those circumstances. 
On the other hand, substantial 
energy development could take place 
only at the expense of almost all 
irrigation in the Colorado River 
Basin in Utah, given Utah's consumptive 
\JI 
I-" 
Table 48. Energy resources development as dictated by the model except coal slurry at full capacity and oil 
shale at the predicted level for the year 2000, and tar sands, coal liquefaction and coal gasifi-





3. Tar sands 
4. Oil shale 
5. Natural gas 
6. Electricity 
7. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) 
8. Syn-crude oil 
9. Refmed oil 
10. Coal slurry 
11. Total coal 
12. Total crude oil 
13. Total tar sands 
14. Total oil shale 
15. Total syn-crude oil 
16. Crude oil to refinery 
17. Coal to electricity 
18. Coal to gasification 
19. Coal to liquefaction 
20. Crude oil to ref'mery 
21. Tar sands to refinery 
22. Oil shale to ref'mery 
23. Syn-L-Tude oil to ref'mery 
24. Coal to electricity 
25. Coal to gasification 
26. Coal to liquefaction 
27. Crude oil to refinery 
28. Tar sands to ref'mery 
29. Syn-crude oil to refinery 
30. Coal to electricity 
31. Coal to gasification 
32. Coal to liquefaction 
33. Crude oil to refinery 
34. Tar sands to refinery 
35. Syn-crude oil to refinery 
36. Coal to electricity 
37. Coal to gasification 
38. Coal to liquefaction 






























Unit 3 4 
tons x 103 
bbls x 10" 0.0 
bblsx 10" 
bbls x 103
3 cu.ft. x 10 3,290,200.0 
mwhx 10" 2,049.0 
cu.ft. x 103 
bbls x 103 
bblsx 103 16,607.0 0.0 
tons x 103 
tons x 103 
bbls x 103 736.42 
bbls x 103 
bbls x 103 
bbls x 103 
bbls x 103 73(iA2 0.0 
tons x 103 0.0 
tons x 103 
tons x 103 
bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 
bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 
bblsx 103 32,437.8 78,745.5 
bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 
tons x lOS 697.86 
tons x lOS 
tons x 103 
bblu 103 0.0 0.0 
bbls x 10-3 0.0 0.0 
bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 
tons x 103 0.0 
tons x 103 
tons x lOS 
bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 
bblH 103 0.0 0.0 
bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 
tons x lOS 0.0 
tons x lOS 
tons x 103 
tons x lOS 
use constraint on the Colorado River's water in 
To ~HSU 
6 7 8 9 10 
34,252.0 213,436.0 32,267.1 20,462.9 
13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
47,598.3 
38,310,200.0 411,700.0 35,992,600.0 
65.7 63,956.7 26,280.0 4,380.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
10,000.0 
34,252.0 235,917.0 41,217.7 37,735.0 
13,748,0 1,699.5 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
164,250.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 







0.0 21,782.9 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 




0.0 0.0 0.0 8,950.65 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 








Table 49. Change in land acreage under production of different types in each HSU, 
attributed to energy resource 
2000. 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 
:Presen tIyurlgated· land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3414.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
use constraints. Large scale oil 
shale and tar sands operations will 
require reallocation of the largest 
quantities of water currently used 
in agriculture. Liquefaction, gasifi-
cation, and electrical generation 
at high levels would also be expected 
to retire some cropland from irrigation 
by taking water from the relatively 
low-valued agriculture use. However, 
a high percentage of the retired 
land may be used for dryland crops, if 
the productivity coefficients in the 
model are representative of actual 
conditions. Furthermore, the large-
scale development of most of the energy 
resources in the Colorado River Basin 
might be expected to substantially 
reduce water available for transfer to 
Wasatch Front and Sevier River Basin 
agricultural users. Given the high 
shadow price of water for the various 
energy sectors, and the relatively low 
shadow price for current marginal 
agricultural production, the use of 
water in energy is economically sensi-
ble. On the other hand, retention of 
water in agricultural pursuits at the 
expense of energy production is gross-
ly inefficient. Even the municipal 
users along the Wasatch Front would not 
have a sufficiently high demand to bid 
significant amounts of water from the 
Colorado River Basin energy producers, 
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development with ERDA projections for 
HSU 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 -5073.0 0.0 0.0 4870.0 -5132.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 -5073.0 0.0 0.0 4870.0 -5132.0 
assuming the current estimates of 
M&I demand curves for water. 
For the near future, the quantity 
of water appears not to be the con-
straining factor on energy or agri-
cultural production. Only in the 
distant future, 25 to 50 years hence, 
will water become scarce, relative 
to demand, in Utah. If a severe 
prolonged drought should occur, how-
ever, water scarcity may substantially 
reduce agricultural production to 
provide water for energy. 
Several factors have been dis-
regarded in this model, anyone of 
which may be critical to the optimal 
allocations ·of water. Air and water 
quality standards may be of paramount 
importance, particularly as they 
affect the cost of profitability of 
energy production. The probabilities 
of drought episodes are major consider-
ations in the arid west, and may have 
important implications for the quantity 
of water which is transferred from 
agriculture to energy production. The 
allocation of water among the Upper 
Basin States,or states of the entire 
Colorado River BaSin, may be ineffi-
cient if energy resources are to be 
developed fully. Finally, the social 
desirability of severely reducing 
Table 50. Energy resources development as dictated by the model along with consumptive water use constraints 
on Colorado River's water in Utah and 60 percent decrease in local surface water availability. 
To+HSU 
Source From Measurement HSU Unit 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 
1. Coal tons x 103 34,252.0 213,436.0 32,267.1 36,220.8 
2. Crude oil bbl'l x 103 0.0 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
3. Tar sands bblsx 10 3 385,227.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
4. Oil shale bbls x 103 36,693.2 
5. Natural gas cu.ft. x 103 3,290,200.0 38,310,200.0 411,700.0 35,992,600.0 
6. Electricity mwhx 103 0.0 65.70 63,956.7 26,280.0 4,380.0 
7. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) cu.ft. x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8. Syn-crude oil bbl'l x 10 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
9. Reimed oil bblsx 103 16,607.0 39,420.0 2,737.5 0.0 
10. Coal slurry tons x 103 0.0 
11. Total coal tons x 103 34,252.0 235,917.0 41,217.7 37,735.0 
12. Total etude oil bbl'l x 10 3 736.42 13,748.0 1,699.5 2,864.0 
. 13. Total tar sands bbl'lx 103 390,695.0 384,422.0 92,520.0 
14. Total oil shale bbl'lx 103 147,876.0 
15. Total syn-crude oil bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16. Crude oil to refmery 3 bbl'lx 103 736.42 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17. Coal to electricity 7 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
V1 18. Coal to gasification 7 tons x loS 0.0 0.0 w 19. Coal to liquefaction 7 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 
20. Crude oil to refinery 7 bbl'lx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21. Tar sands to refinery 7 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 5,468.44 0.0 
22. Oil shale to reimery 7 bbl'lx 103 32,437.8 78,745.5 0.0 0.0 
23. Syn-crude oil to ref'mery 7 bbl'lx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24. Coal to electricity 8 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 21,782.9 0.0 
25. Coal to gasification 8 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26. Coal to liquefaction 8 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27. Crude oil to refinery 8 bbls x 10 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28. Tar sands to refinery 8 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29. Syn-etude oil to refinery 8 bbl'l x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
30. Coal to electricity 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 8,950.65 0.0 
31. Coal to gasification 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
32. Coal to liquefaction 9 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 
33. Crude oil to ref'mery 9 bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
34. Tar sands to ref'mery 9 bbls x 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
35. Syn-etude oil to refinery 9 bblsx 103 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
36. Coal to electricity 10 tons x 103 0.0 22.38 0.0 0.0 1,491. 78 
37. Coal to gasification 10 tonsx.103 0.0 0.0 
38. Coal to liquefaction 10 tons x 103 0.0 0.0 
39. Coalto slurry 10 tons x 103 0.0 
rl 
irrigation along the Upper Colorado 
River in order to produce relatively 
expensive energy, compared to energy 
costs in other regions, may be doubtful. 
Further research, refinement of this 
model, and application of the modeling 
approach to the entire Colorado River 
Basin should be instructive to water 
planners if energy production becomes 
critical to the nation. 
Table 51a. Change in land acreage under production of different types in each 
HSU, attributed tq energy resource development, given coal slurry at 
full capacity, and no oil shale or tar sands development with 10 per-
cent reduction in water. 
HSU 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Presentlyiiiiga:ted land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 -+69,8099 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -827.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Poten tially irrigable land: 
I +60,055.85 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 +17P13.9 -5,072.9 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 +33,200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -12,556.5 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV +60,055:85 0.0 0.0 +33,200.0 +17,0739 -5,072.9 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 -12,556.5 
Table 51b. Change in land acreage under production of different types in each 
HSU, attributed to energy resource development, given coal slurry at 
full capacity and no oil shale or tar sands development with 20 per-
cent reduction in water. 
HSU 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Presently irrigated land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
n 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3,347.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3,878.3 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 -14,270.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5,200.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I +282.55 0.0 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5,042.3 -6,745.8 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -12,556.5 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV +282.55 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5,042.3 -6,745.8 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 '12,556.5 
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Table 51c. Change in land acreage under production of different types in each 
HSU. attributed to energy development given coal slurry at full ca-
pacity and no oil shale or tar sands deve lopment with 40 percent 
reduction in water. 
HSU 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
PresentlY irIJgated Iai1.cf: 
I +35.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·28!J07.7 4,735.2 ·13,489.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -6,708.8 
III 0.0 ·78,400.0 ·31,254.0 ·18,590.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·5,200.0 
Presen tty cultivated bmd: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I -389,848.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·92,400.0 -118,623.8 ·6,745.4 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 -13,672.0 
III 0.0 -68,400.0 ·14,785.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·12,556.5 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV ·389,848.2 ·68,400.0 ·14,785.7 -92,400.0 -118,623.8 -6,745.4 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 -26,228.5 
Table Sld. Change in land acreage under production of different types in each 
HSU, attributed to energy development given coal slurry at full ca-
pacity and no oil shale or tar sands development with 60 percent 
reduction in water. 
HSU 
Land Classification 
1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
PresentlYli:rigated 1ilnd: 
I +35.4 0.0 ·22,482.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·1,000.0 0.0 
II 0.049,387.6 ·51,900.0 0.0 -69,952.5 -25,674.9 -38,506.7 0.0 ·2,100.0 -7,834.0 
III 0.0 -78,400.0 ·56,200.0 -16,347.8 0.0 0.0 -83,000.0 42,100.0 0.0 ·5,200.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I ·38,844.2 0.0 ·700.0 
II 0.0 ·56,477.8 ·8,000.0 
III 0.0 -68,400.0 ·21,800.0 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV ~38,844.2 ·124,877.8 ·30,500.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -5,400.0 0.0 
0.0 -118,623.8 -6,745.5 -99,300.0 ·80,289.1 ·n,630.0 ·29,057.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -133,400.0 ·118,800.0 0.0 ·12,556.5 
0.0 -118,623.8 -6,745.5 ·232,700.0 -199$)89.1 -17,030.0 41,613.6 
Table 52a. Change in agricultural land given ERDA energy proj ections for 2000, 
and 10 percent reduction in water. 
HSU 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Presentlj; irrigated land: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 -169,810.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -827.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I +60,055.85 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·31,537.5 ·5,073.0 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 +33,200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -12,556.5 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV +60,055.85 0.0 0.0 +33,200.0 -31,537.5 -5,073.0 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 -12,556.5 
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Table 52b. Change in agricultural land given ERDA energy proj ects for 2000, and 
20 percent reduction in water. 
HSU 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Presen tly irngated -ianit: 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 +3,347.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3,878.3 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 -18,590.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5,200.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I +282.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1,016.7 -57,505.3 -6,745.5 0.0 0.0 -4,869.6 0.0 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -12,556.5 
Potentially cultivable land: 
IV +282.6 0.0 0.0 -1,016.7 -57,505.3 -6,745.5 0.0 0.0 -4,869.6 -12,556.5 
Table 52c. Change in agricultural land given ERDA energy projects for 2000, and 
40 percent reduction in water. 
HSU 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Presently irrigated Ialid: 
I -35.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 0.0 0.0 -37,381.9 -10,353.3 -13,489.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -60,708.8 
III 0.0 -78,400.0 -56,200.0 -18,590.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -5,200.0 
Presently cultivated-land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I -38,844.2 0.0 0.0 -14,717.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
II 0.0 -9,868.8 0.0 -92,400.0 -118,623.8 -6,745.4 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 -13,672.0 
III 0.0 -68,400.0 -21,800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -12,556.5 
Potentially cultivable. land: 
IV -38,844.2 -78,268.8 -21,800.0 -107,117.3 -118,623.8 -6,745.4 0.0 0.0 4,869.6 -26,228.5 
Table 52d. Change in agricultural land given ERDA energy projects for 2000, and 
60 percent reduction in water. 
HSU 
Land Classification 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
riesen tly irrigated land: 
I -35.4 0.0 -22,482.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -505.0 0.0 
II 0.049,387.6 -51,900.0 0.0 -72,460.6 -25,674.944,402.4 -16,378.7 
III 0.0 -78,400.0 -56,200.0 -15,175.3 0.0 0.0 :S3,000.0 -42,100.0 
-2,100.0 -7,834.0 
0.0 -5,200.0 
Presently cultivated land: 
IV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Potentially irrigable land: 
I -38,844.2 0.0 -700.0 
II 0.0 -56,477.8 -8,000.0 
III 0.0 -68,400.0 -21,800.0 
Poten tially cultivable land: 
IV -38,844.2 -124,877.8 -30,500.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -5,400.0 0.0 
0.0 -118,623.8 -6,745.5 -99,300.0-110,517.4 -11,630.0 -29,057.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -133,400.0 -118,800.0 0.0 -12,556.5 
0.0 -118,623.8 -6,745.5 -232,700.0 -229,317.4 -17,030.0 41,613.6 
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Total acreage of alfalfa full grown in region i (i = 1, ••• , 10) 
Total acreage of alfalfa partially grown in region i (i = 1, ••• , 10) 
Total acreage of barley grown in region i (i = 1, ••• , 10) 
Total acreage of nurse crop grown in region i (i = 1, ... , 10) 
Total acreage of corn grain grown in region i (i = 1, ... , 10) 
Total acreage of corn silage grown in region i (i ::: 1, ... , 10) 
Total acreage of sugar beets grown in region i (i = 1, ... , 10) 
Total acreage of apples grown in region i (i = 1, ... , 10) 
Total acreage of peaches grown in region i (i = 1, ... , 10) 
Total acreage of sweet cherries grown in region i (i = 1, ... , 10) 
Total acreage of sour cherries grown in region i (i = 1, ... , 10) 
Presently irrigated land of jth class in region i (j ::: 1, ... , 3; i 
1, ... , 10) 
Presently cultivated land of jth class in region i (j = 4; i = I, ... " 
10) 
Potentially irrigable land of jth class in region i (j = 1; .•• , 3; i ::: 
1, ... ,10) 
PotentiallY cultivable land of jth class in region i (j ::: 4; i = I, 
•.• , 10) 
Rotational constraint for alfalfa and barley crops in region i 
Rotational constraint for barley and nurse crops in region i 
Rotational constraint for alfalfa and nurse crops for jth class of land 
in region i 
Rotational constraint for corn and sugar beets in region i 
Rotational constraint for nurse apples and mature apples for jth class 
of land in region i 
Rotational constraint for nurse peaches and mature peaches for jth 
class of land in region i 
Rotational constraint for nurse sweet cherries and mature sweet cher-
ries for jth class of land in region i 
Rotational constraint for nurse sour cherries and mature sour cherries 




NOTABietc. Are the same as defined above for ROTABi etc. The only difference is 
that ROTABi etc. are applied to presently irrigated land whereas NOTAB. 


























































Agricultural water requirements in region i (i = 1, ••• , 10) 
Agricultural return flows of region i available to region i 
Local surface water availability in region i 
Groundwater availability in region i 
Wetland requirements in region i 
Inflow to Great Salt Lake 
Fruit acreage grown in region i 
Evaporation loss due to canals and channels in region i 
Flow of oil in region i 
Conversion of energy products to refinery in region i 
Capacity of oil in region i 
Capacity of natural gas in region i 
Capacity of refinery in region i 
Energy water requirement in region i 
Conversion to electricity in region i 
Flow of coal in region i 
Flow of tar sands in region i 
Flow of shale in region i 
Flow of liquefacted coal in region i 
Flow of coal gas in region i 
Capacity of oil shale in region i 
Capacity of tar sands in region i 
Capacity of coal gasification in region 
Capacity of coal liquefaction in region 
i 
i 
Augmented municipal water requirements for energy in region i 
Equilibrium municipal water requirements for energy in region i 
(This is a kind of transfer constraint.) 
Acres of alfalfa full grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i 
Acres of alfalfa p9.rtially grown in presently cultivated or irrigated 
jth class of land in region i 
Acres of barley grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth class 










DBEANS .. J1 
DWHEAT .. J1 
NAPPL .. J1 
NPEAC .. J1 
NSTCH .. J1 
NSRCH .. J1 
MAPPL .. J1 
MPEAC .. J1 
MSTCH .. J1 
MSRCHji 
Name 
Acres of nurse crop grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i 
Acres of corn grain grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i 
Acres of corn silage grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i 
Acres of sugar beets grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i 
Acres of dry beans grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jthclass 
of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of dry wheat grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth class 
of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of nurse apples grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of nurse peaches grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of nurse sweet cherries grown in presently cultivated or irri-
gated jth class of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of nurse sour cherries grown in presently cultivated or irrigated 
jth class of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of mature apples grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of mature peaches grown in presently cultivated or irrigated jth 
class of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of mature sweet cherries grown in presently cultivated or irri-
gated jth class of land in region i (j = 4) 
Acres of mature sour cherries grown in presently cultivated or irri-
gated jth class of land in region i (j = 4) 
NALFAF ..• NNURSC .. etc. are same as defined above except they are grown in po~ 
















Wetland requirements met from surface water in region i 
Wetland requirements met from groundwater in region i 
Present local surface water available to agriculture in ith region 
New development local surface water to agriculture in ith region 
Present groundwater available to agriculture in ith region 
New development in groundwater available to agriculture in ith region 
New import for agriculture from region j to i 




































































New import for agriculture from Ute in region j to i 
New import for agriculture from Bonneville in region j to i 
New import for agriculture from Sevier in region j to i 
Agricultural water return flow from ith region 
Outflow of surface water from ith region to jth region 
Outflow of surface water of ith region to Great Salt Lake 
Outflow of groundwater of ith region to Great Salt Lake 
Evaporation losses on canals from agriculture in ith region 
Oil in ith region 
Tar sands in ith region 
Oil shale in ith region 
Natural gas in ith region 
Coal gas in ith region 
Liquefaction in ith region 
Refined oil in ith region 
Coal for coal gasification from ith to jth region 
Coal for coal liquefaction from ith to jth region 
Coal for electricity from ith to jth region 
Oil to refinery from ith to jth region 
Tar sands to refinery from ith to jth region 
Shale oil to refinery from ith to jth region 
Liquefaction to refinery from ith to jth region 
Total coal in ith region 
Total oil in ith region 
Total tar sands in i th region 
Total shale oil in ith region 
Total 1iquefacti,on in ith region 
Electricity produced in ith region 
Present local surface water for energy in region i 
Present groundwater for energy in region i 
New local surface water for energy in region i 
New groundwater for energy in region i 
Present import of water for energy from ith to jth region 
New development import of water for energy from ith to jth region 
Augmented municipal water requirements for energy in ith region 
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I'IPEAtC!1 PROFIT QS.92000 PILND21 1,00000 NALFAF11 PPOf' IT 81.2bOOO POII..NDlt 1.00000 
"'PEAC2! i<(1TNPE!2 1.00000 ~OT"'PEAl -15.00000 NALFAFll N(1TA81 1.00000 I.OTANt1 1.0000('1 
MPEAC21 AG .. HiEQl 1.QOOOQ pCLND41 1.000GI) NALFH!l N(1TCSl 1.0('1000 tJOTMAPP 1 1.00000 
"IPEACC!t TPEACHI 1.00000 FRUITAC 1 1.00000 NALFAFlt "OT"IPEAl 1.00000 "'OTMSTCl 1.00000 
MPEAC11 PROF IT 50,06000 PIL~D!1 1.00000 NALFAF11 NoTMSRC1 1.00000 AGWTREtH 2.00000 
T 
IliALFAFt t POCLNOtit 1.00000 lALFAFl 1.0(1000 NNURSC21 NOT8Nl -1.00000 NOHN12 -5.00000 
tJALF AF 21 PPliFIT 00.11000 POILIIlD21 1.000o() ~'I''1JIolSC: 21 ~,OTCS I 1.!HIOOO ~IOTMAPP 1 1.00000 
NALFAF21 /'iOTAB1 1.0(\000 NOTA'II12 1.00000 NlliURSC21 ~'OTr<PEAl 1.00000 NGTMSTCl 1.00000 
NAI.FAFll NOTCSl 1.00000 NOTMAPP! 1.00000 NNUIISCZl "'OTMSRCI 1.00000 AGWTREGl 1.60000 
NALFAF21 NQTIoIPEAl 1.00t'lOO NOTMSTCl 1.00000 NNURSC21 pr;CL NDI.II 1.00000 H'URSC 1 1.000('10 
NALFAF21 N01MSRCl 1.00000 AG",TRE.!H 2.00000 N"'u~SC31 PROF IT l,\.cnOOo POtLN031 1.000(1) 
NALFAFll P(1CLN!)1I1 1.00000 TALF&.Fl 1.00000 NNllf./SC]! N01ilNI -1.00000 NOTANt! -5.00000 
HALFAF31 PROF! T "b.(8001) POll.NOll 1.00000 NNURSCl1 N(1TCSl 1.00000 NOTMAPPl 1.00000 
NALFAFlI NOTA81 1.00000 NOTANll 1.00000 "'NURSe!1 NO"~PEAl 1.00()OO "'OTMSTCI 1.0000/) 
NALFAFll NOTCSI 1.00000 NOTMAPP1 1.0000(1 NNI.JRSCli NOTMSRCl 1.00noo AGWTREQ1 1.60000 
NAl.FAFU NQTMPEAt 1.00000 NorMSTC! 1.00000 NNURSC31 POCL.NOtil 1.00000 TNURSCI 1,00000 
NALFAFJl N01MSFlC1 1.00000 AGWTREQI 2.00000 NCORNGll PQOFIT ll1B.l7000 POILNOll 1.00000 
NALFAFJt POCLND41 1:00000 TALFAF1 1.00000 NCORNGll NoTCSl ·q.ooool'l NOTMA"P1 1.00000 
HALFA"11 PROFIT 55.14000 POILNDll 1.00000 NCORNGII NOTMPEAt 1.00000 NOTMSTC! 1,00000 
NAl'APII NOTAB1 1.00000 NOTANl1 1.00000 NCORNGll NQTHSRC! 1.00000 AGWTRE'QI 1.'10000 
HALFAP11 NOTCSI 1.00000 NOTMAPPI 1.00000 NeORNGl1 POCLt-I0141 1.00000 TCORNGI 1.00000 
NALFAP!l NOTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTMSTel 1.00000 NCORNG21 PROF IT IOfl.ll1tlOO POIlNDZl t.OOOOO 
NALFAPII NOTMljRCl 1.00000 AGwTREr.l1 1.50000 IIICQRNGZI NOTC51 .9.00000 NOTMAPPI 1,00000 
NALFAPll POeLN0141 1.00000 TALF APt 1.00000 NCO~NGZI Nf)lMPEAl 1.00000 r..OT"'STCt 1.00000 
NALI'APll PROF IT ]&.47000 POILN021 1.00000 NCOI'Il\lG21 NOTMSRCl 1.00000 AGWTREGI 1.'10000 
NALFAP21 NOTABI 1.00000 NOTAN 12 1.00000 NCORNBel POeL.NOlil 1.00000 TeORNG1 1.00000 
~ALFAP21 NOTCSI 1.00000 NOTMAPPI 1.00000 N(ORIIIG31 PROFIT be.&lOOO POIL-N031 1.00000 
WALI"APli NOTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTMSTCl 1.00000 NCORNG!1 II;OTCSI ·Q.OOOOO NOTHAPP1 1.0nooo 
NALFAPZt NOTM5F1CI 1.00000 AGWTREQI 1.50000 NeORNG31 NQTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTM8TCI 1.00000 
NAL.FAPil POCLNOlll 1.00000 TAL' API 1.00000 NCOR"'G31 NoTMSRel 1.00000 AGWTREQl 1.40000 
NALFAPll PROFIT 2Q.91000 POILN031 l,ooono NCORfIIG3t POCLNOat 1.00000 TCORNGI 1,00000 
NALFAP31 NOTA81 1.00000 NO TA"I 13 1,00000 NCORNSt! PROFIT 188.99000 POILNOll 1.00000 
0- NALFAPl1 NOTCSI 1.00000 NOTMAPPI 1.00000 NCORNSll NI')TCSI .9.00000 NOTMAPPI 1.00000 
10 NALFAPU NOTMPEAI 1.00000 NOTMSTCl 1.00000 NCORNStl NOTMPEAl 1.00000 t.OTI4STC t 1.00000 NA!,.FAPI! NQTMSRe1 1.00000 AGwTREQl 1.50000 NCORNSlt NOTMSRCI 1.00000 AGWTREQI 1.10000 
IIIALFAP!l POCI.NOlil 1.00000 TALFAPI 1.00000 NCORNS1! POCLNOlil 1.00000 TCORNSI 1,00000 
NBARL'I'11 PROFIT 91.0l000 POII.NOll 1.00000 NCORfII5l11 PROFIT 171.85000 POILNOlt 1.00000 
NBARLVll NOTABI -1.00000 NOTBNl 1.00000 NCORNS21 NOTC81 -9.00000 NOTMlPPI 1.00000 
NSAPL.Vlt NOTes 1 1.00000 NOT"'APPI 1.00000 NCORNSll NoTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTMSTC1 1.00000 
NSARLV!I NOTMP!Al 1.00000 NOTMSTC1 1.00000 NeORNS21 NOTI"SRCl 1.00000 AGWTREQI 1.30000 
N6ARLVl1 l'IoTMSRCI 1.00000 AGIiiTREtH 1.l0000 NCORNSll POeL."'OI.lI 1.00000 TCOR"Ist 1.00000 
NBARLYII POeLNDl.lt 1.00000 TSARLV1 1.00000 NeOR/IIS31 PROFIT 137.70000 POILNDll 1.0000n 
NBARLY21 PROFIT 6&.95000 POILND2l 1.00000 NeORNS3! NOTeS1 .11.00000 NOTMAPPI 1.00000 
NBARLV21 NOHBI .1.00000 NOT81111 1.00000 NCORr.S3! NOTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTMSTC 1 1.00000 
NBARLY21 NOTC81 1.00000 NOTMAPPI 1.00000 NtORNSll NOTMSRCI 1.00000 AGWTRf(;11 1.30000 
N8ARLY21 NQTMP!Al 1.00000 tJOTI1STCI 1.00000 NCOI<NS31 PQeLNDl.I1 1.00000 
NeARLy21 NoTMSRCI 1.00000 AGWTREQI 1.20000 NSSHTll PROF IT 73.111000 POILNOll 1.00000 
NIURLV21 POCLN041 1.0('\()OO TBARLVI 1.00000 NSeHTll NOTCSI -9.00000 NOT!>lAPPI 1.00000 
NBARlV}! PROFIT 52.01000 POILND31 1.00000 NSBEET1t NOTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTI'IsrCI 1.00000 
NBARL Vll "IOTA81 -1.00000 NOT8Nl 1.00000 NSBEET11 NOTMSRC1 1.00000 AGWTREQI 1.bOOOO 
NSULV)1 NOTeSI 1.00000 tJQTMAPPl 1.00000 t-;SBEETII POCLNOI.II 1.00000 TSSEETl •• 00000 
N8ARLYJl NOTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTHartl 1.00000 NSBEET21 PROf'IT 52.LI7000 POILN021 1.000tlO 
NBARLV!l IIIOTMSRel 1.00000 AGWTREQI 1.20000 NSBEET21 NoleS1 -q.OOOOQ NOTMAPPI 1.00000 
~SARL. Y31 PDeL.NO!!1 l.OOOOO TBARL.Y! 1.00000 NSeHT2! NOTMPEAI 1.00000 NOTMSTel 1.00f)tlO 
fIINURSC11 PROFIT "".52QOO POILNOll 1.00000 NS8EET21 NOTfo1SRCl 1.00000 AliioiTREQI 1.00000 
f<lNURSCll NOT8Nl 
-1.00000 NOTANll -5.00000 N58E'ET21 POCLND41 1.00000 TSBH T1 1.00000 
HIIIURSC!! "'OTC51 1.00000 NOTMAPPI 1.00000 NSf\eEUI PROFIT 39.71000 PlJILN031 1.00('100 
NNURSC11 NoTMPEA 1 1.00000 NOTMSTCl 1.00000 NSBEEBI NOTCS! ·1\1.00000 NOTMAPPI 1.(l0000 
NNlJRSC 11 NOTMSRCI 1.00000 AGiolTREQl 1.600(JO NSBEET3! NoTMPEAI 1.00000 NOTMSTC I 1,00000 
NNURSCII PDCLNDlI! 1.00000 TNURStl 1.00000 NSf!EET31 NOTMI;RCI 1.00000 AGwHIEiH 1.&0000 
f<lNURSC21 PROFIT 2".5"000 POILNDZI 1.00000 NSSEEB1 PI)CLNDtil 1.00000 raaEn I 1.00000 
r 
NDBEAN41 P~OFlT -51.1.911000 POCLN041 1.00000 NNSRCH21 PROFIT -131).4 9000 ~nrL'JD21 1.0000') 
NOwME' AlII PROFIT -0,8/'.000 POCLND41 1.00000 N"'$RCHiH NI1TNSR12 -2.100000 Ar."TkEQI 2.7000.) 
I'<NAPPL\l PRuF IT -t:H.90000 POIl.NOll 1.00000 N~~SkCI'l21 POCl."'Di.l1 1.00000 lSRCHl 1.00000 
NNAPPL11 NOTNAPlt -2.30000 AGWTREQI 2.50000 N"4$t:1CH31 PROFIT -159.17000 POIl,N031 1.00000 
NNAPPLII POClND41 1.0000n TAPPl.El 1.00000 NNSRCI'l31 NQTN$PIJ -2.t>11000 AG",TREGI 2.70000 
N"'APPU!l PROFIT -161.8 Il OOO POIL~~D21 1,00000 NNl\RCH3t PO('l.Nl)41 I,QOOOO TSRCHI 1.00000 
NNAPPl,21 NOTNAPI2 -2.30000 AGltiTREQl 2,50000 NMSTCI"!11 PRr:JF IT 135.23110() POILNOll 1,00000 
NillAPPL21 POCl.N041 1.00000 HPPLEI 1.00000 IliMSTCHll NI'lTNST11 1.1)0000 "<OTMSTCI -27.00000 
NNAPPUI PROFIT -al1.31000 POILNOll 1,00000 NMSTCHll Ar.IoIlkE.GlI 3.80000 POCLIIlD£ll 1.00000 
NIIlAPPLll NDTNAP13 "e'.30000 AGWTREtH 2.50000 NMSTCHI\ T S lCto!i 1.00000 
Nt.lAFlPL31 POCLNDt.lt 1.00000 TAPPLFI 1.00000 NMSTCH21 PHOFIT n.1.I2ilOO POIlNOt!\ 1.00000 
NNPEAC11 PROFIT .104.43000 POILNOll 1.00000 NMSTCH21 NoTNST12 1.00000 NOTMSTct -27.00000 
NNPE4C 11 NOTNPEt1 
-2.00000 AGWTRE!H 2.80000 NMSTCH21 AGwTREQI 3.80000 POCLN041 1.00000 
NNPEAC11 POCLNOlH 1.00000 TPEACHI 1.00000 NMSTCH21 TSTtHI 1.00000 
NNPEAC21 PROFIT -1l9.QbOOO PDILND21 1.00000 "MSTCH31 P 1"01 OF IT .9.31000 POIl.NI)31 1,00000 
NNPEAC21 IIIOTNPE12 .. 2,00000 AGWTREOI 2.80000 NMSTCM31 Nl'TNSTl3 t.OOOOO NOTI'ISTCI "27.00000 
NNPEACil POCLN041 t.ooooo TPEAC~I 1.00000 NMSTCH]l AGiIITkEQl 3.80000 POtl.N041 1.00000 
NNPEAC31 P~OFIT -128.2bOOO PDILN031 1.00000 NI'1STCI'I31 TSTClil t.OOOOO 
NNPEAC31 NQTNPE13 
-2.00000 AGwTREQl 2.800011 NMSRCHll PROFIT t3&.2QOOO POILNDl1 1.00000 
NNPEAC31 POCLN041 1.00000 TPE.CHI 1.00000 NMSRCH11 i~OTNSR 11 1 .. OI)QOO NOTMSRCI -25.00000 
NI1APPLll PROFIT 183.95000 POILND!l 1.00000 NMSRCH1! AGwTk£QI 3.60000 POCLNOlil 1.00000 
NMMIPL11 NOTNAP11 l.noooo NOTMAPPt -]0.00000 NMSRCHll TSRCI;1 1.00000 
NMAPPLll AGWTREIH 3.60000 POCLN041 1.00000 NMSRCHi?l PROFIT 87.00000 POIl.1li021 1.00000 
NMAPPLll TAPPl.E! 1.00000 NMSRCH21 NOTNSR12 '1.00000 NOTMSNC1 "25.00000 
NMAPPl.il PROFn 90.24000 POILNO&!l 1.00000 NMSRCl'lil AGWT"EIH 3.80000 POCLND 41 1.00000 
NMAPPLII NOTNAP12 1.00000 NOTMAPPl -30.00000 NMSRCH2l TSRCHl 1.00000 
NMlPPLil AGWTREQI 3.&0000 POCLN041 1.00000 NMSRCH31 PROFIT 24.b7000 POILND31 1.00000 
ct 
NMAPPL21 UPPLEI 1.00000 N101SRCl'l11 NOTIIISRI3 1.00000 I\fOTMSRCI -25.00000 
NMAPPLlt PROFIT 18,22000 POILND31 1.00000 NMSRCH31 AGiIITFtEQl l.MOOO POCLND41 1.00000 
NMAPPL31 NOTNAP1] 1.00000 "lOTMA"PI -30.00000 NMSRCI'I3t T5'<C"'1 1.00000 
NMAPPL31 AGItiTREQl 3.bOOOO POCLN04l 1.00000 ALFAF12 PROFIT 107.32000 PILND12 1.00000 
NMAPPl.ll UPPLE 1 1.00000 ALFAF12 ~OTAS2 1.00000 ROTAN;:]! 1 1.00000 
NMPEACll PROF IT 161.55000 POILNOll 1.00000 ALFAF12 ROTen 1.00000 I(OTI'4APP2 1,00000 
NMPEAC 11 I>,IOTNPEll 1.00000 NOT"'PEAl -15.00000 ALFAF12 ROTHPEA;? 1.00000 ROTMSTC2 1,00000 
N"!PE.'C t 1 AGWTF/EQI 3.QOOOO POCl.N04t 1.00000 AlFAF12 ROT~SFlC2 1.00000 AGit/TREGlt! 1.00000 
NMPEAC11 TPEACHl 1.00000 ALFAF12 PCl.N042 1.00000 TAl.FAF2 1.00000 
NMPEAC21 PROFtT ~0.32000 POILND21 1,00000 ALFAF22 PROF TT 8b.83000 PtLND22 1,00000 
"'MPEAC21 NOTNPE12 1.00000 NQTMPEAl -15,00000 Al.FAF22 ~OTAa2 1.00000 ROTAN22 1.00000 
NMPEAC21 AGwTRECII 3.90000 POCLND41 1.00000 ALFAF22 ROTeS2 1.00000 ROTMAPP2 1.00000 
NMPEAC21 TPEACHI 1.00000 ALFAF22 ROTMPEA2 1.000"0 ROTMSTca 1.00000 
NMPEAC31 PROFIT 32.7bOOO POILND31 1.00000 ALFAF22 J.lOTMSRca 1.00000 AGWTREG2 1.bOOOO 
NMPUC3t NOTNPf13 1.00000 NOTMPEA! ·)5.00000 ALFAF22 PCLNDI.li! 1.00000 TALFAF2 1.00000 
NMPEACll AGWTREQI 3.QllOOO POClNDiil 1.00000 ALFAF32 PROFIT 67.81000 PILND12 1.00000 
NMPEAC31 TPEACHI 1.00000 ALFAF32 R01A82 1.00000 ROTANl3 1.00000 
NNSTCH11 PROF IT -142.71000 POILNDlI 1.00000 AlFAF32 RoTe52 1.00000 ROTMAPP2 1,00000 
NNSreH!1 NoTNSTll .. 2.00000 AGWTREQl 2.70000 ALFAF32 ROTMPEAC? 1.00000 ROT,..STC2 1.00000 
NNSTCHII POCLNOUI 1.00000 rsTCH1 1.00000 Al.FAnZ RO'\'MSRCi! 1.00000 AGWT~EQ2 1.bOOOO 
NillSTCH21 PROFIT -145.131)00 POIl.NOZI 1.00000 ALFAF32 PCLNO"2 1.00000 TALF Afi'2 1.00000 
NI\jSTCHZl NOTNSTU -2.00000 AGWTREQ1 2.70000 ALFAFlI2 PROFlT 82.28000 PILND12 1.00000 
NNSTCHi!l POCLNDli1 1.00000 lSTCH1 1.00000 ALFAP12 ROfAB2 1.0 11 000 ~OTAN21 1.00000 
NNSTCH31 PROFIT -17£1.7&000 POILND31 1.00000 ALFAPI2 ~OTCS2 1.00000 ROTMAPP2 1,00000 
N'-ISTCH31 NoTN5Tll -2,00000 AGwTREr,1l 2.70000 Al.FAP12 ROTMPtA2 1.00000 ioIOTMSTC2 1.00000 
NNSTCHll POCLND41 1.00000 TSTCHl 1.00000 AI..F'AP12 ROT"ISI'IC2' 1.00000 IIGIoiTREQ2 1.(\0000 
lliNUCHt I PROFIT ·113.~jjOQO POILNI}11 1.00000 AlFAP12 PC LN(H!;? 1.00000 ULF AP2 1.00000 
NNSRCl'1tl 1110 T III 5 101 1 1 .. 2.&0000 AGwTREQI 2.70000 ALFAPi?j? P~()F II b8.1M'l/)O 1=I1l.1II"22 1.00000 
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1.00000 COR~GH PROFtT 11. '3?(l() 0 PILNDl2 1.00(\00 
1.00000 rORNG32 ~nrc52 -q,O\)OOO '-'OT,.,4PP2 1,00000 
1.00000 COl(NGJ2 ROTMHA2 1.00000 ';;(JTMSrC2 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNG32 ROTi'\S~C2 1.00000 AGIOITREQ2 1.10000 
1.00000 CORNG32 PCl.N042 1.00000 TCOR'~G2 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNSll PROFIT lQa.lbOOO PILN012 1.00000 
1.000(10 COR"IS12 RUTCS2 ·9.00000 ROTMAPP2 1.00000 
1.00000 COIiNSil Rr'lTMPEA2 1.00{l00 ~OT"'STC2 1.00000 
1,00000 CO"NSt2 IJOT"ISi'1C2 1.00000 AGiliTREQ2 1.00000 
1,00000 COKNS12 PCVJDti2 1.00000 TCORNS2 1.00000 
1,00000 CORNS22 !='",OFIT 187.tiQOOO PILNaZi! 1,00000 
1.00000 CORNS22 f10TeS2 ·Q.OOOOO ROTMAPP2 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNSl2 RQTMPEo\2 1.00000 ROTI'ISTC2 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNSU Pt)Tf>lSRC2 1.00000 AGwTREQ2 1.00000 
0.70000 CORI'lS22 I>CL.NUlli? 1.00000 TCORNSl 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNS3i? P~OFIT 1b1. HOOO PIL.t..I032 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNsn FlI'lTCS2 -q.OOOOO ROTM.APPi 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNS32 ROTI'1PEA2 1.00000 ROTMSTC2 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNS32 ROTMSflC2 1.00000 o\GwTREQ2 1.00000 
1.00000 CORNUl PCLNoa2 1.00000 TeORNSC! 1.00000 
0.10000 SSEET12 PROF IT 72.112000 PILN012 1.00000 
1,00000 S8EETli! ROTC82 -9.00000 ROTM.APP2 1.00000 
1.00000 SBEET12 ROTMPEA2 1.00000 ROTMSTCl 1.00000 
1.00000 SBEET12 ROTMSRC2 ' 1.00000 AGWTREQi! 1.40000 
1.00000 S8EET12 Ptl.N042 1.00000 TSBEET2 1.00000 
1.00000 SBEET22 I'ROF IT 118.52000 PILN022 1.00000 
0.70000 aSH T 22 ROTeSl -9.00000 RonUPP2 1.00000 
1.00000 SHET2l ROTI'lPEA2 t.ooooo I<OTM8T(;2 1.000(10 
1.00000 SBE~T22 ROTMSRC2 1.00000 AGItITREQ2 1.1.10000 
-5.00000 SSEET2l PCLN042 1.00000 TseHTZ 1.00000 
1.00000 SBEETl2 PROF I T 43.80000 FlILNDll 1.00000 
1.00000 SaEETl2 RQTeS2 .. 9.00000 ROTMAPP2 1.00000 
1,20000 SBEET32 ROTMPEA2 1.00000 ROTM8TCl 1.000(10 
1,00000 S8EETl2 R(JTMSRC2 1.00000 AGiliTREQ2 1,1.10000 
1,00000 SBEET 32 PCI..N042 1.00000 rsaEeTC 1.00000 
-5.00000 Olllif<lEATlI2 PROFIT 17.1.17000 PCL.N042 1.(10000 
1.00000 NAPPLli! PROFIT -121.1.Q2000 PJLN012 1.00000 
1.00000 NAPPLIi! ROTNAP21 -2.30000 AGwTREQ2 2.40000 
1.20000 "'''PPL.12 PCLNDlI2 1.00000 TAPPL.E2 1.00000 
1.00000 "'~PPLU F.wl TACi! 1.00000 
1.00000 N~PPL22 I' 0;> OF IT -IS0.QQOfJO PILN02i! 1.00000 
-5.00000 NAPPI.22 i=lOTNAP22 -2.10000 AGlIITREQ2 2.aoooo 
1.00000 NAPPL.22 PCLNDI.I2 1.0000 11 U;>PLE2 1,00000 
1.00000 NAPPL22 FRulHC2 t.OOOOO 
1.20000 N4PPl.32 PRIJFTT -tQb.20000 PILNOH 1.00000 
1.00000 NAPPI..32 ROTNO\P21 -2.30000 AGIIITI1EQ2 2.1.10000 
1.00000 NAPPL,ll? PCLN042 1.00000 TAPPLE2 1.00000 
1,00000 NAPPU2 "'<\;1TAt2 1.00000 
1,00000 NPEAC12 PROFIT ·Q3.70000 PILNOt2 1.00000 
1.10000 NPEAC12 POTNPE21 .. 2.00000 AG~TREQ2 2.70000 
1.00000 NP~.ACll PCL N042 1.00000 TPEACIoi2 1.00000 
1.00000 NPEACU F~IjITAC2 1.onnon 
1.00000 iIIPEAC2? Pl'u"IT -IOS.'51!'lOO Pll.Nfl22 1,00000 
1.00000 NPEAC22 F<nTNPE?2 -2.000no AG;ljTi<EQ2 2.70000 
1.10000 N~e:AC22 pel-NDIle! 1.00000 TPEAC~2 1.00000 
1.00000 t.PEAC22 FRUlTAC2 1.00000 
NPE.C32 PRDf<rT 
-115.05000 PILNI')32 l.noooo "'STCH22 PROF IT 1\(1.71000 PILND22 1.00000 
NPF.AC32 prlT N~E 23 
-2.00000 AGoiTREr.2 2.70000 Io'5T(1-422 FOTI\iSTi?2 l.noono >lOT"'5TC2 -27.00000 
"'P~AC32 PC Lor,r) 4 2 1.0001)0 TPEACH2 1.00000 ,",STCHU AG\oiTREQ2 3.7CJOOO PCLN(lIIZ 1.00000 
NPEAC32 FRUI TAC2 1.00000 ,",STOI22 T5T(112 1.noooo FRUIUC2 1.00000 
MAPPLl2 PROf IT 1~1.83000 PILNDte 1,00000 t-I5TCH32 pRnFlT 3,7QOOO PIL"ID32 1,00000 
MAPPL12 ROT"'AP21 1,00000 R(iTMAPP2 
-30.00000 r-.STCH32 IInTN5T23 1,00000 ROTMSTC2 -27,00000 
"IAPPLI2 AGlolREQ,! 3.501)00 peLNOll2 1.00000 MSTCH12 AG"TI(Et;,2 3.71)000 pCLNDII2 1,00000 
MAPPL.12 T.PPLE2 1.0nooo FRUITAC2 1.00000 M5TC"'3(' TSTerl2 1,00000 FRUITAC2 1.00000 
"'APPL22 PROF IT 101,2S000 PlLN022 1.00000 "ISRCI-" 12 PFdlFrT 14S,5bOOO PILN012 1,00000 
"UPPL22 ROTNAP22 1,00000 ROTMAPPZ -30,00000 ,..SRCH1Z 1I0T"'5~21 1,00000 "OTMSRC2 -25,00000 
M.PpL22 .G\OITREQ2 3.50000 PCLNOll2 I.ooono MSRCH12 AGwTREQ'? 3,70000 PCLI-ID42 1.00000 
M.PPLl2 TAPPLE2 1.00000 FRUlTACl 1.00000 M5RCtilL' T5kCH2 1.00000 FF/UITAC2 1.00000 
MAPPL32 PROF IT 30.74000 PILN032 1,00000 MSRCH2t' PROFIT 100,10000 PILND22 1.00000 
"'APPU2 R(lT"<.&P23 1.00000 ROTMAFP2 -30.00000 MSRCH22 ROTN5R22 1.00000 ROTMSRC2 -25.00000 
"'APPUC! .&GwTREQ2 3.50000 PCLN04l 1.00000 MSPCH2i' .GwTREQ2 3.70000 pCLN042 1,00000 
MAPPL3Z TAFPLE2 1.00000 FRUlTAC2 1.00000 1'45RCI12Z TS~CHi' 1.00000 FPUI TAC2 1,00000 
MPHC 12 PROF! T le7.2bOOO PILN012 1.00000 M5RCH32 PROFIT 37.1£1000 PIL"'032 1,00000 
MPE.C12 ROTNPE21 1.00000 ROTMPEA2 -15.00000 "'SRCHH R(JT N5R23 1,00000 wOTMSRC2 -25.00000 
MPfACI2 AGwTREQ2 3,80000 PCLN042 1.00000 MSRCH32 AG\oITJ<EQ2 3,70000 PCLN042 1.00000 
MPEAC12 TPEACH2 1,00000 FRUITAC2 1.00000 MSRCH32 T5RCI-"2 1.00000 FRUI TAC2 1,00000 
fo'PEAC22 PROF IT 92.48000 PILN022 1.00000 NALFH12 PROFIT 92.0QOOO POILND12 1,00000 
MPEACl2 ROTNPE22 1,00000 ROTMPE.2 -15.00000 IIIALFAFt2 NOTA52 1.00000 NOT.N21 1,00000 
MliEACl2 AGWTR!Q2 3.80000 PCLND42 1.00000 NALFAFI2 NOTCS2 1.00000 NOTMAPP2 1,00000 
",PEAC22 TPOCH2 1.00000 FRliITAC2 1.00000 NALF.F12 NOTMPEA2 ·1.00000 NOTMSTC2 1,00000 
MP!AC32 PROFIT 117.19000 PILN012 1.00000 NALF·F12 NOTMSRC2 1,00000 AGioiTREQ2 1,bOOOO 
MpEAC32 RQTNPE23 1.00000 ROTMPEA2 -15.00000 NALFAF12 POCL!"01l2 1,00000 TALFAF2 1.00000 
MPEAC32 AGl'iTREQ2 3.80000 PCLNOl.l2 1,00000 N~LFAF22 PROFIT b~,35000 POJLN022 1.00000 
...;a MPEAC32 TPEACH2 1.00000 FRUITAC2 1.00000 I-IALFAF22 NOTAB2 1,00000 NOTAN22 1,00000 
N NSTCH12 PROFIT -lH.1AOOO PILNO 12 1.00000 NALF.F22 NOTCS2 1.00000 NOTM,APP2 1,00000 
NSTCHI2 ROTNST21 -2.00000 AGWTREIil2 2.&0000 N·LF.F22 NOTMPEA2 1,00000 NOTMSTC2 1,00000 
NSTCH12 PCL~mIl2 1.00000 TSTCI'Il 1.00000 NALFAF22 NOTt-lSRC2 1,00000 AGtOiTR!Q2 1.&0000 
NSTCJ;12 FRUIT AC2 1.00000 NALF.F22 POCLfljOll2 1.00000 TAL.F AF 2 1.00000 
NSTCH22 PROFIT -133.29000 PILN022 1.00000 NALFAF32 PROF IT 1.18,63000 POILN032 1.00000 
NSTCH22 ROTNST22 -2,00000 AGWTREQ2 2,60000 NALFAf'32 ~)OTAB2 1.00000 "lOUN23 1,00000 
~STCH2Z PCLN042 1,00000 TSTCH2 1.00000 NALF.F32 NOTCS2 1.00000 NOTMAPP2 1.00000 
NSTCM22 FRUtTAC2 1.00000 NALFAFJZ IIIOTI-IPE.2 1,00000 NOTMSl'C2 1.00000 
"'STCH32 PROF IT -ISq.HOOO PILN!)]2 1.00000 NALF.F32 fljaTMSRC2 1,00000 AGwTREQ2 1.&0000 
NSTCH32 RQTN5T23 -2,00000 AGlliTREQ2 2.bOOOO N·LF.FJ;? POCLNOll2 1.00000 TALFAF2 1.00000 
NSTC~3~ PCLN042 1.00000 TSTCH2 1.0000n NALF·API2 PROF IT 67,OSOOO POILN012 1.00000 
NSTCt132 FRUITAC2 1.00000 NALFAPI2 NOTA82 1.00QOO NOTAN21 1,00000 
NSRCH12 PROF IT -106.42000 PlLN012 1.00000 NALFAP12 NOTCS2 1,00000 NOTMAPP2 1.00000 
NSRCH12 ROTNSR21 -2.bOOOO AG\OITREQ2 2.60000 NALFAP12 NOTMPEAZ 1.00000 NOTMSTCZ 1,00000 
I\jSPCH1Z PCL~OIl2 1.00000 TSRCH2 1,00000 NALFAP12 NOTMSRC2 1.00000 AGwTREQZ 1,00000 
NSRCH12 FRUITAC2 1.00000 NALF.PI2 POCLflj042 1.00000 TALFAP2 1,00000 
NSRCH22 PROF IT -121,61000 PIL"'D22 1,00000 "'ALF.P22 PROFIT 50,68000 POILND22 1,00000 
NSRC"'22 ROTNSR22 -2,eOOOO AGWTREQ2 i,eOOOO fljALFAP22 NOTAI:I2 1,00000 1II0TAN22 1.00000 
NSRCM22 PCLNOll2 1.00000 TSRCH2 1.00000 NALF.P22 NOTCSi' 1.00000 "<OTMAPP2 1.00000 
NSRCH22 FRUlTAC2 1.00000 NALFAP22 NOTMPEA.? 1,00000 NOTMSTC2 1.00000 
I-ISRCH12 PROF IT -1(111.05000 PILN032 1.00000 NALFAp22 NOTMSRC2 1.00000 AGO/TREIil2 1.00000 
NSRCHn ROTNSR23 -2,eOOOO AGWTREQ2 2,60000 N.LFAP22 PDCLNDII2 1,00000 TALFAP2 1.00000 
NSI<'CM32 PCLNOll2 1,00000 TSRCH2 1,00000 NALFAP32 PPOF IT 113,07000 POILN032 1.00000 
NSRCt132 FRUITAC2 1,00000 tdLF.P32 ~~OTA82 1.(0001) NOTA"I23 1,00000 
,",5TCHI2 P~OFJT 138.71.1000 PILNO!2 1,00000 "'ALFAP!2 ",orc 52 \.OOI'O() ~l1PUPP2 1,000no 
"'STCI-"12 ROTNST21 1,00(100 i<OTMSTC2 -27.00000 NALF.P32 ~'OT Mf'E A2 1,00000 "'OTM5TC2 1.00000 
MSTCH12 AGwTREQ2 3.70000 PCLNDI.I2 1.00000 NALFAP32 NOTMS~C2 1,00000 AGWTREQ2 1,00000 
MSTC H12 T5TCH2 1,00000 FRUIT ACZ 1.00000 NALFAP32 POCLNOll2 1,00000 TALFAP2 1.00000 
r! 
~8ARLY!2 J:>ROF IT Ql.'IbOOO J:>OtLNOIi! 1.00000 "'CORNsn Pt;.OFIT 17fl.Ol000 POILN022 1.00000 
"SARLv\2 NOTA82 -1.00000 IIIOT8"'2 1.0000(1 t-.CO""'S22 NI)TCS2 ·<),00,)00 'jOT/ouPP2 1.00000 
~i6ARL Y 12 NOTCS2 1.00('lOQ NOTMAPPi 1.00000 NCOPlliS22 ;,OTMr-EA2 '.00000 1>.I0T115T(2 1.00000 
IItBARLVl2 NOTMPEA2 1.00000 NUTMSTC2 1.00000 IIICOI'<'-I522 lIIoT0'15PC2 1.00000 AGWTREQii! 1.00000 
N8ARLY12 NoT"SRC2 1.00000 AGwTRfQ2 0,70000 NCOiH'S22 POCL~J[j"2 1.00000 TCORNS2 1.00000 
1\18ARLV12 PDeLNOI.li? 1.00000 TiHRLV2 1.00000 IIICO~NS12 PJ,)OF IT 1U2.?!OOO POILNOll 1.00000 
N8ARLv22 PPflF! T 72.27000 POIL-I>4D22 1.00000 NCO~"'Sl2 NOTCS2 .. q.ooooo r~OTMAPP2 1.00000 
N8ARLY22 NoTAS2 .. 1.00000 NOT6N2 1,00000 NCDRNS32 N(1TI"I>EA? 1.00000 IliOTMSTC2 1.00000 
NBARLy22 N01CS2 1.00000 NOTMAPP2 1.00000 NCORNS32 NOTI'SRC2 1.00000 AGwTREQi! 1.00000 
N8UILV22 IIIQTMP[A2 1.00000 NOTl'ISTC2 1.00000 NCORNS32 POCLND"2 1.00000 TCORNSl 1.00000 
NeARLV22 ~IOT1o\SRC2 1.00000 6,SWTR[Q2 0.70000 NSeEET 12 P~OF1T ';7.19000 POilND12 1.00000 
r.8A~LY22 POCL,N042 1.00000 TBARl.y2 1.00000 NS6EETI2 ~JOTCS2 .9.00000 NOTMAPP2 1.00000 
N8ARLv12 PROFIT 55.18000 POIlNOli! 1.00000 NseEET 12 NOTMIilEA2 1.00000 NOTI-15TC2 1.00000 
"'BARLVU NOTAt;2 -1.(10000 NOTBN2 1.00000 NS8EET12 NI')TMSRC2 1.00000 AGWTREQ2 1.40000 
N8ARlVll NOTCS2 1.00000 NOTMAPP2 1.00000 NSBEET 12 POCLNOU2 1.0 0 000 Tsen T2 1.00000 
NBARLVl2 NOTMPEAi! 1.00000 NOT"'STCl 1.00000 NsaffT22 PROFIT 31.01.1000 POILND22 1.00000 
N8ARI-V32 NOTHSRCi! 1.00000 AGII/TREQl 0.70000 NSElEET22 NOTCS2 -9.00000 NOTMAPP2 1.00000 
N8ARL Yll POCI-NOtie 1.00000 TSARLVe 1.00000 NS8EETl2 Nf)rMPEA2 1.(001)0 NOTMSTC2 1.00000 
NNURSC12 PROFIT ~8.9qi)00 POll-NOll 1.00000 NSBEErl2 "lOT"1SRC2 1.00000 AGwTREQZ 1.40000 
NNUR5C1Z Nor8N2 -1.00000 NOTAN21 -5.00000 t.lS6HT22 FOCLNO'l2 1.00000 TSeEElZ 1.00000 
NNURSC12 IIIOTCS2 1.00000 NOTMApP2 1,00000 N5BF.ET!2 PROF IT eli.oZOOO POILN032 1.00000 
NNlJASC12 NOTMPEA2 1.00000 NOTMSTCl 1.00000 Nsaun2 NOTCS2 -9.00000 NOT,..APP2 1.00000 
NNUR8CI2 NOT!olSRC2 1.00000 ASWTREQ2 1.20000 NSBEET1Z NoT",p[A2 1.00000 1II0TMSTC2 1.00000 
NNURSC12 POCL-NOIl2 1.00000 TNI,JRSC2 1.00000 NS8EET32 NOTMSRC2 ·1.00000 AGWTREQ2 1.40000 
NNURSC22 PROFIT U .• 5000!L Jt91LN02Z 1.00000 NSBEET32 POCL"'04Z 1.00000 TSBEET2 1.00000 
NNUR8C22 NoT8N2 
-1.00000 NOTAN2i! -5.0/)000 NOWHEAU2 PROFIT -4.15000 POCLND41 1.00000 
NNURSCi2 NOTe 52 1.00000 NOT~APP2 1.00000 I<INAPPL12 PROF IT -11.10.15000 POILND12 1.00000 
....:a NNURSC21 NoTMPEA2 1.00000 NOTM8TC2 1.00000 N'IAPPL12 NOT,'.AP21 -2.30000 AGI'ITREQ2 2.'10000 
w NNu.scn "'oT~SRe2 1.00000 AGWTREQ2 1.20000 NNAPPL12 PO(I.NOI.l2 1.0 00 00 TAPPLE? 1.00000 
NNURSC22 POeL-NOlll 1.00000 TNURSC2 1.00000 NNAPPI-U PRon T ·lb8.47000 POlLN022 1.00000 
NNUN8C12 PROFIT 20.80000 POII- NOl2 1.00000 NNAPPI.22 NoTNAPl2 -2.30000 AGwUEQ2 2."0000 
NNURSC32 NOTSN2 -1.00000 HOHN23 -!.OOOOO NNAPPL22 POCI-I'<Otl2 1.00000 TAPPI-E2 1.00000 
NNuAsC12 NOTcn 1.00000 NOTMAPP2 1.00000 NNAPPI.32 PROFIT -215.38000 POILN03il! 1.00noo 
NNURSe12 NOTMPEA2 1.00000 NOTIo\8TC2 1.00000 NNAPPL32 NOTNAP23 -2.30000 AGIIITREQ2 2.40000 
, NNURSe32 "'OTMSRC2 1.00000 AGwTREQ2 1.20000 NIIJAPPL32 POCLNOtl2 1.00000 TAPPLE2 1.00000 
NNUR8C12 PoelNOll2 1.00000 THURSC2 1.00000 NNPEACll PROFIT -108.99000 POILN012 1.00000 
NCORNG12 PROF IT Itll.tlOOOO POILND12 1.(1)000 ~INPE AC 12 NOfNPEll -2.00000 AGi'/TREQl 2.70000 
NCORNG12 lIIoTC82 ·Q.OQOOO NOTf!lAPP2 1.00000 NNPEAC12 POCLND42 1.00000 TPEACHl 1.00000 
NCORNGll NOTMPEA2 1.00000 NOTMSTC2 1.00000 NNPEAC22 PROFIT ·1~?QqOOO FlOILND22 1,00000 
t-JCORNGI2 NOTMSRC2 1.00000 AGWTRE~2 1.10000 NNPEAC22 NOTNI>E'22 -2.00000 AGIIITREQ2 2.70000 
NCORNG12 POeL-ND42 1.00000 TCORNG2 1,00000 NNPEAC22 POCLNPU2 1.00000 TPEACM2 1,00000 
NCORNG22 PROF IT 1()2.7400Q POILN02i 1.00000 NNPEAC32 Pf.'/OFIT -l3q.83000 POILN032 1 • .1)0000 
"'CORN(;22 NoTel2 ·1).00000 NQTMAPP2 1.00000 NNPEAC12 Ni'lTNPE23 -2.00000 AGII/TREQ2 2.10000 
NCOl1NI;22 NOTMPEA2 1.00000 NOTMSTC2 1,00000 NNPEAC32 poeLND42 1.00000 TPEACtol2 1.00000 
NCOFlNG22 ~OTMSRC2 1.00000 AGWTREQ2 1.10000 r.MAPPI-12 PROFIT 17b.60000 FlOILNOl2 1.00000 
NeORNG2l peeLNDtl2 1.00000 TCORNG« 1.00000 NMAPPl.12 NOTNAPll 1.00000 NOTMAPP2 -30.00000 
NCORNG32 PROFIT 58.!1.I000 POII-N032 1.00000 NHAPPL12 AGwTji'~Q2 3.1)0000 I>OCL-NOI.l2 1.00000 
NCORNG32 "40TCS2 .. 1).00000 NOTM4PP2 1.00000 NMAPPL12 TAi'PLE2 1.0(1000 
NCORNG32 NOTMPEAi2 1.00000 NOT~STC2 1.00000 N!'IA PPI.22 PROF IT 83.71000 POIlN022 1.00000 
NCORNG32 NOTMSRC2 1,00000 AGI'ITREQ2 1.10(1)0 NMAPPl.i2 NorrdP22 1.001)00 NOTMAPP2 -30.00000 
NCORNG3i! POCLN042 1.00000 TCORNG2 1.00000 NMAPFi,.22 AGtooTi<EQ2 3.50000 POClNDII2 1.00000 
NCORNSll PROFIT lIU.01000 POILN012 1.00000 t.lMAPPI-22 TAP>Pl~2 1.00000 
NCORt.lS12 NOTe 52 .. q.ooooo '10TI1APP2 1.00000 /Ii"'APPL32 PI<OFlT \1.56000 POILNI)32 1.00000 
"'COI?NS12 "'OTM~B2 1.0(l000 NOTf'45TC2 1.00000 NMAPPL~2 1,('lTNAP;?3 1.0(1)00 NOTMAp g 2 -30.00000 
NCORNSl2 I'IOTM8RC2 1.00000 AG,HREQ2 1.00000 r.MAPPL!2 AG"lTREQ2 1.50 000 POCL"40112 1.0000n 
NCORNS12 POCLN042 1.00000 'TCORNS2 1.00000 ~,MA PPL 32 'TAPPLE.2 t.ooooo 
I ' I!. 
I I 
NMPEAC12 PROFIT 15?olOO() POtLN012 1,00000 ALFAFt3 kOTCS] 1.00·)01) ROTMAPP3 1,00000 
"'''!j)f 4C t.: NOtNPf21 1.0UnOO NOTMPEAii? .. '5.00000 ALFAFU> KrlT "P1: II'; 1.(Hh~()O "OTMSTC~ 1.00000 
NMj;lEACI2 AG"Ti(~Qi2 .3.80000 POCLNQI'.I2 1,00000 "LF 41' D tWT:~5RC3 1 .0 \l (, (; 0 AGIoT><EGll 1,bOOOO 
NMPEACl2 TPEIICI-lj? 1.00000 ALF' H'13 PCLt,{)IU 1.00000 TALFAF! 1,00000 
N"1PEAC22 PRUFIT 7S,00OOO POILN022 1.00000 AI,.FAF23 PROFIT qq,71()OO PILNI)23 1.00000 
NMPEAC22 NOTNPE?2 1,0 0 000 NOTIo4PF.A2 -15,00000 ALFAF21 R(lTAE'l !,OO{lOO i<OTAN32 1,00000 
NMPOCU I\G .. T"'E~2 3.80(100 POCL"'0"2 1.00000 ALFIIF21 ROH.S3 I, ( 1)<')00 ~OTMAF'P~ 1.00000 
NMPEACl2 TPEACH2 1,00000 ALFAF23 ROTMPEA3 1,00000 R(lTMSTC3 1.0 11 000 NMPHC32 P'lOF IT 213.01000 POILNDli 1.00000 ALFAF2! Il:Or"'SPC3 ',(H)<,)OO AG"'TRE,H 1.bOOOO 
,..MPEAC32 NOINPE21 1.00000 NOTI'IP!!AZ 
-15.00000 ALF6F23 PCL~IDII3 I.OOOUO TALF4F3 1,00000 NMPEAC32 AGI>'THEQ2 3.80000 PDeLNO'll 1.00000 ALFAFH PROF IT 77.Q7(JIlO I'll-NOH 1.000()0 NMPEAC32 TPEACH2 1.00000 AL.FAFH ROTASl 1.00000 ROTANll 1.00000 NNSTCHIl P~OFIT -1118,41000 POILNOl2 1.00000 ALFA,n ROTeS3 1."0000 POTMAPP3 1,00000 1II"I51C1112 NOTIIIS121 
-2,00000 AGWUEiil2 2.bOOOO ALFAF13 ROTMPEAl 1,00(100 f.lOTMSTCl 1,00000 NNSTCt112 POCL'-lD42 1,00000 TSTCH2 1.00000 ALFAFB R()lMSRC3 !.OflO(}O AGwTREQ3 l.bOOOO NNSTCI"22 PROFIT "150,77(100 FlOIL.ND22 1,(10000 AI-FAF3! PCLNOll3 1.00000 TALF.AF3 1.00000 NNSTCI>I22 t.lOT"<ST22 -2,00000 AGWTREQ2 2,&0000 ALFAP13 Pl-llF1T 'l1:l.Q';OQO 1"1LN013 1,00000 NNSTCH!?2 poeLNou2 1.00000 TSTCH2 1.00000 ALFAF13 ROTA63 t.OO'JOO ROTAN31 l,ooono NNSTCI132 PROFIT -178.55000 PO I L.t..Dli 1.00000 ALFAPt3 ~OTCS3 1,0(1)00 ROTMAPP3 1.000()(l N~STCH!2 NOTt.lST21 -2.{)0000 4GwT~EQl 2,bOOOO 
.LFAPt3 ROTMPEAl 1,00000 ROTMSTC3 1.000c/O NNSTCH12 POCL.NOU2 1,00000 15TCI"2 1.00000 ALfAP13 ROT~SRC3 1.00000 AGWTFlEQ3 1.00000 
,"NSRCHt2 P>lOF IT 
-121,b5000 POILN012 1,00000 ALFAP13 peLND"! 1.00000 TAL.F AP! 1.00000 NNSRCH12 NOTNSR21 -2.bOOOO AGWTREQ2 i.&OOOO ALFAP23 PROF IT 75.51000 PlLN02l 1.00000 
tolNSRCH!2 POCL'-lDU2 1.00000 lSRCH2 1,00000 AI.FAP23 ROTASl 1.00000 ROTAN32 1.00000 NNSRCH22 PROFIt -139,09000 POIL.N022 1.00000 AL.FAP2! ROTCs3 1.00<:)00 ROT"1APPJ 1.00000 ~NSRCH22 NoTNSR22 
-2.bOOOO AGWTREQ2 2.&0000 ALFAP23 ROTMPEA3 1,00000 ROTMSTCl 1.00000 NNSRCH22 POCl.NOl,l2 1.00000 TSRCH2 1.00000 ALFAP23 ROT"'SRCl 1,00000 AGIOTREGl 1,00000 
~ NNSRel-!:52 PROFIT -163.23000 POILN032 1.00000 ALFAFl21 PCL"043 1,00000 TALF AP3 1.00000 NIIISRCk32 NoTNSR21 -2.60000 AGWT~EQ2 i.bOOOO ALFAP31 PROFIT 70.2QOOO PIL.NDH 1,00000 NIIISRCI-I32 POCLlliD42 1.00000 TSRCHl 1.00000 AL.FVH ROJAal 1,00000 ROTAN33 1.0C/OOO 
NMSTCJoI12 P~OFIT 123.51000 POIL.NOte 1.00000 AL.F AP33 ROTCS3 1,0aQoo ROTMAPPl 1,00000 NMSTCJoI12 NOTNsT2t 1,00000 IIIOTM8TC2 "27.00000 H.FAP33 ROTMPEA! 1.00000 ROTMSTC3 1,00000 IIIMSTCM12 AS;iTREQ2 3.70000 POCLN042 1,00000 ALFAP31 ROTIoISRC3 1.00000 AGWTRE:Q3 1,00000 
NMlIITCH 12 TSTCH2 1.00000 ALFAP33 peL NOl.l3 1.0OOOIl TALFAP! 1.00000 NM5TCI"22 PROFIT ~7 .23(100 P01LN022 1,00000 SARLVn PROFIT 107.SQOOO PILNOll 1,00000 
"'''!STCHl2 NOTNST22 1.00000 NOTMSTC2 
-27.00000 eARL Y 13 ROTAB3 -1.00000 ROTeN3 1.00000 NMSTC,",22 AGwTIIEQ2 3,70000 POCI.N042 1.00000 eARLY1:!> ROTeS3 1.00000 ilOTMAPP3 1.00000 IIIMSTCI112 lSTCM2 1.00000 8ARL Y13 ROTfoIPEA3 1.00000 ROTMSTC3 1,00000 
NMSTCH32 PROF IT -15.3QOOO POIL~D32 1.00000 SARL Y 13 ROTMSRCl 1.00000 AGWTREQ3 0.70000 NMSTCl-I12 IIIO'NST23 1,OUOOO NOTMSTC2 -27,(\0000 8A~L Y1 3 PCI.'JCl!l 1,00000 T6ARLYl 1,00000 
NMSTCH1Z AGwlREQ2 3,70000 POCLNou2 1.00000 SA!:!Ly;n PRUF! T cn.52000 PILND23 1.00000 
NMSTCH32 TSTC!olt> 1,00000 eARLYZ} POT Atn -1.00000 ROT8W5 1,00000 NI1SRCH12 PROF IT 130.31000 POILNOll 1,00000 eARLV2l ROTeS3 1,00000 ROTMAPP3 1,00000 NM8RCH12 1II01 N51<21 1.00000 NOTMSRCi! -25.00000 8ARl.Y23 ROTMPEA3 1.00000 ROTMSTCl 1.00000 NMSRe'"'t? AGwTREQZ 3.70000 POCL.NOU2 1.00000 8ARLY23 ROP··SRC3 1.00000 'GwTREQ3 0,70000 NMSRCM12 TS~CMi! 1.00000 BARLY23 PCl.NOQ3 1.00000 TeARL.Y! 1.00000 NMSRCMi?Z PROF IT a2.6l000 POIl.N022 1.00000 BARL. YB PROF IT 7~,bQOOO PILND33 1.00000 NMSRCH22 NOTNSR2Z !.ooooo NOTMSRC2 -25,0(1000 BARLY!3 ROTA63 -1.00000 ROTSN! 1,00000 NMSRCri22 AGwTF.EQ2 3.10000 POCLN()l!Z 1.00000 8AkLYH RnTCSl 1,00000 ROTMAPP3 1.00000 NMSRCMZ2 T5RCHZ 1,001'100 I:l-"RLy3] "'DTMPEU 1.00000 ROTMSTC3 1,00000 NI1SRCH3i! P~OFIT 18.00000 POII-N032 1.00000 8ARLI'H ROTMSRC3 1,00000 AGwTREGl3 0.70000 I'oI"'8RCI;32 IIIOTNS!:lZl 1.00000 NOTMSRC2 -25,00000 8ARLVB PCL'J[)43 1.0(1000 TSARlY3 1.00000 NMSRCH32 AG"TkEQ2 3.70 (, 0 0 POCLNUU2 1,00000 N!);lSC13 
.,P'I'l T !'><;.12()110 PILNOD 1.00000 
"''''SkeIn? TS~CI-!2 l,novvO tJuRSC 1.3 Ror .... t,j3 -1.OllI)OO ROTAN!1 -5.00000 ALF.AFt3 PROFIT lIZ.lII)OO PILN013 1.00000 NU~SCll RorCS3 1.00000 f<OTMAPP3 1.00000 ALFAF13 FlOT0\63 1.0(1)00 ROTAN31 1,MOOO NIJRSC 15 RijTMPtA3 1,00000 ROTMSTC3 1,00000 
~lJRSC 13 TNURSC:S 1.00,,00 ROTMSIolC! 1.00000 SBHTH k01MIIEA3 1.00000 ;'<OTMSTC3 1,00000 NU~SC13 At;wTREQ3 1.10000 j;lCLNDLl3 1,00000 StlHTH ><0 Tt-'51'1(3 1,OOOnO AGWTRE~l 1,00000 I\jU~SC23 Pi(QFTT '58,70000 ?ILN023 1,00000 S~HTH PCLI,l.IIJ3 1,00000 TS6EET3 1,00000 NURsen ROT~N3 
-1.00000 ROUN3i! 
-5,00000 OBEAt-.SlI:! PROFt T -3IJ,5BCtOO PCLNDIJ3 1.00000 NURSC23 R(lTCS3 1,00000 ROT"""P! 1,00000 D"'NEATIl3 ?qOF TT 20,62000 PCLNDI.I3 1,00000 
,,"URSC23 POTMPEA3 1.00000 ROTIo!STC3 1.00000 tlAPPLI3 PQOFIT -124,Q2{}OO PILNOll 1.00000 
NURSCi!l Rf)TMSRC3 1.00000 AGwTREG3 1,10000 NA~PL13 POTN"P31 .. 2. BOOI) Ac;wTREQ3 2,ilOOOO NUR5CH peL"-01.l3 1.00000 TNURSC] 1.00000 NAPPL1! peLi'.[jil3 1,00000 TAPPLU 1,00000 NURSe}3 p~OFn 42.45000 PILNOH 1.00000 "APPLt } FRl)ITACl 1.00000 NURSCH ROT8~3 ·1,00000 110TAN33 
-'5.00000 NAPPLll PROFIT -150.QQOOO PILN023 1.00000 NURSC33 ROTen t.ouooo ~OTto1APPl 1.00000 NAPPL21 w(JTf'lAP12 -2,30000 AGwTREQ} 2.40000 NURSC33 ROTMPEA3 1.00000 ROTMSTCl 1.00000 NAPPI.l3 PCL"D41 1.00000 TAPPLEJ 1.00000 NURSCH RaTMSRCl 1,00000 AG~TREQ3 1.10000 NAPPll] FQUITACl 1.00000 NURSCH pel."<043 1,00000 TNURSC] 1.00000 NAPPI.B P~OF1 T .. tQb,20000 PILNDH 1.00000 CORNG13 Pi1!JFIT lS0.b3000 PILN013 1.00000 NAPPU1 RoTNAPH "2,10000 AGiliTREQ3 2.40000 CORNG13 flOTCS} ·q,I)OOOO ROT"'o\PP3 1.00000 NAPPL33 PCl.I'<DlI] 1,00000 rAPPLE! 1.00000 CORNG13 ROTM!>EA} 1,00000 RUTMSTC3 1.00000 NA~PI.B FRulTAC3 1.00000 CORII/Gll ROT"'.SRC3 1,00000 AGwTREQ! 1.20000 IIIPf AC 11 PROF IT ·Q3.7bOOO PtLNDll 1.00000 CORNG13 peL NOLI} 1.00000 reOFlNG! 1.00000 IIIPfACl! ROTNPEJI -2.00000 AGiIITREQ3 2.70000 CORNG23 PQOF IT 120.22000 PILN023 1.00000 IIjPEACll PCLNOil3 1.00000 TPEACHl 1,00000 CORNG2l '10Ten 
-9.0(001) 'IOTMAPP3 1,00000 NPEACI3 FRUITAC3 1,0000(1 COQNGU ROTMPEA] 1.00000 ROTMSTCl t,OOOOO NPEAC2! PPOFIT "105.51000 PILND21 1.00000 COANG21 ROTMSRC3 1.00000 AGiliTREI'n 1.20000 NPeAC23 ROTNPE32 .. 2,00000 AGWTREQ3 2.70000 CORNG23 PCLN04! 1.00000 TeORNG] 1.00000 NPEAC2! PCLNOIA! '1.00000 TPEACI13 1,00000 CORNG33 PROFIT 77,32000 P1I.N031 1.00000 NPEACZ! FRUITAC] 1.00000 CORNG3J ROTeS3 .. 9,00000 ROTHAPP3 1.00000 NPEACH PROFIT ·115.65000 PII.ND31 1,00000 CORNG31 ROTMPEA! 1.00000 ROT"'STC3 1.00000 NPEAt}3 1<'011111'[33 "2.00000 AGWTREQ3 2.700110 
u: CORNG3] ROTMSRC] 1.00000 AGI'lTREQ3 1,20000 NPEACH PCLl>i043 1.00000 TPEACH3 1.00000 CORNG31 PCL~01.l3 1.00000 rCORNG] 1,00000 NPEAC31 FRUI lAC! 1.00000 CORNSt! PROFIT 19q.37000 PILNOll 1.00000 MAPPL13 PROFIT 1<'11 ,83000 PILNDU 1.00000 COf/NUl ROTeS) 
-9.()OOOO FlOTMAPPl 1.00000 MAPPL13 i10TNAPll 1.00000 f10TMAPP3 -]O.OO()()O CORNSll ROTMPEA3 1.00000 ROTMSTC3 1.00000 MApPLl] AGIoTI1EGl! 3.50000 PCLNDa] 1.00000 CORNSt] POTM8R!:] 1.00000 AGWTREU 1.10000 MAPPL13 TAPPLEl 1.00000 FRUITAC] 1,00000 CORNS 13 ~CLNDl.il 1.00000 TCORNS] 1.00000 Mo\PPLl] PROFIT tOl,25000 PILND23 1.00000 CO~NS23 PROFIT 1 H.il7000 PILN023 1.00000 HAPPL23 RQTNAP32 1,00vOO ROTMAPP3 .}0.00000 CORNSl] ROTcn 
-9.00000 FlOTMAPPJ 1.00000 MAPP!.2! AG .. TREQ3 3.50000 P(I.N043 1.00000 CORNsn ROTMPEA3 1.00\)00 ROTP'tsrCl 1.00000 MAPPL23 TAPPLE3 1.00000 FRUITAC] 1.00000 CORIIISll ROT'I'ISRC] 1.00000 AG"'TREQ3 1.10000 MAPPL31 PIWFIT 30,7i1000 PII.NO!3 1.00000 
eORNSll PClNDIil 1.00000 TeORNS) 1.00000 "'APPL3] ROTNAPH 1.00000 ROTMAPP] -30,00000 
tORNSH ~ROF IT 172.71:1000 PILND13 1.00000 "'APPL33 AGIrITI"EQ3 3.50000 pe LillO 113 1,00000 CORNen RaTeS} .. 9,00000 ROT"'.PP! 1.00000 MAP~L33 TH'PLEl 1.00000 FRUITAC! 1,00000 CORNSll ROTMPEA} 1.00000 ROTM5TC3 1.00000 !'IPEACll PROFIT lb7.21:1000 PILIIIOU 1,00000 CORNU! RQTIoISRC3 1.00000 AGwTREQ3 1.10000 /oIPEAC13 RoniPElI 1.00000 ROTMPEA3 -lS.ClOOClO CORN83) peLIII041 1.00000 TCORNS3 1.00000 ,",PEAC 13 AG .. TREr.J3 3.80000 PCI.NOl.l3 1.00000 
seEETU PROFIT 101.I.II!OOO PILN013 1.00000 MPEAClJ TPEACH) 1.00000 FRUITAC3 1.0000]. SBEETU ROTe83 .9.00000 ~OTMAPP3 1.00000 I'!PEAC23 PRO~lT Q2.il8000 PILND23 1.00000 SBEn 13 ROTMPEA3 1.00000 QOTMST'C3 1.00000 MpeAC23 I<'OTNPE32 1,00000 ROT"'PEA! -15.00000 
SBEET13 Rf)TI'ISFlCl 1.00000 AGwTf.lEQ! 1.1:10000 MPOC23 AG ... T~EQ3 3.80000 PCLNOl.i3 1.00000 
S8EETU PCLIII04! 1.0GOOO TSBEETl 1,00000 MPEACH TPEACtB 1.00000 fRUlTAC) 1.00000 
SSEETll PROFIT 82.52000 PILNOl3 1.00000 MPEAC!! PROFIT 1I7.1QOOO PILNOH 1.00000 
SSEETU ROTCS3 .9.00000 ROTHAPP! 1.000QO "'PE Aell ROTNPE33 1.00000 ROTMPEAl -15.00000 S8EET21 ROTMPEA3 1.00000 ROTMSTCl 1.00000 "'PEACH AGWTREQ3 3.80000 PCLN043 1.00000 SBEETll >10T"'SRC3 1.(1)000 AGWTREQ3 l.bOOOO "lPtACB 'tPEACH3 1.00000 HUtTAG! 1.000!}/) SFlHT23 ~CL"'DI." 1.00()O(1 TS8HB 1,00000 ~JS TCHn hi'lF I T -lJ3.1.1l000 PJLNDI3 1.00000 SBEETH PROFIT t-O.711100 PILIII013 1,00000 NBTeHn "01 "'SBl -l.OOtIOO ~GI'/TREQ3 l.bOOOO S8EETH RoTCS] 
.9.00000 ROT,."PP! 1.00000 NSTCI'I13 PCLNOIJl 1,00000 TSTeH3 1.00000 
NSTCH13 FflUITACl 1.00000 N~LFAFn pnCU·DIJ3 \.OOQQ() TALF'b.F3 1,00000 
'-<5T(H2"\ P,,(1FTT -l!d.?Q{IOO F II. "ID23 1.00(lOi'l NAI..FAF3~ P;;()FIT s~.'n(!t.o POILIIIDH 1.0000') 
~i5TCioi21 ROH,ST 32 .. 2.00000 AG",TREQ3 2,bOOOO NALFAF3::S ~1i1 i A I:n 1.0000() ~OTAfliH 1.00000 
NSTCH2! PCLfIID4! 1.001'00 T5TC,",3 1.00000 NALFAFB r.OTCS3 1.00000 ... OTMAPP! 1.00000 
NSTCioi23 F'Wl TAC] 1.00000 NAL,FAFH Nr)l ",PEAl 1.000(11) fIIOTMSTC] 1.00000 
IIISTCHB PROF IT -lSq.37000 PII.ND13 1.00000 N~LFAF:n "'OT"15Io1C3 1.(10('\01) AG"ITfoIEI.3 1.bOOOO 
NSTCHH I<OH.ST33 -2.00000 AGwTREQ3 2.00000 NAL" AI' H P,)CLt..I)IJ! 1.00000 TALFAF3 1.00000 
NSTCHH PCl.N()43 1.00/'100 T5TCH3 1.00000 IIIAlFAPI! PROFIT oQ.84000 POIl.NOB 1.00000 
IIISTCI'IJ3 FRuITAC3 1.00000 IIIAl.FAPt3 NOTAB3 1.(')0000 NOlAN]\ 1.00000 
NSRC"15 PROF IT -100.42000 PIL,NOl] 1.00000 NALFAPI ~ NOTCS3 l.OIJOOO fII{'ITMAPP] 1,00000 
NSRCMll k!1TNSRll -i?&OOOO AG"TREQ] 2.&0000 NALFAPU NI) 1 !'IPE A 3 1.00000 NOTM5TC3 1.00000 
fIISRCMll PCLND(I] 1.00000 TSRCH3 1.00000 NALFAP13 NQTMSRC] 1.00000 AG.,TREGl] 1.00000 
f'otSRC!'IU FRUJTACl 1.00000 NALFAP!3 POCLND43 1.00000 TALFAP3 1.00000 
NSRCfoIH PROFIT -121.bl000 PILN021 1.00(01) NALFAP2) PROF IT '5~.lr;OOO PCILND2l 1.00000 
NSRCH23 R(lTN5R]2 -2.&0000 AGWTREQ3 2.bOOOO NALFAP23 ~JflT AB] , .0( 1)00 NOTAt>.I32 1.00000 
NSRCl-l23 PCLND43 1.00000 TSRCH] 1.00000 NAlFAP23 '<OTe53 1.00000 N('lTMAPP3 1.00000 
NSRCH2] FRUITAC. 1.00000 NALFAP2! N('JTMPfA3 1.onooo NOTMSTC] 1.00000 
NSRc~n PROFIT -1i1(1.05000 PILNDH 1.00000 "'''Lr:AP23 ~,oT"SRC] 1.00000 4GIIIT'IEQ1 1.00000 
NSRCHH ROTNSRH -2.eO nOO AGINTREQ3 2.bOOOO NAI.F AP23 POCLNDI.I3 1.0(1)(10 TALFAPl 1.00000 
NSRCHH PCLNOIJ] i.OOOOO TSRCH! 1.00000 "AL.F .P33 PROFIT "9.23000 POILNO]3 1.00000 
NSRCH3] FRUITAC) 1.00000 NALFAP13 NOTAB] 1.00000 NOTAN13 1.00000 
foISTCHll PROFIT 138.71.1000 PILND13 1.00000 NALF APH NOTCS! 1.00000 NOTMAPI'3 1.00000 
"'STCH13 ,",OTNSB! 1.00000 ROTMSTC3 -27.00000 NALFAPH NOT01PEA! 1.00000 NOTMSTCl 1.00000 
,",5TCH13 AGwTREQ3 3.70000 PCl.NOl.l3 1.00000 NALFAPB NOTM5RCl '1.00000 AC, ... Tf.<EQl 1.00000 
"'S TC'"I 13 TSTCH3 1.00000 FRUIUC3 1.000(')0 NALFAP3! POCLND03 1.00000 TAl.FAP! t.ooooo 
MSTCH23 PROFIT 80.71000 PILNDU 1.00000 NSARLYU PROFIT QO.1I8000 POILN013 1.00000 
"'STCH2] ROTNST32 1.00000 ROTM5TC3 -27.00000 NBARLY13 IIIOT483 -1.00000 'lOTBN3 1.00000 
;J. MSTCH23 AGWTREQ3 3.10000 PCLND43 1.00000 NBARl. y 13 NOTCS! 1.00000 NOTMAPP3 1.00000 
,",STCHi! TSTCH3 1.00000 FRU IT AC] 1.00000 NBAF<I.Vll NOT,'\PEA] 1.00000 ~IDTMSTC3 1.00000 
MSTCH33 PROFIT 3.H01)0 FlII.N033 1.00000 NBARLY13 NOTMSRC3 1.00000 AG"T~EQl 0.70000 
MSTCHl! RQTNSTH 1.00000 ROTMSTC3 -j!7.00000 NBARLY1! pDeLIliDiI] 1.00000 TSARL'IJ 1.00000 
MSTCHH AGwTfiEQ3 3.70000 PCL.NOI.l3 1.00000 "'BARLvi3 PROFIT 78.10000 POILN021 1.00000 
"'STCH]! T8TCI'!3 1.00000 FRUITAC] 1.00000 NBARl.'fi3 NOTAB! -1.00000 NOTBNl 1.00000 
MSRCI'I13 PROFIT 11.15.5&000 pILNDU 1.00000 NBARLvn N01CS3 1.00000 NOTMA!"P] 1.00000 
MS~CHl1 RCTNSR31 1.00000 RDHISRCl -25.00000 N6ARl.V25 N(1TMPEAj 1.00000 NOTMSTC] 1,00000 
MSRCHll AGwHtEQ3 3.70001'1 pel-NDII] 1.00000 "'SARLv23 NOTMSRC] 1.00000 AG",rREQ] 0.70000 
MSRCMU TSRCH] 1.00000 FFWlTAC3 1.00000 NeARLy?] PllCV .. Oll] 1.00000 TSARI.'f] 1.00000 
MSRCH2] PROFIT 100.10000 PIL.NOl3 1.00000 NSARL Y H PROFIT 55.&]000 POILNOH 1.00000 
MS~CH23 ROTNSR32 1.000lL~~_ ROl.I'!SRC] -25.00(100 N8ARL'I'll NOTAe] -1.00000 NOT8N3 1.00000 
MSRCH2l AGjoIT~EG!! h 70000 PCLND4! 1.00000 NBAtolL.YB "'OTC83 1.0(1000 NOTMAPP3 1.00000 
MSRCH23 TS~CM3 1.00000 FRUIT AC] 1.00000 N8ARl,. V B NOTMPEA3 1.00000 ""OTtoI$TC] 1.00000 
MSRCI"I33 PROFIT 37.18000 PIL.NOn 1.00000 N6AHLY33 NQTMSRC] 1.0n o oo AGII<TREQ3 0.70000 
MSRCHH t:lOTIIISRH 1.00000 POTMSRt3 -25.00000 NB~RL VB POCL""DIJ! 1.00000 TRARlY! 1.00000 
MSRCH33 4G .. TREQ] 3.70000 PCLNOl.Il 1.00000 NNIJiolSC13 PROFIT 48.01000 POIl.Non 1,00000 
MSRCI"I33 TSRCMl 1.00000 FRUITAC! 1.00000 NNURSCll NoT8N3 -1.00000 NOTAN!1 -5.00000 
NAL,F An] PROFIT QS.20000 POILN013 1.00000 NNURSC13 NOTtS] 1.00000 NOTMAPP3 1.00000 
NAl.FAF11 NOTA83 1.00000 NOTAN!1 1.00000 NNURSC13 NOTMPEA3 1.00000 NOTMSTC3 1.00000 
NALFAF13 NOTCS3 1.00000 NOTMAPP3 1.00000 NNURSC13 ~JQT~;S~C3 1.00(100 AGwlREQ! 1.10000 
NALFAFll NOTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTMSTCl 1.00000 NNLJRSC13 POCLIIIDI.I3 1.00 0 00 TNURSC3 1.00000 
NALFAF13 NOTMSHC3 1.00000 AGWUEQ] 1.bOOOO NNLJRSC23 PROFIT 1<1.1.10000 POILN023 1.00000 
NALF~F13 POl:I.NDII3 1.00000 TALFAFl 1.00000 NNLJRSC2! N()T8~~3 "1.00QOO ~IQT ANl2 -5.00000 
NALFAF23 PROFIT eQ.!SOOO POILN023 1.00000 NNuRSC2:) NOTCS! 1.00000 NOTMAPP] I.noooo 
NALFAF21 NQUBl 1.000(')0 NOTAN]2 1.00000 NNURSC23 NOTMPEAJ 1.00000 NQTIIISTCl 1.00000 
NALFAF21 "'OTCS3 1.00000 NOTMAPPl 1.00000 ~NURSC23 I'IIOT~S~C3 1.00noo AGwTREQl 1.10000 
t-ALFAF21 ~'OTMPEAl 1.001100 NOTMSTC] 1.00000 NNLJRSC23 POCLN:)£I] 1.00000 TNUFlSC] 1.00000 
f'.IALFAF23 NOTMSACl I.O!h)OO AG!oITRE(jl 1.&0000 NNlI>iSrH PPOFIT ?1. Hono POlL-NOn 1.000(')0 
r! 
N~lJ~SCB NOTaN! -1.00000 "'DHNn -5,00000 II.NAPPI.23 "OTN~p32 -~.30000 AG~TREQ3 2.40000 
NNUilSC11 'IOTeS} 1.0 n,)00 '.10 T MAl> P 1 t.oonou "'''APPL2~ POCL"f)(l3 1.0000n TAPPLO 1,00000 
t."ufO:5Cl~ NOTMI-EAl 1.0000n t,fJ TMS TC.5 1,000(10 "'NAPP!,.3.5 P~UFIT -217,21,000 pnJLNf.)31 1.00000 
NNURSCH ~OTMSRtl 1.00000 AGwTREQl 1.10000 NNAPPLB NOTNAPH -2.30000 AGwTREQ3 2.(10000 
"'NURSCl3 POCLNO'l3 1.00000 TNURSe! 1.00000 NNAPPL H PrlCLNQ41 1.00004) T APPLE3 1.00000 
NCt"NG13 PROF! T 1 H.520ac> POILI-IOI] 1,00000 NNPEAtl3 PROFIT -11 n .e70I)O POll-NOn 1.00000 
NCORNGt3 NoTCS3 -'1,OIlOOO r.OTMAPP3 1.00000 NNPOCt! l\IOTNPE31 -2.00000 AGWTREQ3 2,70000 
NCOI'I"'G\l NOTMPEA! 1.00000 NOT'4STC! 1.000no t-INPEAC13 P(lCLND4l 1.00000 TPEACHl 1.00000 
lliCORNG11 NOTMSRCl 1.00000 AGWT~EQl 1.20000 NNP€ACB PROFTT -124.B1000 POIL.NOH 1.00000 
NCORNG13 pOCLII!Oll3 1.00noo T(ORIliGl 1.00000 NNPEAC23 NOT NPE32 -?OOOOO AG,jTRf::Q3 2.70000 
lIIeOflNG23 P~OF IT 100.'1&000 P01L"<023 1.00000 NNOIEAC21 POCLND4] 1.0( 1)00 TPEACH3 1.(10000 
NCORNGiB NOTCS3 -q.OOOOO NOTM~PP3 1.00000 NNPEACH PROFIT -13&.71000 POILNOn 1.00000 
NCORNGZl NOTMPEA3 1.00000 NOTMSTC] 1.00000 NNPEACl] NOTNPE33 -2.00000 AGWTREQ] 2.70000 
NCORI'-IG23 NOT14SRC3 1.00000 AGIoiTREQ3 1.20000 NNPEACH POCLND4] 1.00000 TPEACH! 1.00000 
NeORNG21 Pl)ClN043 1.00000 TeORNSl 1,00000 NMAPPL 13 PROFIT 174.72000 POILNOn 1.0(1)00 
NCORNGB PROFIT 5b.2bOOO POILNOll 1.00000 NMAPPL11 i~oTNAP31 t.ooooo NOHUPP3 -30.00000 
NCORNGH NoTeS] -9.00000 iIlOTMAPP3 1.00000 NP-IAFlPL13 AGwTkEQ1 3.50000 FlOeLNOll] 1,00000 
I'-ICO~NGH NoTMPEAl t.OOOOO NOTMSTCl 1.00000 NMAPPL13 TAPPL.El 1.00000 
~CO~NG33 NoTMSRCl 1.00000 AGwTREQ3 1.20000 NMA~PL23 PROF IT 1'1.81'11'00 POIL.NOil 1.00000 
NCORNGH FlUel-N01l3 1.00000 TeORNG3 1.00000 NMAPPL21 NOTNAPlC 1.00000 NOTMAPP] -10.00000 
NeORNS1! PROF IT 182.2#)000 POIL.NOll 1.00000 NMAPPL.23 AGWUEQ3 1.50000 POCL.N01l3 1.00000 
NCORNS13 NoTCS3 -q.OO()OO NOTM~PP3 1.00000 NMAPPU!3 !APPLE! 1.00000 
NCORNS13 NOTMPEA3 1.00000 NOTMSTC3 1.00000 NMAPPL.B PIHlFIT 9.&8000 POILNOH 1.00000 
NCORNSll NOTMSRe3 1.00000 AGlilTREQ3 1.10000 NMAPIIL33 NrJHUP13 ··1.00000 NOTMAPP! -30.00000 
NCORNSll POCL,NOIl] 1.00000 TeDRNS) 1.00000 ~MAP'LH AGwTREQJ >.50000 PoeLNoa3 1.00000 
NCORNS21 PROFIT 173.'11000 POILNOl! 1,00000 NMAPPL.ll TAPPLEl 1.00000 
~CORNS23 "lOTCS3 -q. 00 Q .20_"'0 T M A PP_l 1,00000 NMPEAC13 P!:'OFIT 150.15000 POILN013 1.00000 
.... 
NCORNS21 NOTMPEA) 1.00000 NOTMSTC3 1.00000 NMPEAC13 ~IOTNPEll 1.00000 NOrMIIEA} -tS.OOOOO 
.... NCORNS23 NoTMSRC3 1.00000 AGjljTREliIl 1.10000 NMPE.ACU AGwTREQ3 3.60000 PQCLNOll3 1.00000 
NCORNSi3 PDCLNOII] 1.00000 TCORNll 1.00000 NMPEACt3 TtJEACM! 1.00000 
NCORNSH PRUFIT 151.10000 POIL.NOll 1.00000 NMPEAC23 P'WF 1 T 73.12000 POILNI)23 1.00000 
NCORNS33 NOTCB -9.00000 NOT/UPP] 1.00000 NMPE4CCll NOT/liPEla 1.00000 NOTMPEA3 -15,00000 
NCORN8Jl NOTMPEA] 1.00000 NOTMnc3 1,00000 NMPEAC23 AGI'oTREQl 3.80000 POCLN04] 1.00000 
NCORNS]3 HOTMSRC! 1.00000 AGioITREQ! 1.10000 N"1PEACC!l TPEAClil 1.00000 
NCORNS3J POCLND41 1.00000 TeORNS! 1.00000 Nt.lpE 4CH PROFIT ~b.13000 POILNOll 1.00000 
NSSEETtl PRuFIT 84.37000 FlOllNOIl 1.00000 NMFlfAeH NOTNPEH 1.00000 NOTMPEA3 -15,00000 
NSSHTS! NoTeS] -9.00000 NOTMAPII] 1.0nooo NMPEACB AGI'IT.:IEQ3 ].80000 POCLND43 1.00000 
,"SBEETll NQTMPEA] 1.00000 NOTMSTC3 1.00000 NMPfACH TPEACl"tl 1.00000 
N5BEET13 NOTfoISRCl 1.00000 AGwTREQ3 1.60000 NNSTCH13 P~OFIT -150.29000 POTlNOil 1.00000 
N58EET1l POCLN043 1.00000 TSBHT3 1,00000 NNSTCH13 "'oTNSnl -2.00000 6ljwTREQ! 2.60000 
I'-ISSHTi!l PROFIT b3.16000 POILND23 1.00000 NNSTCHl! FOCI.t-ID43 1.00000 TSTCH} 1.00000 
NSE!EET23 NOTCS3 .. '1.00000 NOTMAPPl 1,00000 NNSTCM23 P~OFIT "152.&5000 POILN023 1.00000 
NSBEET23 NOTMPEAl 1.00000 NOTMSTe! 1.()o()no NNSTCH21 NOTNST32 -2.00000 ilG\'ITREQ3 2.bOOOO 
NSflEET21 NOTMSRC3 1.00000 AGwTREQ3 1,110000 NNSTCI'I/:'3 PQCLNOll] 1.00000 T5TCI'43 1.00000 
NS8EET23 POCLNOtl3 1.00000 TSBEET3 1,00000 NNSTCHH PROF IT "180.43000 POILNOH 1.00000 
NS8EET33 PROFIT 39.73000 POIL.NOH 1.00000 NNSTCHH "lOTNST33 -2.00000 AGi>lTR£Q! 2,6'0000 
NS8EETJ3 NoTeS] -9.00000 NOTMAPPl 1.00000 NNSTCH33 FlOCLND1I3 1.00000 TSTCt'l3 1.00000 
NSeEET33 I\iQTMPEA3 1.00000 NOTMSTC3 1.00000 NN5RCH13 PROFIT -12:S,53000 POILNOll 1.00000 
NSBEETH NOT"'SrlC3 1.00000 AGIitITREQl 1.60000 NlltSRCI-l13 NOTNStl31 -2.bOOOO AGWTREQ3 2.bOOOO 
NSBEETl3 POCL.ND43 1.00000 TS8EETl 1.00000 N"<SRCH11 F'OCL.ND43 1.00000 TSRCHl 1.00000 
NOBEAN43 PFIOF IT -58.08000 POeL-N04i 1.00000 NNS~CIoj2:S PROFIT -140.'17000 POII. N021 1.00000 
NO"'ME~43 PROFI T -2.b8000 POCLN043 1,00000 NNSRCHiB NOINSR32 -2.bOOOO AGwTREQ3 2.bOOOO 
NNAPPL13 PROFIT -142.03000 1>01LN013 1.00000 NNSRCH23 POCLNDlI3 1.00000 TS!:!CH3 1,00000 
NNAPPL 13 1111)111160'31 -2.30000 AGIoiTREQl 2.110000 NNSRCI113 PROF IT -11)5.11000 POILNOH 1.00000 
NNAPPL.13 FlOCLN043 1.00000 TAPPI..E3 1,00000 NNSRCMB N(lTNSRH -2.60000 A(';wTREtH 2,bOOOO 
NNAPPL23 PROFIT -170.15000 POILND23 1.00000 NNSRCHH POCLND43 1.00000 TSf.lCH3 1.00000 
~! 
NMSTCHlJ PROFIT 121.63000 POILN013 t.COOOO ALFAP34 "01(:5£1 1,00000 ROTMAPP£I 1.00000 NMSTCHI3 NClT"ST31 I.OilOI)<) /',OT MSlO 
-27.00001'1 ALF4Pl4 wln~We 1.<1 \,0(,000 f.lOT~8TC ,j 1.00000 NMSTCH!3 AGI'TI<ECl3 ;.70000 POCL"'!)£13 1.000(10 ALI' AI' ;/J kuH~S~Cil 1.00000 AG .. TI<t-;Q4 1,30000 
NMSTCH13 TSTCH3 1.00000 ALFAP31.1 PCI.NDlla 1.00000 TALFAPLI 1.00000 NMSTCH2.s PROFIT 05.35000 POILN021 1.00000 ElARLY 1 1.1 PROF]T I07.SQOOO Pll."'Dll.1 1,00000 
NMSTCrl23 NOTNST32 1.00000 NOTMSTC} -27,00000 eAklY1 4 I'OTAf'LI 
-1.00000 ROHIN£i 1.00000 
NMSTCH23 AG .. T~EQ3 3.70000 I'OCLNOl.l3 1,00000 8AioILYlil i<OTCS4 1.00000 ROTMAPP4 1,00000 
NMSTCH23 T5TC~3 1,00000 8ARLYlII RQTMPEU 1.0000(1 I<OTI15T(4 1.00000 
N,",STCH33 PROFIT -17.27000 POILNDH 1.00000 RA~Ln4 ROTMSRC4 1.0000(1 AQIoITREQ4 O.QOOOO 
NMSTCHH NOTNSTH 1.00000 NOTMSTCl -in,ooooo BARLV!4 PCLIIIOlll.l 1,00000 Tt:!ARLY4 1,00000 
NMSTCHH AGIIITF"EQ3 3,70000 POCLND4! 1,00000 SARI..'t21J PROFIT CfS.b70 f)0 PILN021l 1,0{lOOO 
NMSTCH13 15TC"'3 1.00000 8ARLYl" FlOTA81.1 -1.00000 ROTeNa 1.00000 
NHSRCH13 PROF! T 128.45000 POILN013 1,00000 8AI<LY21l ROTCSI.I 1,00000 J;lOTMApP4 1,00000 
Ni'lSRCI"I13 NOTNSR31 1.00000 NOTMSRCl -25.00000 SAFlI.V24 ROTMPEAU 1.noooo ROTM8TC4 1.00000 
NM5RCI"II! AGI'ITREQ3 3.70000 POCLND43 1.00000 BARL 'fl." ROTI>!SRCU 1.00000 AGwTREQ4 O.QOOOO 
NI1SRCH13 TSRtH~r 1,00000 ---- BAI<lY24 PCLND t14 1,00000 TBARI..If" 1,00000 
NMSRCH23 PROFIT 80.7"000 POILIIlD23 1.00000 SARL'I'34 PROF IT 78.08000 PII.NI)34 1,00000 
N!>IS~CH23 'WTN5j:/3l 1.00000 NOTHSRC] -25.00000 BARI. Y3iJ ROTA64 -1.00000 toiOT8Nt! 1.00000 
Nt1S~C"'23 ~GI'ITREG3 3.70000 POCLND43 1,00000 BARL. Y34 ROTCS4 1.00<)00 ROTMAPPI.l 1.00000 
NI1SRCH23 TSRCH! 1.00000 SARLY!4 RQTMHAU 1.00000 ROTM!TCU 1.00000 
NMSRCH33 PROFIT 1&.12000 POILNDll 1.00000 BARL Yl" R01I':SRC" 1.00000 AGwTREQ4 o.qOOOO 
NMSRCH31 NOTNSRll 1.00000 "IOTMSRCl -25.00000 BARLY]4 PCL.NDIl4 1,00000 T6ARI.VI.I 1,00000 
NI'ISRCM31 AGWTREGI'3 ].70000 POCLN04] 1.00000 NURSC!" PROFIT &5.12000 PJLIIIDt" 1.00000 
~MSRCHH TSRCH3 1.00000 NURSC14 R016N4 "1.00000 !o10TAN41 -5.00000 
HFAFIU PROFIT 114,04000 PILIII014 1.00000 NURSC14 I<OTC84 1.00000 ROTMAPPIl 1.00000 
IIL'AFlu ROTAS£i 1.00000 ROTAN"I 1.00000 NURSC14 ROTMPEA4 1.000(1) ROTMSTC4 1,00000 
ALFAF14 ROTCS4 1.00000 ROT,.,APP4 1.00000 NURSClil /(OTMSRC4 1.00000 AGwTREGl4 1.50000 
~ ALFAF14 ROTMPEU 1.00000 ROTHSTC4 1.00000 NURSC14 PCLND41.1 1,00000 TNURSCI.I 1.00000 
.LFAF14 ROTMSRCQ 1.00000 AGWTREQ4 2.00000 NURSC2!1 PROFIT 5e.5~OOO PILN024 1.00000 
ALFAF14 PCLNO£iQ 1.00000 TALFAF4 1,00000 NURSC?" ROTeNU -1.00000 ROTANI.I2 -5.00000 
ALFAF24 PROF IT <1&.87000 PILN024 1.00000 NURSC2Q I<OTCSI.I 1.00000 ~OTMAPP4 1.00000 
AI.FAF24 ROTA64 1,00000 ROTAN42 1.00000 NlJR5C2'1 ROT~PEA4 1.00000 ROTMSTC4 1.00000 
AL.FAF24 ROTCSiI 1.00000 ROTMAPP4 1.00000 NURSC24 ROfMSRC4 1.00000 AGwTQEQIJ I.S0000 
ALFAF2u ROTMPE AI.I 1.00(1(10 ROTMSTC4 1.00000 NURSC21.1 PCI.r.DUI.I 1.00000 TNUfiPSC4 1.00000 
AL.FAF2il ROT/IISRC4 1.00000 AGIo/TREGl4 i.oOOOO NURSC311 PROFIT .n.o&OOO PILNO]4 1.00000 
AL.FAF24 PC 1.1111)44 1.00000 TALFAF4 1,00000 NURSCl4 r<oTSNU -1,00000 ROTAN"l -5.00000 
ALFAF34 PROFIT 77.81000 PILND34 l.noooo NURSClIl 1<01e54 l.OOOO!) ROTMAPP4 1,00000 
ALFAF34 RQTA81l 1.00000 ~OTAN43 1.00000 NUIi'SC34 ROTI'IPEA4 1.00000 ROTM8Tt4 1.00000 
ALFAF34 ROTC 54 1,00000 ROTHAPP£i 1.00000 NURSC34 ROTI<'SRC4 1,00000 AGwTREQG 1.50000 
AL:FAF)U ROTMPEAG 1.00000 ROTMSTC4 1.000(l0 NUPSC34 PCLI-;D41.1 t.OOOOO TNURSC4 1,00000 
AI.FAF]4 ROTMSRC4 1.0000(l AGwTFlEQ4 2,00000 CORNG11.1 PROFIT 175.28000 PIlND14 t,OOOOO 
ALFAFl4 PCLND"4 1.00000 ULFAF4 1.00000 CORNG1" R()TC54 -q.ooooo ROTMAPF'I.I 1.00000 
ALFAP11.1 PROFIT 88.b7000 PII.N01'+ 1.00000 CORNG14 ROT~PEA4 1.000(1) ROTMSTC4 1,00000 
AL.FAPlll ROTABII 1,00000 ROUNlll 1.00000 CORNGlil F1QTIiI5AC4 1.00000 AGIolTREQIl 1.50000 
ALI"APt" ROTCSI.I 1.00000 ROTMAPI'4 1.00000 COFi:NG1" PCLND4U 1.00000 TCOA"lGU 1.00000 
ALFAPI4 ROTMPEA4I 1,00000 ROTMSTCtl 1,00000 CORNG;!U PROFIT 117.12000 PILN024 1.00000 
ALFAPlt1 ROTI'ISRC" 1,00000 AGWTREQI.i l.l0000 CORNGZ4 ROlCS4 .9,00000 ROTMAPP£i 1.00000 
ALFAPl u PCI."'D41l 1.00000 TALFV4 1,00000 COl<NG24 I"OT~flEA4 1.01l000 ROTMSTCI.I 1.00000 
ALFAP24 PwOF IT 14,Q3000 PILND2u 1.00000 CO~NG21.1 POTMSRC4 1.00000 AGO/TREG4 i,SOOOt) 
AI.FAP24 ROTA94 1.00000 ROTANI.i.i! 1.00000 CORNGZI.! PCLNQI.I4 1,00000 TCORNG4 1.00000 
AL'AP24 ROTes/! 1.00000 ~OTMAPP4 1.00000 CORNG34 PROF IT 85.7~OOO PILNOlII 1.00000 
ALFAP24 I<OTMPEA4 1,00000 ROTMSTC4 1.00000 CORNG!tI ROTCSI.I .. Q.(lOOOO ROTMAPP4 1,00000 
ALFAP2li RI1T~SRCI.I 1.00!)0(l I>GwTI'<EQ4 1.30000 COR"G3t1 ;'>(,T"IPEJ11.1 1.(lO()(l0 f.1UTMSTCI.I 1.00000 
ALF4P2i1 peL'lulUI 1.00000 TALF4Pli 1.00000 COI<NG,Jil ioIQTf"SPCIl 1 • I'lI1 \l \J (/ AG .. TREQ4 1.50000 
AL.FAP34 PROFIT 00.32000 Pll.ND14 1.00000 COR!IIGl(J PCLN()!iU 1.00000 TCORNG4 1.00000 
ALFAP31.1 ROTASl.I 1.00<100 "OTAN4! 1,00000 COI<NSlil PROF! T JI~q.37000 PILN014 1.00000 
.~: 
CORNSI ... pnrcsu -q.I)OOOO ROTMAPPU 1,00000 MAP"!.14 ROTNAPIII I.nOOOO ROT/UPP" "30.00000 ((lPNS14 
--oT"PEAII 1.00000 ~OT!oISTCI.j 1,00(01) I" H' "I. t I.l tG .. lkE!;l4 3.AOOOO PCLNDi.lU 1.00000 
COR"'Sl11 J<(jTMSRC4 1,001\00 A!,;oITREQ4 1.1.10000 MA!'PI.I'" T41'PLEli 1.00Uv(, FRut TAt4 1.00000 CORNSlll pel.NDl.la 1.00000 TCOR~SII 1.00000 MAPPl.la PROl'lT 101.2So00 PILN021.1 1.000011 CORNS2u PROFIT 14;t .1:17000 PlI.ND211 1.00000 MAPPL2U ROl'apU2 1.00000 ROTMAPPU 
-30.00000 CORt.S2u ROTeSIl .. q.oO{)OO ROTMAPPI.! 1.00000 I'IAf>PL2Li t.G~Tio(E~1I 3.AI!OOO PCLNOll4 1.000(\0 CORr.S2U '<OTMPEA4 1,0 0000 ROTMSTCIi 1.00000 MAPPL2 u TAPPlE4 1.00000 FI:lUlTACU 1.00000 
eORIII824 POlMSRCII 1.00000 AGwTREQII 1.40000 MAPPl34 PPOFIT 30.711000 PlL.NDllI 1.00000 CORNI211 PCL/I;DI.III 1.00000 TCORNSl! 1.00000 MAPPL1II ROTNAPlIl 1.00000 ROTMApPII -10,00000 CO~NS34 PROFIT 1~3.11000 PILN03l! 1.00000 MAPPL)II AC; .. TREQ4 3.{!OOOO peLNOlliJ 1.0000l) CORIIi!311 ROTCS4 -~.OOl1l)0 QOTMAPP4 1.00000 1'1 APPI.311 TAPPL.Eq 1.00000 FRUITAC4 1.00000 CORNUII RO'fMPEAq 1.00000 ROTI'ISTC4 1.00000 MPEAC1II "RuFlT lb7.C'f:l000 PlL.NOIIl 1.00000 CORNSl4 ROTMSRC4 1.00000 AGwTREQII 1.40000 MPEAC11I RI'JTNPEIJI t.OI)OOO ROTMPEAI.I -IS.00000 COflN$3U PCL.NLHI4 1.00000 TC.ORNSII 1.00000 MPfAC11.1 AG",TiilElilu '1.20000 PCl-NDIIl! 1.00000 
SBEET14 p~OFIT 8S.b7000 PII.N011.1 1.00000 MPEACtll TPEACH4 1.00000 ,RUIT AClI 1.00000 SeEET1" POTC511 .. q.oOOOO ROTf'lApP4 1.00000 I'1PEAe211 PROFIT '12.'18000 1it1L.N02il 1.00,000 SBEET14 ROTMIitEA4 1.00000 ~OTMSTC4 1.00000 MPEACZI! RuTNpEa2 1,00000 ROTMPEAU "15.00000 SAEET 1 iI ROTMSRC~ 1.00000 AGWTREQI.I 1,80000 MPEAC21! AGIllTREQIl '1.20000 peLNOU4 1,00000 &8EETI4 PCLNOU" 1.00000 T8BEETti 1.00000 MPEACll.! TPE'ACHlI 1.00000 F~UlTAC4 1.00000 S8EET21o IitROFIT b3.So000 PILNDll.! 1,00000 ",PEAC311 POIOFIT 47.19000 PILNOla 1.00000 88€ET211 ROTCU .. 9.noooo ROTMAPP4 1.00000 MP[ACl" I<OTNlitE4l 1.00000 ROTMP[A4 
-15.00000 SiEETZ" ROTMPUCI 1.00000 ROTMSTC4 1.00000 MPE"'el" AG"'TREQII 1.1.20000 PCl-NOliU 1.00000 
88£E124 ROTMSRC4 1.00000 AGWTREQ4 1,80000 MPEAtlU TPI!.CHI.I 1.00000 FRiJlTACI.I 1.00000 S~EET24 PClNOl.l4 1.00000 TSBEETI.I 1.1)001)0 NSTCI'I14 PROFIT -133.18000 pILNOla 1.00000 SBfET34 PROFIT 54.13000 PIlND34 1.0000n NSTCt'ltll ROTNST41 
-c.OOOOO AGwTREQa 2.90000 SBEET34 ROTCS4 .. 9.00000 ROTMAPP4 1.00000 NSTCH11.1 PC.LNOua 1.00000 TSTCH4 1.001)00 U£ET34 ROTMPfU 1.00000 ROTMSTC4 1.00000 NSTCH14 FRUlTAC4 1.00000 
~ S8unll ROTMSRCLI 1.00000 AGWTREQ4 I.SOOO!) NSTCHZ" PROFIT -133.29000 pILND24 1.00000 SB!ET34 Pt:I.NDl!4 1.00000 TSBEETII 1.00000 NSTCH2u RCTNSTI.I2 -2.00000 AGWTRE'Q(I 2.qoOOO 
tlBEANSI.I4 PROFIT -30.112000 PCI.ND411 1.00000 NSTCH24 peLNOll4 1.00000 T5TtHli 1,00000 OWHUTU4 PROFIT 15.111000 IO'C I. N 01.1 1.1 1,00000 1115TCH24 FRUI TAC(I 1.00000 
NAPPL14 PROFIT -124.92000 PJlND14 1.00000 NS'TCH11I P"'OF IT "159.37000 PILN031.1 1,00000 NAPPL14 ROTNA"4! -2.30000 AGIIITREQ4 2.70000 NSTCH31.1 RoTNST41 -2.00000 AGItITREQ4 2.qOOOO 
NAPPL14 PCLNf)44 1.00000 TAPPLEII 1.00000 NSTCHlll PCLND4U 1,00000 TSTC,"UI 1.00000 NAPPL11.! FQUn ACII 1.00000 IIISTCH311 FPUlTACIi 1.00000 
NAPPl24 PROFIT -150.QQOoo PILN024 1.00000 NSRCi114 PROFIT -10b.U2000 Pl1.N014 1.00000 NAPP\.24 ROTNAP42 -2.30000 AGillTREQ4 2.70000 "'SRCH 1/.1 ROP.&R41 "2.bOOOO AGwTREQil 2.90000 
NAPPI.24 PC I.IIoD "" 1.00000 TAPPLEII 1.00000 NSRCH11! PCL.ND44 1.0\)000 TSRCHII 1.00000 NAPPl24 FAUIT Ae4 1.00000 NSRCH11.! FRUIUCtI 1.00000 NAPPI.11.I P~OFIT -1C,~,20000 PII.ND3L.! 1.00000 IIISRCH21.1 PROFIT -t21.61000 PILN021.1 1.00000 NAPPU4 ROTNAlitlil -2.30000 AGwTREQil 2.70000 IIISRCH2U ~OlNSR42 
-2.60000 AGwTREQI.I 2,C,OOOO 
NAPpl.lU PC I. 1110114 1.00000 UPPLEtI t.OOOOO NSRCH24 PCLt.JDI.I4 1.00000 TSRCHU 1.00000 NAPPI.3U FRutTACI.I 1.00000 NSI<CHZ'! 1t1h!IHCtJ 1.00000 
NPE At 111 PROFIT -91.76000 PII.NOll! 1.00000 NSRCHl4 PROFIT -140.05000 PILNDlu 1.00000 
NPEAC 1 Ii P.OTNPE41 -2.00000 AG~TREQ4 3.00000 lliSRCW5U ROTN5RUl -2,60000 AGiIITREQ4 2.90000 
NPEAle 14 PCI.NOll4 1.00000 TPEACHlI 1.00000 NSRCH11.I "CLNI)4l! 1.00000 TSRCI1I.1 1.00000 
NPEACll1 FRUIUCU 1.00000 N5RCH31.1 F'RUIT AC4 1.00000 NPEAC20 PQOFIT 
-105.51000 PI 1.1110211 1.00000 MSTCI11'1 PROFIT 138,71.10{)0 PILNDlil 1.00000 
NPEAC21.1 ROTNPEI.I2 .. 2.00000 AGitiTREQ4 3.00000 r.;STCI11t1 Io'OTN5T41 1.00000 "OTI'15TCI.I -Z7.00000 
NPEAC211 PCLNOIIA 1.00000 TpEACH4 1.00000 MSTCHI4 AGiliTREQII 11.10000 PCLNDtll.I 1.00000 
NPElClII FRUITACl! 1.00000 MSTCH14 T5TCHI.I 1.00000 FRUlTACII 1.00000 
NPEAC]4 PROFIT -115,65000 P1I.N031.1 1.00000 1115TCM24 PROF IT etl.71000 Pll."'024 1.00000 
NPEACll.I ROT"'Pf43 -2.0000(1 AG".TilEQI.I 3.00000 1':5 T C '"'2 II ROTlvSTI.I? I.oooao ROTMSTCII -27.00000 
"'PEAt3u "CL.Nf)(l1.I 1.l\oooa rf'EACI"Ii.I 1.00000 ,.,STeH211 AGwTREQ4 1,1.10000 PCLNO'I/J, 1,00000 
iIIPnClll FRUI UCa 1.01)000 MSTCHt,l4 TSTCH'! 1.00000 FilUlTAC4 1./lOOOO MAPPLll1 PROFIT PH .elO0O PILNOILI 1.00000 MSTCH1Ll ~ROFIT ~.7qOOO PILND34 1.00000 
~' 
MSTC!o1JU POTt-;STill 1,01)001) f<OT/o'STCii -21,00000 IIIt\ARlY14 potl.""'Dll/.l 1,00000 Tf:\ARLY4 1,00000 
MSTC ... .s<l Ar,~T,.E:Qi.i IJ. ! 0 () 0 0 PCLND411 I,oooeo N!HlrlLV211 PiWF I T 1/.1.lJO!)OI) POTLNI)24 1.000(')1) 
MSTCH3u TSlCHI.I 1,00000 FR\JITACIJ 1.00000 N8AwLY24 NOTA8i1 -1.00000 NOT8N4 1.000nO 
MSRCMlli PROFIT 145.56000 PILNO!U 1.00000 NBARLY2U ",,,rcsu 1.00000 NUTMAPP4 1,00000 
"'SF/CHI4 ROTN5RG1 1.00000 I'OTMSRClJ -25.00000 NBARLY?u NOfMPEAa t,ooOOO N(jTMSTC4 1,00000 
"1S1<CM1U AGwTREQt! a,lC)ooo PCLNDI.IU 1.00000 N!:URL ¥lIJ I--:JTMSRCii 1,00000 AG"TREQiI O,qOOOO 
I'ISRCl'll" TSwCI1i1 1,00000 FRUITAC4 1.00000 NBARLV24 PI"'JCL~j()Uil 1.00000 T8AF/LYil 1,00000 
MSRCl'i24 PiiOF IT 100,10000 PII."lD24 1.00000 NaAioILn4 "~OFIT 55 • .1 IJUOO POILNDlU 1.00000 
MSRCH24 ROTNSIHll 1.00000 ROTMSRC4 -25.00000 NBARly34 NOTAtl4 -1.00000 NOTBNI4 1,00000 
MSf/CHiil AGWTI<EQtI 4.10000 PClN04t1 1,00000 NBARlY!" NOTCS" 1.1')0000 NOTMA .... iI 1,00000 
M8RCH2u Hi i(C '" 4 1.00000 FflUITACI.I 1,00000 "'!URl'l'3t1 NOTI'IPEAtI 1.00000 NOTM5TC4 1.00000 
MS~CH34 PROFIT 37.16000 "II-NOl'! 1.00000 "'eARL Y3tl IIIOT"1SRCIi 1.00000 AGWTRE04 o.qOOOO 
MSRCH]" ROTNSR4] 1.00000 f.10TMSRC4 -25.00000 N8APLV34 POClNDllii 1.00000 TBARLytl 1.00(1)0 
MSRCM]" lGv.THE04 4.10000 PCL.N044 1.00000 NNlJRSC14 PROFIT 1J&.13000 POIL.N014 1.00000 
HSRCi'134 TSRCI"iI4 1.00000 FRUITAC4 1.00000 NNURSC14 NOTeN4 -1.00000 NOTAN41 .5.00000 
NALFAF11.1 PROFIT Q5.05000 POILND14 1.00000 NNURSCl4 NOTeS4 1.00000 NOTMAPPt.I 1.00000 
NAlFAF14 NOlAS" 1,00000 NOUNill 1.00000 NNURSC14 t.OTMPEU 1.00000 NOTI"STCii 1.00000 
NAlFAF14 NOTCSI.! 1.00000 NOTtoIAPPI.I 1.00000 NNURSClt1 "'f)TMSRCti 1.00000 AGwTREQ4 1.50000 
NALFAFlii NOT~PEAIj 1.00000 /IIOTM5TC4 1,00000 NNU~5C14 POeLND41.! \.00000 TNtJRseU 1.00000 
NALFAF 1/.1 fII0TMSRCI.I 1.00000 AGI'ITREQ4 2.00000 NNURSC24 PROF IT 15.10000 puIL.ND24 1.00000 
NALFAFlii PQCLNDiIIt 1.00000 TAlFAF4 1.00000 NNURSC21! NIJTBNl.I -1.00000 NOTAIII42 .5,00000 
NAL.FAF2u PROF IT 15.63000 POIL.NOlli 1.00000 NNURSC24 NorCS4 1.00000 NOTMAPP4 1.00000 
NALjI'AFU NOTA81.1 1.00000 NOTAN42 1.00000 NNURSC214 NQTMPEAII 1.00000 NOTMSTe4 1.00000 
"lALFAF!'! NoTeSI.l 1.00000 NOTMAPPI.I 1.00000 NNUioCSC21.l "",OTI.1SRCII !.ooooo AGI"TR£QI.! 1.50000 
NA(,FAF2i1 N01MPEU 1.00000 NOTMSTel.l 1.00000 NNUR5Ci!4 POCL,ND44 1.00000 TNURSC4 1.00000 
NAL.FAF2U NoTHSRCu 1.00000 AGWTREQI.I 2.00000 NNURSC]4 PROFIT 20.leOOO POILN034 1,00000 
NAL.FAF24 POCLN044 1.00000 TAL.FAF4 1,00000 "'NURSC311 NOT13N4 .. 1.00000 NOTAN'l! -5,00000 
I NAL.FAF34 PROFIT 54,81000 PO II. NO]l.l 1.00000 NNURSC34 NoTCS4 1.00000 NOT",APPII 1.00000 NALFAF]II NoTA84 1.00000 N'OJAN4] 1.00000 NNURSC34 NQTMSRC4 1.00000 AGIIITREQtl 1.50000 
NALFAFlI.! I\IOTC54 1.00(100 NOTfoI'PPI.I 1.00000 NNURSe!4 NOTM .. EAII 1.00000 "JOTMSTC4 1,00000 
NALFAF311 N()TMPEAII 1.00000 NOTMSTC4 1,00000 NtJURSC311 P()CLNDUlI 1.00000 TNUI?$CiI 1.00000 
NAL.FAFll.l NOTMSRCu 1.00000 AGWTREQ4 c.OOGOG NCORNGlii PROFIT 15&.29000 POIL.NOtll 1,00000 
HAl.FA,]" PoeLND44 1.00000 TAL,AF" 1.00000 NCORNG11.1 NOTCS4 -".00000 NOTMAPPII 1.00000 
NALFAP14 PROFIT 69,b8000 POII..ND1t1 1.00000 NeOf/NGl/.I '-IOTMPEAlI 1.00000 IIIOTf045TCI.I 1.00000 
NAlFAPS" NOTAs4 1.00000 NOTAN41 1,00000 NCORNG11+ NOTMSRC4 1.00000 ,_, AS iii TE.E(Hi 1.50000 
HALFAP14 NOTCS4 1.00000 NOTMAPPI.I 1.00000 NCORNGll.1 P!)CLNDU 1,00000 TCORNGII 1.00000 
NALFAP111 t.OTMPEU 1.00000 NOTMSTC4 1.00000 NCO~NG24 PPOFIT Qc;,"-8000 PO I L.i'liD24 1,00000 
NAL.FAP14 NOTMSRC4 1.00000 AGWTREQ4 1.10000 NCO~I\IC;l~ IIIIHC54 -'1.(01)00 NOTMAPPIl 1,00000 
NALFAP11.I POClN044 1,(10000 TAlFAPG 1.00000 NCORNG24 NOTMPEAU 1.00000 "'OT/'I5TC4 1.00000 
NAlFAP2Q PROFIT 53.69000 POlI.N021,1 1.00000 "lCO~NG21.1 NOTMSRC4 1.00000 AGlliTREQiI 1.50000 
NALFAPi!'I NOTA64 1.00000 N01411142 1.00000 NCORNG211 POCLND'IQ 1.00000 TCORNGI.I 1.(01)00 
NAlFAP11.I N01C81.1 1-;00000 NOTMAPII"I.I 1.00000 NCORNG1" "FlOF IT 62.81000 POIlN034 1.00000 
NALFAP24 ~OTMI'EAq 1.00000 NOTMSTC4 1.00000 NC(lRNG!'I NOTcsa -q.OOOOO NOTMAPP4 1.00000 
NALFAP2i1 NOTMSRC4 1.00000 AGwTREQ4 1.10000 NCORNG1l.l NOTMPEA4 1.00000 ~,OTMSTCI.I 1.00000 
NALF1P2Q POCLIIoi}4i1 1.00000 ULFAPU 1.00000 NCORNGJiI NOTrtSRC4 1.00000 AGiolTREQ4 1.50000 
NALFAP]4 PROFIT 37 .38000 POIL"1031l 1,00000 IIICOR"lG14 POClNDLitl 1,00000 TCORNGt! 1.00000 
NAL.FAP]l; NOYA8i1 1.00000 1II01.6N4] 1.00000 NCDRNS14 PROF IT t80.38000 POILNOIIi 1.00000 
NAlFAP!1I NoTeSu 1.00000 NOTMAPPI.I 1.00000 NCORNS14 N(lTCSI.I -Q.OOOOO IIIOT,.,4PII"1.1 1.0(1000 
NAlFA"lii NOTMPEA4 1.00000 >.;OTMnC4 1,00000 p.;COR~S14 NOTMPEA4 1.00000 NOTMSTCI.I 1.00000 
'IIAI.' AP)4 "IOTI'ISRCIl 1,00000 AG>'iTREOI,I 1.]0000 NCORNS14 NOTMS~C4 1.00000 AGWTREQ4 1.40000 
NALFAP]4 POCLN04ll 1.00000 TALFAPU 1.00000 p.;CORNS1i1 P(JCI.NOI.III 1.00000 TCORNSQ 1.00000 
N8ARLV1" PROF IT 88.&0000 POIL. N011! 1.00000 NCORNSC!t! PROFIT 170,73000 POILND21.1 1.00000 
N8ARLY14 NOlA84 -1.00000 "IOTBN4 1.00000 NCORNS24 NOTeS4 .9.00000 NOTMAPP4 1.00000 
NBARLY1l! NOTCS4 1.nOOOO NOT"lAPPii 1,00000 NCORtolS24 NOT~1PEA(j 1.00000 NOTf04STC4 1.00000 
NeA RlY14 NoT,..PE4a 1.01)000 NOTIoISTCl.I 1.00000 NCO>lp.;S24 Nf)T MSRC u 1.000(10 AGIIITRE04 1.40000 
NeARL.V!4 NOT M5RC4 1,00000 4GwTREQIJ O.qOOOO NCORNS24 POCI.NDQiI 1.00000 TCORNS4 1.00000 
NCO>it><S34 PRuFt T \1.10.17000 POILND34 1.00000 N"1PEt\C24 PPOFIT 71.24000 POILND2u 1,000110 NCOiiNSlll IIIOTC:84 -Q.Oi)I'OO 'H)TMAPPII 1.00000 Io;MPEAC?JJ N(lfNIo'EII2 1.00000 NOTMPEAI.I 
-15.00000 NC(1~NS31.1 NOTMPEU 1.00000 NOTMSTCII 1.0f/OOO NMPEAC24 AG .. TRE(il4 !I.20000 POCL"<DII4 1.00000 NCORN8l4 NOTMSRC4 1.00000 AGio/TAEQII 1,40000 NMPEAC2'1 TPEACr;1I 1.00000 NCORNSl/I POCLNDl.I/j 1.00000 reORNSII 1.00000 N"IPEAc]a PPOFIT 24.25')00 POIlNDlu 1.00000 N$6EET 1/.1 PI<OFIT ob,e8000 POILNDlIoI 1.00000 NMP!:.ACi!l fJOTtJPE 113 t .',lOI)OO NOTMPEAII 
-15.onooo NSBEET14 NOTCS4 .. q.ooooo NOTMA!>P'! 1.00000 NMPE.AC14 A::; ... T H:.QIJ 11.21'000 PI)CLND44 1,00000 
,",S8EElll1 NOTfo1pEAiI 1.0(}000 fliOTMSTCI.I 1.00000 NMPE. At 34 H'EHHU I.OvOOO NSElEETlQ NOT"'8~C4 1,00000 AGwTREQ/I 1.80000 !>ii~STC~l 4 PROF! T ' 
-1'52.17000 P(JILND14 1.00000 NSBEET14 POCLNOll4 1.00000 TSBEETIoI 1.00000 NI\ISTCJo<14 N:1TNS11l1 .. .2.00000 4GwTREQiI 2,90000 NSBEETl4 PROFIT il2.3i!OOO POIlN02i1 1.00000 NNSTCHI4 poelNO"" 1.(\0000 TSTCHii 1,00000 NSBEET2i1 NI)TCSii -9.0(1)00 "IOTMAPFI.I 1.00000 I\jlllSTCfot211 P~OFIT 
-ISQ,5l000 POILN024 1.00000 NSBfET2u Nf)TMPEAI.I 1.00000 IIIOTMsrCIl 1.00000 NNsrc ... 24 N01NSTII2 
-2,00000 AGwTREQiI i.!,90000 NS9EETlQ NOTMSRCI.I 1.00000 AG"iTREQI.I 1.80000 NNSTCl-ioi!/I F'QCLM)/jl.l 1,00000 TSTCH4 1,00000 NSBEETiQ FlOCLIIIOQI.I 1,00000 TSBEET4 1.00000 NIII8TClo131.1 P~OFIT 
-182.31000 POILN03i1 1,00000 NSSEETlii PROF IT 31.19000 POILN031l 1,00000 NNSTCH311 NoTNSTil3 
-2.0000(; AGwT"E9i1 2.QOOOO NS8HTliJ NoTeSQ -Q.OOOQO 1Il0TMAPP4 1.00000 """'51CI131.1 POCLND(l1I 1.00000 TSTCH4 1.00000 NSBEE1311 NOTMPEU 1.00000 !>iOT14STCii 1.00000 ,.t.,SRCHtll PrlOF IT 
-12'3,111000 POII.t'.DIIJ 1,00000 NS8EET 34 NOTMSRCii 1.00000 AGWTREQI.I 1.80000 NNSilCH14 NOTNSRUI "2,&(1)00 AGwTREQiI i.!.QOOOO NS8EET311 POCLNDU 1.00000 TSBEETIl 1.00000 NNSRCIoi111 POCLNOU 1,00000 TSilCHI.I 1.00000 NOBEI'Nll4 PROF IT "55,80000 POClNOllii 1.00000 NNSRCHill PROFIT 
-11.12.85000 POILN024 1.00000 NOw"'!A44 PROFIT -9,91000 POCL.N£)1l4 1.00000 N~SRCH24 1Il0TNSRil2 
-2.&0000 AGwTREQiI i.c;lOOOO NNAPPL14 PROFIT ·ll.l3.~UOOO POIL.N014 1.00000 Nt.lSRCH24 POCLND44 1.00000 TSRCHI.I 1,00000 N"lAPPL.14 NOTNAI'41 -2.3()OOO AGWTREQ4 2.70000 NNSRC ... 34 PROFIT 
-1&&.99000 POIL.NOH 1.00000 NNAPPL.tl.l POCLNOU 1.00000 TAPPlEIl 1.00000 NNSRCI;3iI NOTNSRII3 
-2.60000 AGIoiTREQ4I 2,90000 NNAPPL.24 PROFIT 
-112.23000 POILNDZ4 1.00000 NNSRCH34 POCL'"OIl4 1.00000 TSRCt'4i1 1,00000 t;NAPPLiil NOTNAP4i -2.30000 AGWTREQI.I i.70000 NMSTCHlii PROFIT 119,75000 POILNOl41 1.00000 
ClIO NNAPPL.i4 POCL.NDi14 1.00000 TAPPI.!4 1.00000 NM3 TCM 14 r>lOTNS14Il 1.00000 NOTMSTC4 
-27.00000 
... NNAPPL]4 PROF IT -219,14000 POILNO]4 1.00009 NI'ISTCHlll AGwn'EClII 4.10000 POCI.l\i044 1.00000 NNAPPL14 NOTNAP4r-- -2,30000 AGIMTREQ4 2.10000 NMSTCHliI 15TCHI.I 1,00000 NNAPPI.34 POCLND44 1.00000 TAPPLEIl 1.00000 NMSTCH24 PROFIT bl.1.I7000 ftOILt>4024 1,00000 
"''''PE At 14 PROFIT -112.75000 POIlNDI4 1.00000 NMSTCH21.1 NoTNST/J2 1.00')00 NOT"'STCII 
-27.00000 NNPEAClii NOTNPE41 .. 2.00000 AGlliTREQIf 3.00000 NM3TCH2/j A GW T I<E GIll iI.I0000 POCLN04i1 1.00000 NNP!ACI4 POCI.ND(l4 1.00000 TPEACH4 1.00000 NMSTCH2U TSTCl14 1.(10000 NNPEAC24 PROFIT -12&.75000 POILNOZ4 1.00000 NMSTCH]iI PROF IT 
-19.15000 POILND11.I 1.00000 ~NPEACZ4 NOTNPE42 -2.00000 AGwTRU4 3.00000 NMSTCH!iI IIIOTN5T"3 1.00000 NOTMSTC4 ·27.00000 t.NPEAClll POClNOl.lil t.oOOOO TPEACH4 1,00000 NMSTCH11.I AGwTREQI.I 4.10000 POCL"lDIII.I 1.00000 NNPUC31.1 PROFIT -138.59000 POIL.N014 1,00000 NMS TCr;}I.I TSTCHii 1,00000 Nt.PEAC34 NOTNPEil3 -2.00000 AGwTRflilti 3,00000 NMSRCl"ilQ PROFIT tie.S1000 POIlNOl4 1,00000 NNPEAC34 POCLN0414 1.00000 TPEACHti 1.00000 NMSRCHIL1 NOTNSRill 1.00000 I'.lOTMSRCI.I 
-25,00000 NMAPPLllI PROFIT 172.8,,000 POILN011.1 1.00000 NMSRCHlII AG~TREQIl iI.I0000 POCLNDil4 1.00000 NMAPPL14 NOTNAPl.lt 1,00000 NOTMAPPii -30.00000 NMSRCH14 TSi«CHii t,OOOOO 
NMAPPl14 AGI'ITREI~II 3,1'10000 POCLN044 1.00000 NMSRCH211 PROFIT 78,86000 POILND2U t.ooooo NMAPPL til TAPPlEII 1,00000 t-.MSRCH211 NOTNSRII2 1,00000 NOTMSRC4 
-25.00000 NMAPPL,2ti PROFIT 1:10,01000 POILN02ti 1.00000 N"'S~CH2i1 AGoITI<EliIlI U.I0000 POCLN0411 1,00000 NMAPPL241 NoTNAP42 1.00000 NOTMAPP4 -]0.00000 N14SRCH21.1 TSRCHii 1,00000 
NMAPPLi!li AGI'ITREQil 3,80000 POCLN041.1 1.00000 NMSRCH3i.I PROFIT 11.1,2'1000 POILN03i1 1.00000 NIU,PPL24 TAPPt.EU 1.00000 NMSRCH3i1 NOTNSRil3 1.00000 IIlO1MSRCIJ 
-2'5.00000 NMAPPL.34 PROFIT 7.80000 POILN0311 1,00000 NMSRCH34 AGI'ITI<EQI.I 11.10000 POCLN041.1 1.00000 NMAPPL]I.I NQTNAPIIl 1.00000 fIIOTMAPP4 -30.00000 NMSRCH]/I TSRCHII 1.00000 NMAPPI.311 AGwT~e:Q4 3.80000 POCLNOtll.l 1.00000 ALFAF2S PROF IT 8S.Z0000 PILNI:'25 1.00000 !>iMAPPUl! TAPPLEl! I,oonoo ALFAF2, ROTAf5 1.000ilO ROTA"'~Z 1,00000 ~MPEAC14 PROF IT 1118.21000 POILIII014 1.00000 ALFAF25 f(OTC5 1.00000 AGWTREQ5 2.20000 IIIMPEAC11.1 NOTNPEl.ll 1.00000 NOTMPEAIl -15,00000 ALFAF25 Pet-ND4S 1.00000 TALII'AF5 1.00000 N"IPE..Clii AGi'lT~£QI.I LI.200ClO POCLNOl.l4 1.00000 ALFAF3S pRon T 71.18000 PILND35 1,00000 N"IPEACtii TPEACrHI 1.00000 ALFAF}S ROUB5 1,00000 "OrANS] 1.00000 
/1 
II 
ALFAnr; paTes 1,00000 AG .. TRE~5 <'.(,000(1 Nl1A"L 0'; PR(]FIT ':>4.0 \ t) IJ 0 ;>("1 J Lt<025 1,00000 
ALFAF 35 PCl r'Dq5 1,00000 Tbl FAF"> 1.00000 ~l~ A >?L 't' <' 5 rJiJ 1 ~,,<; -\ • (\ ti 0 n 0 "'(JTBN'S 1.00000 
ALFAP25 P!WFTT bO.SllOOO PI!.N!);!'; 1.00000 t-.ilA>-1LYi!5 "'1.11 c. '; 1. (lll (I 0 0 AGIjTIo/E.Qo; 1.2(1000 
ALFAP25 ROTABS 1.00000 ROTAN52 1.00000 t-JBARLYi?5 Ff)CLNDIJS 1.000(1('1 1BAPLV5 1.00000 
ALFAP25 Rr)TCS 1,(10000 Ar,;"TREQ5 1.10000 N~ARL ns PR(\~ IT IJb.5hOOO PJLN()35 1.00000 
ALFAP2S PC LtdHI5 1,0 I) (J 0 (\ TAI.FAP'> 1.00000 NbA~L n5 W1TAf!S -1.0(1000 '1('T6N5 1.00000 
ALFAP35 PRUF IT 50,17000 PJLN035 1,00000 NtlARLYJ5 .-.rlT C 5 , .0 t1 "0 (J AG,IooITREp5 1.20000 
ALFAP35 IJnTAB5 1.00000 .. oTAN53 1,00000 t-JHA:.'L ns PDCLNnIJ5 1. () () I) 0 0 Tti4RLVS 1.0.0000 
ALFAP35 ROTeS 1.00000 AGWTREQS 1,10000 NNU~SC25 PROFIT i? 1. 1'.5('100 POILNLJ2S 1.00000 
AL'APJS peLNDIl!j 1,00000 TALFAPS 1,00000 N/;U R5C25 NO T i"J5 -1.0000(1 'JOTAiIIS2 -5.00000 
BARLY25 PROFIT 81,UqOOO PILND25 1.(10000 NNI)FlSC25 "1<1 T(' ~ 1.00000 AG"TREGIS l.bOOOO 
8ARLY2S ROTAI:I5 
-1.00000 ROTBNS 1.00000 NNURSC25 POCLNDUS 1.00000 TNURSeS 1,00000 
BARLY25 RoTCS 1.00000 AG"TREQS 1.20000 Nr-<U~SC3S PROFIT 7,87000 POILNOlS 1.00000 
BARLY25 PCLNDiJ5 1.001100 TSARLv5 1.00000 NlljLJR5CJ5 oJOTAt-J5 -1.00t)I)0 NOUNS] -5.00000 
SARI. 05 PROFIT b5.75000 PlLND3S 1,1)0000 r-<IIjLJRSC3S NOTeS 1.01)000 A!;WTREQS l.bOOOO 
BARL Y35 ROTABS 
-1.00000 ROTBN5 1,00000 NNURSCl5 PoC L >IOUS 1.00000 Tr-<URSeS 1.00000 
SARLY3'5 ROTC'S \,00000 AGwTREQS 1.2000(' NCoRNG2'S PROFIT Qb.S7000 POILND25 1.00000 
!:IARLYJ".7 "'CLt.OU5 1:000uO TSiRLYS 1.00000 r-<CORr-<G25 ~;n T C '} -7.0nooo AG\oIT~EQS 1.50000 
NURSC25 PROFIT H.HOOO PILN025 1.00000 NC ORN(,25 POCL~f)U5 1.00noo TCOFlNG5 1.00000 
NURSC25 ROT~NS 
-1.00000 ROTAN52 -5.00000 NCOI'lr-<GJ5 PROFIT '52.SbOOO POILN035 1.00000 
NURSC2S ROTCS 1.00000 AGwTREtlS l.bOOOO NCORNGl5 NoTCS -7.00000 AGwTREQS I,SOnoo 
NURSC25 PCLNDIl5 1.00000 Tr-URSC5 1,00000 NeORNGJS POCLNDu5 1.00000 TCORNGS 1.00000 
NURSC35 PPOF IT 27.05000 PlLNDl5 1.00000 NCORNS2'S PROFIT 177.37000 pOILND25 1.00000 
NURSC3S ROT6NS -1.00000 ROTANS3 .. 5,00000 NCOkNS2'S NOTCS -7.00000 AGIoiTREQ'S 1.'10000 
NUR"SC35 ROTC'S 1.00000 AGwTR!:QS l,bOOOO NCORNS25 POCLNDUS 1.00000 TCOR"lSS 1,00000 
NUl/SC3S PCLNDUS 1.00000 TNURSCS 1.00000 NCO~NS35 pr;OFIT 148.~4000 POILND3S 1.00000 
CORNG25 P~OF IT 111.1.0S000 PILND2S 1,00000 NCOI'INS35 NOTC5 -7.00000 AGtoIT~EQ5 1.'10000 
COflNG25 ROTC'S ·7.00000 AG~TREClS 1.50000 NCORNSJ5 POCLt.DIJS 1.00000 TCOIiNSS 1.00000 QD COFiNII25 PCLNOll5 1. Ol)OOO TeORNG'S 1.00000 NOBEANUS P~OFIT -5b. novo POCLNOUS 1.00000 ~ 
CORI\l1l3S PROFIT 71.7'1000 PILNDJ5 1,00000 - ND .. HEAIJ5 P~OFIT -"'.20000 POCLNDUS 1.00000 
CORNG35 ROTe5 "7.00000 AGtoITREGl5 1.50000 ALFAFlb P~OFIT IOI.8i?000 PILt-IDlb 1.00000 
COPNG3'5 PCLNDIJS 1,00000 TCORI\l1l5 1,00000 ALFAFlb RoTA8c 1.00000 ROTANbl 1.00000 
CORNS2S PPOFIT IQIl,I:ISOOO PILND25 1,00000 ALFAFlc ROTCb 1.0nooo AGtoITREQc 2,10000 
CORNS25 RaTes "7.00000 AGWTREQS 1,'10000 ALFAF111 PCLr-<DUb 1.00000 TALFAF6 1.00000 
CORNS2~ PCLND4S I.ooono lCOR"lS~ 1.00000 ALFAF2b PRo!'IT 81:l,HOOO PILNLl26 1.00000 
CORNSJS PROF IT 168,02000 PILiIID35 1.00000 4LFAF26 Rr)TA86 1.00000 ROTA"I62 1.00000 
CORNS3S ROTCS -1,noooo AGtiTREQ5 1.'10000 ALFAF2b ROTCb 1.00000 A!1wTREQb 2.10000 
eORNSlS PCLNOIJS 1.00000 TCORNS5 1.00000 ALFA.F2b PCL"'C·llb 1.00000 TALI' AFt, 1,00000 
DSEANSIl5 PROFIT 
-3(1.71000 PCLN045 1.00000 ALFAFlb PRUFIT 7b.76000 PILt-JD3b 1.00000 
O .. I-IEAT45 PROFIT lS.lleOOO PCLt-I04S 1.00000 ALFAFlb ROT ARb 1.00000 F<OTANb3 1.00000 
NALFAF25 PROFIT b7.72000 POILND25 1.00000 ALFAF3b "'('lTCb 1.00000 AGWTPEQb 2.10000 
NALFAF2S NOTAtlS 1,00000 1II0TAN52 1.00000 ALFAFH PCL~iDlJb 1,00000 TALFAH 1.00000 
NALFAF2'5 NOTCIS 1.00000 AGtoITREQS 2.20000 ALFAP16 PPOFll 75.03000 PILN()lb 1,00000 
NALIlAFiS Pf)CLNDIlS 1.00000 TALFAF5 1.00000 ALF"APlc "OTA~b 1.00000 wOTANbl 1.0vOOO 
hALF.FlS PRO~IT 52,ooono POILN03S 1,00000 ALFAPlb Ii('lTCl'> 1,00000 AGWTREQb 1.50000 
,..ALFAF35 N(JTASS 1.00000 "IOTANS3 1.00000 ALF"AP111 peLN04b 1,00000 TALF APb 1.00000 
NALFAF3S NOTC'S 1.00000 AGwTRE(.l5 2.20000 ALFAP2c PROF"! T bQ.27000 PILND2b 1.00(100 
NAL'AF3S PI"lCLNDIJ5 1.00000 lALFAFS 1.00000 ALFA~2b F<OT~f!.e 1.00000 ~oTANbi' 1.00000 
NALFAP2S PHOFl T '13,1000(' ~OJLND25 1.noooo ALFAPi?b kOTCto 1.000u O AGwT~EQb 1.50000 
NALFAP25 NOTA~S 1.00000 /JOT A '~S2 1.00000 A~FAP2!l PC" Lr<['ll4e 1.(1)000 TALFAPb 1.00000 
NAL.FAP25 ,"OTCS 1,(10000 Ar.IoIT~EQS 1.10000 ALFAP3b PRuFIT blJ.S2IJOO PIUJDlb 1.00000 
NALIIAP25 FOCLNDU5 1.00000 TALFA~5 1.00000 ALFAPJb R;)TAf!.b 1.00000 R(,\TAi~b~ 1.00000 
NAL~Ai>J5 P~OFIT 3tl. Q QOOO POTLNli~S 1.00000 ALFAPll'> ~(lTCl'> 1.00000 AG .. TREGI:> 1.50000 
~'ALF'APlo; ~nTAt'r; 1.00000 N[) T ANS3 I.or'ooo ALFAP3b P[U·iJIJI'l 1. 0 0000 TALFAPb 1.00000 
NALFAP.lS ,.,oTCS 1.000(10 AGIoiTREGlS 1.10000 eARLY 1 b Pf.luFlT en.bbOOO PILNDlb 1.00000 
NALFAP35 POCLlli045 1,0l)noo TAL~APS 1.00000 BAR I.Y1b ROTAf!.b -1.00000 i<OTBNb 1.00000 
I; 
9ARl'/'I" ~"'TC!) 1.(10000 AGwTREQb 1.00000 NALFAPlb ~,·1 T C <:- 1.00:100 ~iO"TPE(jo 1,~OO(l0 
Sl"L VI b P(l'oIJ4b 1,00000 TB.UII.Vt> 1,00000 NALFAF'II, pncv,oub l.nvOoo TALFAPb 1.Q()OOO BARI..V2o P,""OFIT 82.18000 PILN02b 1.0eOOO IliAl..r Aflle i>,<vF IT UQ,910uO POILNDib 1.00000 
eAPlYt'1> ROTAB& 
-1.00000 ~OT!!Nf) 1.00000 IliAlr:4.P26 ~JfJT ASb 1.00000 IIIOTAN62 1.00000 8ARLY2b ROTC!> 1.00000 AGwTREQtI 1.00000 "JALFAP2& ",nTC& 1.00000 AGWTREQ6 I.S0000 BARLY2& PClNQI.I& l~OOOO(f fbARLvb 1.00000 NALFAP26 F'L1CLNOl.lb 1,(/OOvo TALFAPb 1,00000 
aULYl& PROt: IT 1>7.591)00 PILN016 1,0000(\ 
' .... LFAP3b "hlf 1T ~3.4bOO<) POll.NO)6 1.00(1)0 8ARI. no ROTAB6 -1.00000 ROTaN6 1.00000 t.lAlFAP3b NOTASb 1.00000 NOTANb} 1,00000 BAHL Ylo ROTto 1.00000 AGwTREQo 1,00000 NALFAP!b NOTCt> 1 .0000 (. AGwTREQ6 1.50000 8ARLV3b PCL"'D46 1.00000 TSARLYb 1,00000 NALFAP36 POCLND4b 1.00000 TALF"P~ 1,00000 NU!<SC tb PROFIT 51.8211110 PILNDlb 1,00000 NBAPLVlb PQ(JF IT 80.5<;0(1) POILNDlf:l 1,00000 N\JRSC16 ROTblllb -1,00000 ROTAN61 .. 5,00000 NBARL Vi6 NOTA!;b -1.00000 NOT8N& 1,00000 NURSClb ROTtb 1.00000 AGIIITREQ6 1,60000 NBAIlLYtb NOTCb 1,00(l/)0 AGwTREQ6 1,001100 NURSClb PCLND/.Ib 1,00000 TNURSCb 1,00000 NBARUlb POCLNDlib 1.00(lOO TBARLVb 1.00000 NURSClb PROFIT 1.10.04000 PILNDlb 1.00000 N6ARL.V2b PROF IT 1>2,82000 1"011.1'01026 1,00000 NURSC26 ROTSNb 
-1.00000 flOTAN62 -5,00000 NBARL Y2b "'OTA~t> ·1.00(100 NOTeNt> 1.00000 NI)RSC2b ROTCb 1.00000 AGwTREQb 1,60000 NBArllY26 NOTCIl 1,(01)<)1) AGfjTREQb 1,00000 NURSC2b Pr:L"'j)l.Ib 1,00000 TNURSCb 1.00000 NBARI. Vio POCL~'D40 1.00000 TBARLVb 1,00000 ~URSC3b PI<'OFIT 21:1,15000 PIl.ND3b 1,00000 NIiARl Y3b PROF! T Ub.'5100i) POILND3b 1.00000 NURSC1b POT&Nb 
-1.00000 ,HlTANb3 -s.ooooo NBARI.Yl& NOTAt:l6 -1.00000 NOTS"'b 1,00000 Nl!RSC36 'H'}TC e 1,00000 AGwTREQo 1.00000 NeARl't'lb "'OTCb 1.00(100 AGI'ITREQb 1.00000 NURSC3b PCLNDI.I6 1.00000 TNURSCb 1.00000 NBARlV)O POCLI'oD4b 1.00000 18ARLYb 1,00000 CO~NGlb PROFIT 102.07000 PILNDto 1.00000 NNURSCtb PROFIT 34,71 000 POILN016 1.00000 CORNG16 ROTt6 -7,00000 AGWTREGo 1,50000 NNURSC16 N019",o -1.00000 NOTAN&1 -5,00000 CORNG1b PCL.NDlib 1.00000 TCORNGo 1.00000 NNURSC16 NOTe" 1.00000 AGWTREGb l.bOOOO CORNG26 PROFIT 110.17000 PIL.ND2& 1.00000 IIINl!RSC 16 POCLN!)lib 1.00000 TNURSC6 1,00000 CORNG26 ROTto 
-7.00000 I4GiIITREQO 1.50000 NNURSC26 PROFIT ?O.&I3QOO POII.ND2b 1,00000 
~ CORNG2& PCLND4b 1.00000 TtORNG6 1.00000 NNI;RSC2b NOldN& -1.00000 NOTANb2 .5.00000 CORNG]6 PROFIT 6&.HOOO PILN03h 1.00000 NNURSC2b NOTCIl 1.00000 AG'iTREQ6 1.60000 CORNG3b ROTCb -'7.00000 AGwTREQ& 1.50000 NNUf.1SClb POCLN04b 1.00000 T"IURSCb 1,00000 CORNG16 PCI,.ND46 1.00000 TCORNGb 1.00000 
"'NURSC H PI<'OFIT 8.0QOOO POIL.N()H 1,00000 CORNUb PROFIT 217.71000 PIlND16 1.000(10 NNURSClb N('!l~Nb -1.00000 NOTANa3 .. 5.00000 CORNS a FlOTCb -7.00000 AGWTRE!Q6 1.40000 NNURse3b NOTCt:> 1,00000 Af;WTREQb 1,bOOOO 
eORIIIStb PCL"'046 1.00000 TCORNSb 1.00000 t-oNURSCH P()CLNOI.IO 1.00000 TIIIURSCb 1,0000Q CORNS26 PHOl'lT lQ4,75000 PII.ND26 1.(0001) NCORNGlb Pii,OFIT lU4.<?bOOO POIl'''Ol& 1.00000 CORr.S2& ROTe& -7.00000 AGIIITREQb 1.40000 NCOl1NG1l, NOTCl, -1.(1)000 AGwTRI!Qo 1,50000 CORNS2b PClNOli6 1,00000 TeORNSb 1.00000 NCORNG1l, POCI.."iD4& 1,00')00 TCORNGO 1,00000 COR"lSJ6 PROFIT 117.17000 FlIl.N03b 1.00000 NCQRNGi!b P4:Dr:- IT ~0.81I)OO POILN02b 1.00000 CORII/U6 ROTCb -7.00000 AGwTREQ6 1.liOOOO NCORNGi'6 N,)TCb ';'7,00000 AGWTREQ& 1,50000 CORNSlb PCL'-4D/.I6 1.00000 TCORNS6 1,00000 NCOtlNG26 POCLNDI.I6 1,00000 TCORNGb 1,00000 DSEANSl.lb PROF IT -35.90000 PCLN046 1.00000 NCOI'ING36 PROFIT /.15,31000 POILN03h 1.0(10(10 O,.HEAT46 P'10FIT 15.85000 PCLN046 1,00000 NCO'1NG]O 'laTCh .. 7,00000 4G"lTREQ6 1,'50000 I-lAL.FAFt6 PROF IT 8u,71000 POILNOl6 1.00000 NCORNG36 pnCLI~DI.I6 1.000()0 TCORNGb 1.00000 NALFAF16 ,",,)lASt. l.OO'lOO NOTAN~1I1 1.00000 NCO'1NS16 PI"OFIT eOO.~OOOo POILNOlb 1.00000 NALFAFU NOTC6 1.00000 4G"'TREQb 2.10000 NCORNU ~ I.J01Cb .1.001l00 AGI'ITR£Qb 1./.10000 
NALFAF16 P()CLNDlib 1.00000 TALF IIF6 1,00000 I<CORNS1& POCl-ND4b 1,00000 TeORNSb 1,00000 
NALF.F2b PROF IT bQ,OlOOO POILN026 1.00000 t.lCORNS2b PROFIT 17S.3Q01l0 POIL"I02b 1.00000 NALF14F26 "'OTA6b 1.(01)00 NOTANf>2 1.00000 NCORNS26 NOTet- -7.00000 A.GI-IT;;;EQ6 1.41100.1 
NAI,.FAFi1!b NOTC& 1.00000 AGIfjTREQb 2,10000 NCO~NS2& POCL.ND4b 1.00000 TCORNSt> 1.00000 
NALFAF2& POCI."'046 1,000(10 TALFAFb 1,00000 NCORNS3b p>iof; IT lC;6.11000 POILNDlb 1.00000 
NALFIIF3b PROFIT 55,70000 ~OILN03b 1.00000 NCORt.l536 !\joleb 
·'.00000 AGWTREQo 1,1.10000 NALFAF3& NoTA6b 1,00000 '-'OTAN6! 1.00000 NCORN$36 POCLt;DI.I6 1.00(100 TCORNSb 1,00000 
NALFAF3b NOTCe t.ooono AG .. TREQ& 2.10000 N[)f;F'ANa~ Pt-iuf-IT -5(1,110"01'1 POCLNOlib 1.0000n NALFAF36 POCLI'o!)4b 1.00000 TAlFAF6 1,00000 NDlo.rlEA41) PQUFIT .. 7.6500(1 Pf'CL"'DUI) 1.00000 
NALFAPlb PROFIT 57.Q2000 POIlN016 1.00000 ALFAF27 P,;tOFI T 713.~3flOO P1\.N027 1.00000 NALFAPlb NOTAI:!6 1.00000 NOHNet \,1)01)00 ALFAF21 PClTAFl7 1,00')011 ROTAN72 1.0(1000 
ALFAF27 ROTC 7 1,(lOGOO .H ..... TREQ7 2.10000 N"l FAPH ~'lITAti7 1.00'100 !'>oTANn 1.00000 
,lLFII.F27 PCL.fJ(')u7 1. (}O<).)O TALFAF7 1,00000 14ALFAPH rWT C 7 1.00000 I\Gl'iTREQ7 1.10000 
ALFU17 PQtlF 1 T 70,3Q!)OO "'ILNDl7 1,00000 tdLFAI"H P0CU.Du 7 1.00000 rALFA~7 1.000'00 
ALFAF37 "nUS7 1.00.)00 ROTAN71 1,00000 NSAf<LY27 1'>1(11'11 117.05000 POILN021 1.00000 
A!.FAF .H R()TC7 1.00000 AGwTREIH 2.10000 NdAl'iLY27 NOrAb7 .. 1.00000 'HjTB~7 1.00000 
ALFAFH PCLiIIDu7 1.00000 HLP AP 1.00000 NBARU27 ~iO Tel 1.00000 AG~ HiEQ7 1.30000 
ALFAP27 Pi=l\!j; 1 T oll,2000l') PIlND27 1,00000 N!!ARLY27 pnCL.Nf>u7 1,00000 TBARL V7 1,00000 
ALFAP,?7 RI'lTAb7 t,OOOOO 'ROTAN72 I,QOOOO NSAI<LY37 "''''uI'IT "8,S~O(lO POILNDH 1.00000 
ALFAP27 ROTC7 l,nOOOO ~G"'T~EQ7 1,10000 N~ARL ~ H 'l()U87 -l.OOt;OO 'lOTeN7 1,00000 
ALFAP27 PCLNl)II7 1,00000 TALF AP7 1.00000 NBA"LYl7 NOH1 1.00000 AGWTRE(,I7 1.:30000 
ALFAPl7 PROFIT 1.13.99000 PH.NOH 1.00000 NI'UILYH POCl"D47 1.00000 TtiARl.. n 1,00000 
ALFAPH ROiA~7 1.00000 ROTAN71 1.00000 NlIiU~SC27 p~(JF IT 22.85000 POILt,jD27 1.00000 
ALF AP 31 ROlC? i.OOono AGwTREQ? 1.10000 NNURSC27 '1I'lT "'iii 7 -1,0(1)00 NOTAN1i -5,00000 
ALFAP17 pCLNDu7 1.00000 TALF AP7 1,00000 NNll~SC27 NOTC7 1,(01)00 AGwTQEQ7 1.bOOOO 
BARlY2? P':(OFIT 82.b5000 pIL"'OZ7 1,00000 NlII UQSC27 P()CI.NOU7 1.00l')OO TNURSC7 1.00000 
SARLY2? ROTAtH -1.00000 ROTSN 7 1,00000 NNU~SC37 PRUF IT 8.55000 POILN037 1.00000 
BARLY27 ROTC7 1.(01)00 ~GWTREQ1 1,30000 NNURSC37 NOTB",7 -1.0000t) NDTAN73 -S,OOOOO 
8A~LY27 PCLNDQ? 1,00000 HURLY7 1.00000 NNURS07 NOTC? I,OOIlOO ~GYlTREGt7 1,60000 
BARLYH PROF IT ?s.e.oooo "'lLN037 1,00000 NlltllRSC H "OCL.ND41 1.00000 TNURSC7 1,00000 
BAilLYH ROTAB7 -1.00000 ROTBN1 1.00000 NCO~/I,Gi?7 P~UF! T 1(11.74000 POIlN027 1.00000 
BAHL V37 ROTC7 1.00000 lGwTREGl7 1,10000 NCOf.(NG27 NOTe7 .7,00000 AGWTREQ7 1,l:IOOOO 
8ARL. 07 PCLND47 1,00000 TBARLY7 1.00000 NCORNG27 POUNO.u 7 1.00000 TeORNG7 1,00000 
NURSCl1 PROFIT 18.45000 PILN027 1.00000 NCOQNGH PROF! T il8.2QOOO P(JIL~037 1.00000 
,",URSC27 111118/1,7 -1.00000 ROTAN12 -5,00000 NCOR"IG17 NOTC7 -7,00000 AG .. T~E(H 1.1,0000 
NU~SC27 ROTc? 1.00000 AGWTREQ7 1.60000 NCORlltG37 POCLN()1.I7 I.OOOOO TCOIHIG7 1.00000 
NuRSe2? PCLNDIH 1.1'10000 TNURSe? 1,00000 NCOt<NS27 PROFIT 175.41000 POILN027 1,00000 
IItURSC37 PROn T 25.85000 PIL"IOl7 1.00000 IItCOxNS21 NoT(7 -?,OOOOQ AGWTREQ7 I,SOOOO 
f NtJ~SC17 RoTeN? .. 1.00000 ROlANn .. 5,00000 NCORNS27 POCL"Oll7 1.0 00 00 TCORNS7 1.00000 NIJRSCH ROTC7 1.00000 4GIIITREQ7 l,bOOOO NCORNS37 P FlOF IT jl.13.50QuO POILN037 I,OOOOQ 
NURSC17 PCI.NOl.l7 1.00000 TNURSe? 1.00000 NCORNS37 NOTC7 .7.00000 AGiO/TREQ7 I.S0000 
eORNG27 PROFIT 117,3'1000 PILN027 1.00000 IIjCO~NS37 POCLND47 1.001)00 TeOR~S7 1.00000 
CORNG27 IOOTC7 .. 7.00000 AG ... TREQ7 1.1>0000 ~IOO;HEAII7 PROF! T ·".0'1000 POCV"Ou7 1,00000 
CORNG27 PCLNDl.I7 1.00000 TeORNS7 1.00000 .LFAF18 P",til-IT 104.42000 ?ILN018 1,00000 
CORNG37 PROFIT bS.SCJOOO PILND17 1.00000 ALF AF 18 wOTAB8 1.00000 ","OlAN8t 1.00000 
CORNG17 ROTC7 -7.00000 AGWTREQ7 l.bOOOO ALFAFt8 ROTes 1,00000 AGWTREQ8 2.00000 
CORNG37 PCLNOl.l7 1,00000 TeORNS7 1.00000 ALFlF18 PCLlliDI.I8 1,001100 TALF AF8 1,00000 
CORNS27 PROF IT I'H.Ol000 PILND27 1.00000 ALF4F28 PR()~lT 93.80000 PILNDie 1.00000 
CORNS2? ROTC? -7,00000 AGIIlTREQ7 1.50000 ALFAF28 "loTA!H~ 1,0(1000 ROTAN8.? 1.00000 
CORNS21 PCLNI)li7 1.00000 TCORNS7 1.00000 ALFAF28 ROTC8 1.00000 AGwTREQa 2.00000 
CORNSH PROFIT l60.S000!) PILN037 1.00000 ALr:AF211 PCL~·u48 1.0(1)00 TALFAFe 1.0('10('10 
CORNS37 I<OTC7 -7.0atloo AGwTREQ1 1.'50000 AL.r AF38 PROFIT 82.SS0\10 PILND38 1.00000 
CORNS17 PCLNM7 1,00000 TeORNS? 1.00000 ALF~Fl8 ROTAtl~ 1.00 0 00 ~()TAN83 I_OOOOQ 
O"''''EATIi7 PROFIT 11J.6S000 PCLNOll7 1.00000 ALF AF38 ROTC8 1,0000(1 AGwTREQ8 2,00000 
NALF.F27 PROFIT 03.3:31)00 POIl-NDZ7 1.00000 ALI" AF 38 pelNOLl8 1..(01)00 TALFAF8 1.00000 
NALF AF 21 NOTA!!7 1.00000 NOTAN72 1,0(1000 ALFAPlf\ P~(1FIT ?~.23(\OO PtLf'.lD18 1.00000 
NALFAF27 "'OTC7 1,00000 AGw1REQ7 2.10000 ALFAP18 rHn ABS 1.00000 ROTA~161 1.00000 
NALFAF27 POClNDI.I7 1.00000 TALFAF7 1.00000 AL.FA P 18 ROTCA 1.00000 AG;;TREQa 1.10000 
NAlFAF37 PROFIT 53.09000 PUILN037 1.0(1000 ALFAP1S PCLNI)1J8 1,00000 TALFAPS 1.00000 
NALFAF17 NOTAB7 \ .00')00 NOTAN73 1,00000 AL.FAP28 PROFIT 74.22000 PIL.NOZI3 1.00000 
NALFAFl7 NOTC? 1,00000 AGWTREQ7 2.10000 ALFA P28 POTA88 1.00000 ROTANII2 1.00000 
NAlFAF]? POCLNOll7 1,00000 TALFAF7 1_00000 ALF4P28 RilTe!! 1.0(1)00 AG"T~E'Qa 1.10000 
NltLFAP27 PROF IT .uS,bOOOO POILN027 1.00000 ALFIIPi!8 PClN(IUI!- 1.00noo TALF APB 1.00000 
NALFAP27 NOTA97 1.00000 NOHllt72 1,00000 ALFAP38 P~()FIT 70.tu·)OO PILND3S 1.00000 
NALFAPl7 NOTC1 1.00000 At;"TRt::Q7 1.10000 ALFAP38 I<[)T/l12'3 \.OOIlOO ROTAN81 1.00000 
NALFAP21 POeLNOll7 1,000(1) ULFAP7 1.00000 ALFAP:38 POTC8 1.00000 ~r,wT>lEQ8 1.10000 
NALFAP37 PROF IT ill:t,bCJOOO POILND37 1,00000 ALFAPlll PCLNDLl8 1.0.}OOO TALFAP8 1.00000 
BARLV11i1 PROFIT qq.I\~I)OO 1=>1L"'018 1.00000 NALFAP16 NOTAF.'8 1.0(1)00 "'OTA1'l81 1.00000 
eARL.Y!8 Rf)TA!;l8 -1.00000 Ror,,1II8 1.00000 NALfAP18 NOTca t.OOO(IO AG"'TREQ~ 1.10000 
BARLV1A RnTCS 1.00 11 00 AG"TREQS 1.20000 roALFAPI!! "Del!';,")'I!! 1.00000 TALFAPS 1.00000 
8ARLVIB PCLNDij8 1.00noo T&ARL-V8 1.00000 NALF.r.P28 PROFIT sa.b2oo0 P(lIL-N02~ 1.00000 
8Ai<L.Y28 PROFIt 88.52000 PIL-ND28 1.000(1) NAI.FAP28 ~ioTAf!!I t.OOI)OO i~OTAN82 1.00000 
8ARLYi8 ROHeR 
-1.00aoo ~OT8N8 1.00000 IliAL-FAPt?8 NOTC!! I.OOIlOO AG"'TREQ8 1,10000 
BARL.V28 ROTCS 1.00000 AG;jTREGl8 1,20000 NAL.FAP2R pnCLr>.Dij8 t.ooooo TALF AP8 1.00000 
9ARLY28 PClNDU~ 1.00000 TBARLY!! 1.00000 NALrAP16 ~ROF IT 52.811000 POlLN038 1.00000 
B/I~LV3S PROF IT 73.U7000 PILN018 1,00000 NALFAP31!! tW TAbS '.ooooa ~JOT ANS3 1,00000 
SARl Yl8 ROTAtlB -1.0(1)00 ROT8N8 1.00000 NAlFAPH ROTee 1.00000 1I.(j .. TREQS 1.10000 
BARI.V38 ROTeS 1.00000 AGI'ITREQ8 t.20000 NALFAP38 poel_ND4S 1.00000 TALFAP8 1.00000 
BARLV38 PClND(i/\ 1.00000 T8O\RI.'fB 1,00000 NS,liRLY18 PROF1T 8b.5UOOO POIl.NOl8 1.00000 
NURSClS PROFIT 52.00000 PILNOt8 1.00000 NBAi'<1. V18 NnTA8A -1.00000 "lOlBNA 1.00000 
NURSC18 ~nT"''''8 -1.(01)00 ROTANSI -5.00000 NI.URLV18 POCLN()U8 1,00000 TSAR!.'!'8 1.000()O 
NvRSC18 RQTC8 1.00000 AGwTREQ8 1.bOOOO N6ARLv18 /'0 TC ~ 1.00000 AQWTREQ8 1.20000 
NUfo/SCtS PCLND48 1.00000 TNURSe8 1.00000 NSAi<L.'( 28 PROFIT 72.Q21l00 POILN028 1.00000 
NlfflSC28 PROFIT ~U.32000 PII.N026 1,00000 NBARL as PoelNDUS 1.00000 TBARI.Va 1.00000 
NURSC28 ROTSN8 -1.00000 ROTAN82 -5.00000 NSARI.Yi!8 NOTce 1.00000 AQwTREQ8 1.20000 
NURSC28 POTC8 1.00000 AGWTREQ8 1.bOOOO N8ARL-V28 !.nTi88 .. 1.00000 NOTBN8 1.00000 
t.URSC28 PClN(lU8 1.00000 TNURSC8 1.00000 NBAP-l.Y38 PPOFIT 5&.17000 POILN018 1.00000 
NURSC]8 PROF IT 32.98000 PILN038 1.00000 N8AR!. Y38 NoTAee .. 1.00000 NOTBNS 1.00000 
NURSel8 ROTBNe -1.00000 RDTANU .. 5.00000 NBARL- Yl8 NoTce 1.00000 AGWTREQ8 1.20000 
IIIURSC38 ROTC8 1,00000 AGlIITREQ8 i.bOOOO NeARL-vl8 POCLIII048 1.00000 TBUL'!'8 1.00000 
NUFlSen PClNDUS 1.00000 TNURSeS 1.00000 hNURSC18 PROF IT 38.&5000 POILNOl8 1.00000 
CORNGU PROFIT 143,71000 PILN018 1.00000 NNURSel" ROTBN8 -t,OOOOO NOHNSt 5.00000 
eOFlNG18 ROTce .. 7.00000 AGII/TREG8 1.50000 NNURSC111 NOTt!! 1,00000 AGwTREQ8 1.bOOOO 
COFlNS18 ptl.NDue 1,00000 TeORNGS 1.00000 NNIJRStl8 pnC!.NDllp. 1.00000 TNURSCS 1.00000 
OD eORNG28 PROFIT 103.511000 PILNOi8 1.00j)00 NNURSC28 PROFIT 28,72000 POIL-ND28 1.00000 
u. CORNGl8 ROTCe "7.00000 AGWTREQ8 1.50000 NNURSCl8 NolSNe -1.0(1)00 NOUN8i .S.ooooo 
CORNG28 PCLNDue 1.00000 TCORIIIG! 1.00000 Nt'URSC28 />.;oTC8 1.001100 AG",TR!Q8 l.bOOOO 
eORNG]8 PROFIT 71.23000 PI!.NQ38 1.00000 NN\JRSClB POCLND48 1.00000 TNURSCe 1.00000 
CORNG3e ROTce -7.00000 AGWTREQ8 1.50000 NNuRSe18 PROFIT 15.b8000 POIL-IIlO!! 1.00000 
CORNUS PCI.NOll8 t,OOOOO reOF/IIIGS 1.00000 NNURS08 NOT8N8 .. 1.00000 NOTAN83 -5.00000 
CORNSl8 PROFIT lQQ.lbOOO PII.NOIS 1.00000 NNURSC~8 NOTce 1.0(1000 AG~T .. e:Q8 1.bOOOO 
CORNSlS ROTtS -7.00000 AGwTREG8 1.110000 NNUkSC38 POCLt.DU8 1,00000 TNURseS 1.00000 
CORNUS PCLNOll8 1.00000 TCORN88 1.00000 NCORII/Glll PROF IT 130030000 POILN018 1.00000 
CORNUS PROFIT 1~0.O3000 PtLN028 1.00000 NCORNG111 ~loTC 8 -7.00000 AGflTREQS 1.50000 
CORN$Z8 ROTce -7.00000 AGoITREQ8 1.lInooo NCOt:1I'oG1II POCLlliDII8 1.00000 TCURNG8 1.00000 
CORN82S PCLND48 1.00000 TCORNS8 1.00000 NCORNG28 PROF IT 87.914 1)00 POIL.N02B 1.00000 
CORr.!38 PROFIT 1&5.1.18000 PILN038 1.00000 NCQRNG;?8 t-JaTca -7,00000 AIi,.jTREQ8 1.50000 
CORNue ROTC8 -7.00000 AGWTREQB 1.40000 NCOiolNG21:1 POCLNI)1I8 1.00000 TCORNGB 1.00000 
CORNUS PCLNOUB 1,00000 TCORN8S 1.00000 IliCORNG18 P~OFIT 53.(301)0 POILND36 1,00000 
OwME1TU8 PROFIT 1u.73000 PCLNOUB 1.00000 NCOi'Nlila I'-IOTCA -7.00000 AGwTREQ8 1,50000 
NALFAFl8 PROFIT 91.07000 POIL-NOIS 1.00000 NCORNG3A POCL!'.>04S 1.00000 TCORNG8 1.00000 
NALFAF18 NOTA88 1.001l00 NOlANSt 1.00noo NCORNSIB PRUFIT 1!<b.Ol000 POILN018 1.00000 
NALFAF18 NOTCS 1.00000 AG'oIiTREQ8 2.00000 IIIca~N518 NOTC8 -'7.00000 4GIITREQ8 1,UOOOQ 
NALFAF18 POel.IIIDue 1.00000 TALF AFS 1,00000 NCORNS18 p(leLI<IDl.le 1,00001) lCORNse 1,00000 
NAU-AFlS PROFIT 78.20000 POIL-NOia 1.00000 NCOPNSi8 P~OF I T t71J.43000 POIlNDi8 1.00000 
NALFAF28 NQlASS 1,00000 NOTANU 1.00000 NCORNSi8 NOTC8 "7.00000 AGWTfiEQ8 1,1.10000 
NAI.FAFle NOTC8 1.00000 AGi'/TREQ8 2.00000 NCOl<N8211 POCL-ND48 1,00(1)0 TCORNS8 1,00000 
NALF1F26 POCLtltOl.l!l 1.00000 TALFH8 1.00000 NCO~NSH PQOF IT 1(18.11'000 F>OILND18 1.00000 
NAlF-AF 18 PROFIT bS.2S000 POILN038 1.00000 NCORN~H '10 T C 8 -7.00000 AIIWTREQ8 1.1.10000 
NALFAF3S tlOTA8R 1.00000 IIIOTAIII81 1,00000 NtOf.lNS38 POCI..ND48 1.00000 TCORNS8 1.00000 
NAI,FAF18 NoTee 1.{)OOOO AGwTREG~ 2.00000 ND"H~ ALI~ P'WF 1 T -5.01000 PQeL-NOUe 1.00000 
NALFAFH POCL-"'048 1.00000 TALFAF8 1.00000 AI,FHIQ PRuFn 11b.47000 PILN019 1.00000 
NALFAP18 PROFIT 05.811000 potLN018 1.00000 ALF AFt q pnTA(3Q 1.00000 POTAN91 1.00000 
II , [I" II 
HFAF 19 RnTC9 1,00000 AG"IT~EQQ 2.30000 COl'NS19 ROTCq -7.01.l 0!}0 AGwTREt;l9 1.90000 
ALFAFtQ PCLNQII9 1.00001l TALFH8 \.00000 COR~'S t<~ PCLr,(!lIQ 1.001l00 Tcn~N5q 1,00000 
ALFAFZ9 P~OFIT v2.32000 Ptl,IIID2Q 1.00000 eQ>l1-1529 PROFlf tQu.3jOOO Pll,l',D2'1 1.00000 
ALFAF29 RQTAe'1 1.00000 ROTAN9i 1.00000 eOR"S2'1 ROTCq .7.00000 AGWTREQ9 1.1/0000 
ALFAF29 RQTC9 1.00000 1I(JwTREQ9 2.30000 COR"IS29 PCLI-/V49 1.1')0()OO TeIJRNS9 1.00000 
ALFAF29 PCLND49 1.000(10 TALFAF9 1.00000 CORNS39 PRLlf'lT It>b.oSOOO PIL"l(llQ 1,1'10000 
ALFAF,S9 PROf'lT 18.12000 PILIIIO]9 1.00000 CORNS3q POTC9 -7.00noo AGwTREQ9 1,90000 
ALFAFH ROTA89 1.00000 ROTAN9] 1.00000 CORNS3 Q PCLND49 1.000UO lCORNsr; 1.00000 
AI..FAFJ9 ItOTC9 1.00000 AGWTREQ9 2,30000 D6Ej\~S4q FRuF IT -cq.'5000o I"CLNOl.i9 1.00000 
'LFAF3I:J pel..N049 1.00000 TALF AF9 1.00000 (lwHE' A TLi9 PROfIT 12.42000 PCLIII01l9 1.00000 
_LFA P I Q PROFIT 89,1>6000 PIl,.ND19 1.00000 NALFAFlC~ PROF IT 103.12000 POILND19 1,00000 
At,.FAP19 ROTAa9 1.00000 ROTAN9t 1,00000 NALFAFlq NOlAB9 1.0nooo NOTAN'H 1.00000 
AI,.FAP19 ROTC9 1.00000 AGIoITREQ9 1.30000 NALFAFtQ NQTCCl 1.00000 AGWTREQ9 2.30000 
ALF AP tc~ PCI.NO'l9 1.00000 TALFAP9 1.00000 NAL~AF 19 POCLND49 1.00000 fAI..FAF9 1.00000 
AI.FAPl9 PROFIT 60.37000 PtLN029 1.00000 NALFAF29 PwOFIT 7b.72ono POILND29 1.00000 
AlFAP29 ROTAB9 1.00000 ROTAN92 1.00000 I.lAI..FAF29 NIjT4B9 1.0aono NOUN92 1.00000 
ALFAP2CJ1 ROTC9 1.00000 AGWTREQQ 1.30000 NAI..FAF19 ~JOTCO 1.0001l0 AGwTREQ9 2.30000 
ALFAP2CJ1 PCLN049 1.00000 TALFAPCJI 1.00000 NAllt.,i.!~ f-OCI.NOt.lCl 1.00000 HLF AF9 1.00000 
ALFAP19 P~OFlT 41.i?~OOO PILNO]9 1.00000 NALF.,39 PROFIT b(l.8?OOO POIlNO]9 1.00000 
ALFAP3' ROTASl} 1.00000 ROTAN9] 1.00000 NALFAFl9 NOTAsq 1.00000 NOTANrl) 1.00000 
ALFAP3' ROTC9 1.00000 AGwTREQ9 1.30000 NALF AF H NOTC9 1.00000 flGIIITREQq 2.30000 
ALFAP]CJI PCl.I\ID4' 1.00000 TALF APq 1.00000 NAl.If AF H POCLNDt.l9 1.00000 TALF A" 1.00000 
BARLYtcJ PROFIT 108.03000 PILND1I) 1.0001'10 NALFAP19 PROFIT H.llOOO POtlN01Q 1.00000 
SUI-ViQ ROTAe9 
-1.00000 ROTBN9 1.00000 NALlfAP19 NOTAa9 1.00000 NOTAN91 1.00000 
BULYU ROTC9 1.00000 AGWTREQCI 1.40000 NAL'AP19 NOTC9 1.00000 AGwTREQ9 1.30000 
BAAL. V 19 PCI.NO .. 9 1.00000 TSARLv, 1.00000 NALFAP1Q POCLt>;ou9 1.00000 ULFAP9 1.00000 
BARLY29 PROFIT 83.85000 PILN029 1.00000 NALFAP2C1 PROF IT 44.71000 POIL N029 1.0000n 
I 8ARL.V219 ROTAB9 -1,00000 ROTBN9 1.00000 NAI,.FAP29 NOTAS9 1.00000 NOTANCJl2 1.00000 BARLY29 ROTC9 1,00000 AGwTREQ9 1.40000 NALFAP29 NoTCQ 1.00000 AGWTREQ9 1.30000 
BARLY29 PCLND4Q 1.00000 TBARLYCJI 1.00000 NALFAP29 POCLN049 1.00000 TALFAP9 1.00000 
BARI,.Y3CJi PROFIT tlo.HOOO PILNO}CJ 1.00000 NAlFAP3Q PROFIT 2S.9&01l0 POILN019 1.00000 
eARLY]' ROUS9 -1.00000 ROT8NQ 1.00000 NALJfAP]1/ NOTAa9 1.00000 NOTAN9l 1,00000 
BARL. "19 ROTC" 1.00000 AG\ljTREGl9 1.110000 NALFAP39 NOTC9 1.0000n AGWTREQ9 1.10000 
eARL Y:19 PCI..N049 1.COIlOO TBARLY9 1.00000 ~JALFAPH POCLNOlle) 1.(10000 TALF AP9 1.00000 
NURSe!9 PROFIT bO.14000 PIlNDU 1.00000 .Ni:lARL n q p~OFrT 94.0800(1 POILNDI9 1.00000 
NURSC19 ROTBN9 -1.00000 ROTAN9l .. 5.00000 NBARLY 19 NOTAB9 
-1.00000 1II0TBNCJI 1.00000 
NURSC1CJ1 ROTC9 1.00000 A.GWTREQ9 1.80000 NSARLYlo ~lOTC 9 1.00000 AGwTREQC) 1.40000 
NURSC19 PCLND49 1.00000 TNURSC9 1.00000 NSARLY19 POCLN049 1.00000 TSARLY9 1.00000 
NURSC2CJ1 PROFIT 39.&&000 PILN029 1.00000 NSARLY29 PROFIT &8.25000 POILND29 1.0(01)0 
NURSC29 ROTElN9 -1.00000 ROTAN92 -5.00000 NBARLY2Cl ~jOTA89 -1.00000 NOTBN9 1.00000 
NURSC2C) ROTC9 1.00000 AGwTREQ9 t.80000 NBARLY29 "IOTC9 1.00000 AGwTREQCJI 1.40000 
NURSCZfI PCLN049 1.00000 TNURSC9 1.00000 NSARL a9 POCLNDLlCJ 1.00000 TSARLYCJI 1.00000 
NURSCJ.fI PROFIT 25.88000 PILN03CJi 1.00000 NSARLY3f1 PROFIT 49.07000 POILN039 1.110000 
NURSe39 ROTBN9 -1.00000 ROTAN93 -5.00000 1118ARL y!9 NOTASq -1.00000 NOT8NCJI 1.00000 
NURSe)9 ROTce; 1.00000 AGWTREQQ 1.80000 NaARL nq NoTeq \.00(100 AGWTRH)q 1.40000 
hURSC39 PCLNQII9 1.00000 TNURSCCJI 1.00000 NBARLYH POCLN049 1,00000 TtURLY9 1,00000 
CORt.lGll) PROFIT 121.12000 PJLND19 1.00000 "mu~sc 1 9 PQOFIT 4b,79000 POILND1C1 1.00000 
COR~G19 ROTC9 -7.00000 AGwTREQQ 2.00000 NNURSC19 NOT8N9 "1.00(100 N()TA,\l9t 
-5.00000 
CORNG1CJ1 PCLN049 1.00000 TCORNG9 1.00000 NNURSC1Q NOTce; 1.00000 AGIIITREQ9 1.80000 
CORNGZ9 PROFIT 92,21~OOO PII.ND29 1.00000 NNUMSC1Q POCLNDI.I9 1,00000 TNURSC9 1.00000 
CORNG29 RI'JiC9 -7.00000 AGIIITREQq 2.00000 N/,jUIlSC2q PROF IT 24.00000 P01LN029 1.00000 
COfH'jGZCI PClND4Q 1.00noo TeOR'IGq 1.00000 NNURSC29 NOT8N9 
-1.00000 NOT A!I.qa -5.0()000 
COIiNG3" PROF IT ~"i.S9000 PILN019 1,00000 IIINlJfo1SC29 NoTt9 1.00tlOO AGI'ITREQ9 1.80000 
CORNG39 RQTC9 -7.00000 AGwTREQ9 2.00000 NNURSCi9 PQClND49 1.00000 lNURSC9 1.00000 
CORt.G39 PCLNOl.lq 1.00000 TCORNGCJI 1.00000 NNURSCH PROfll 8.58000 POILN[)19 1.00000 
COJlNSlq P~OFlT 1 en. 30000 PILND19 1.00000 NNURSC39 NoT8NQ "'.0"000 NOTAN93 .5.00000 
r 
NNLlR5C3Q ~·,nTcq 1.001'00 AG"THE(~q 1.80000 SARI..YIO P(,:I."'OIlO 1.(1)000 T~A"'LVO 1.00000 
NfltURSCH POCL"'DQq \.000(1) TNURSC<I 1.0(1)00 BUlL V20 PC/OF 1 r 1!1.2!'HIOO PllND20 1.00000 
~COFl"'G p~ PROF! T 107.77(l(10 POII.IIID19 1.00000 8ARt,.'tZO ROfA')O "1.00000 ROT8NO 1.00000 
NCOHNGI9 NOTCq -7.00000 I,GwTREQq 2.00000 eARL. '1'20 ROTCO 1.00000 wOTMAPPO 1.00000 
NCORI\IGIr" "'uCI..NDtlQ 1.0 0 000 TCOF/r-lGq 1.00000 &A~LY20 IU\ P1PEAO 1.00000 AG>lTRE:QO 1.'50000 
NCORNG29 PROFIT 7&.b4000 POJLN029 1.00000 8ARLY20 PCL~I,)"O 1.00000 TBARLI'O 1.00000 
NCORNG2q NOTCq .7.00000 AGWTREQq 2.00000 BARI.V30 "/o10F1T f,1I.7jjOOO PILN010 1.00000 NCORNG2q POCLNI)/lq 1.00000 TCORNGq 1.00000 BARL no ROU81) 
-1.00000 ROT ~"iI} 1.00000 
NCOR~GJQ PI:!OFIT 48.2QOOO POILND19 1.00000 IURLOO ROTC!} 1.00000 kOTMAPPO 1.00000 
NCORt.GlQ Norcq 
-1.00000 AGWTREQQ 2.00000 aUlY30 ~IiTMPEI,O 1.(1) 0 00 AGIoTRE@O 1.150000 
NCORNGH PI1ClNOUQ 1.00000 TCORNG9 1.00000 8ARL-OO PCI..~lU40 1.00000 leARLYO 1.00000 
NCORNS19 PROFIT 18l,9S000 POILI>;019 1.00000 NU!lSCI0 PI<OFIT 40.011000 PIL.N010 1.00000 
NCORNSt9 NOTC9 ·1.00000 AG"ITREQq 1.90000 NURSC10 !:lOTeNO -t.ooooo ROTANOl 
-5.00000 
NCQIoINS19 POCI..NDUq 1.00uOO TCORNS9 1.00000 NURSCI0 ROTCO 1.00000 flQTMAPPO 1.00000 
r<CORNS29 PROF IT 1713.73000 POILN029 1.00000 NURSC10 ROTMPEAO 1.00000 AG-.TREQO 2.00000 
NCORNS2q NOTC9 ·7.00000 AGWTREelY 1.<10000 NURSC10 PtLNDjj{j 1.00000 TNURseO 1.00000 
NCORr"S2q ~(lCL"I049 1.000(1) TCORNSq 1.00000 NURSC20 PROFIT ]'5.8cOOO PTLND20 1.00000 
NCORN5H PROF IT lt19.J8000 POILN039 1.00000 NURSC2Q ROT8NO ·1.00000 ROTAN02 -s.ooooo 
NCORr-."H NOTC9 .7.000QO AGWTREQq 1.90000 NURSC20 ROTCO 1.00000 ROTMAPPO 1.00000 
NCORNS]Q POCLIII1)49 1.00000 TCORNSq 1.00000 NURSC20 ROTMPEAQ 1.00000 AGwTRE(,lO 2.00000 
NDBEANq9 "'ROFIT -119.211000 POCLND49 1.00000 NURSC20 PCLNilllO 1.00000 TNURSCO 1.00000 
NDiIIHEUq PROF IT .1.12000 POCLND49 1.00000 NURSC3il PROFIT 23013000 PIL.ND10 1.00000 
ioLFAF10 PROFIT tss.SqOOO PILND10 1.00000 NURSe]O RI)TBNO -1.(01)00 ROTAN03 .. 5.00000 
ALFAFI0 ROTASO 1.00000 ROTANO! 1.00000 NIJRSC10 ROTCO 1.00000 POTMAPPO 1,00000 
AL.f"AF10 ROTCO 1.00000 ROTMAPPO 1.00000 NURse30 ROTMPEAO 1.00000 AGil/TREQO 2.00000 
io!.FAF10 RQTMPEAO 1.00000 AGII/TREGO 3.70000 NURSC10 PCLt.I.l40 1.00000 TNlHUCO 1.00000 
ALFAF10 PClNDIHI I.OGOOO TALFAFO 1,00000 CORNGI0 PROF IT lIU".1I2000 PH.NtHO 1.00000 
011 ALFAF20 PROFIT 115.10000 PILN020 1.00000 CORNGI0 ROTCO -1.00000 ROTMAPPO 1.00000 
..... ALFAF20 ROT ABO 1.00000 ROTANOi 1.00000 CORNGI0 WOTMPEAO 1.00000 AGiIITR£QO 2.40000 
AI.FAF20 RoTCO 1.00000 ROTMAPPO 1.00000 CORNG1(1 PCLND40 1.00000 TCORNGO 1.00000 
ALFAF20 ROTMPEAO 1.00000 ~G\liTREQO 3.70000 CORNG20 PPOFIT 11012.44000 PILND20 1.00000 
ALFAF20 PCLNDUO 1.00000 ULFAFO 1.00000 CORNG20 POTCO -7.00000 ROTI1APPO 1.00000 
ALFAFlO PROFIT 81,25000 PILNI)]O 1,00000 CORNG20 ROTMPEioO 1.00000 AGWTREQO 2.110000 
ALFAno ROTAeo 1.00000 ROTANO] 1.00000 CORNG20 PCLNOUO 1.00000 TCORNGO 1.00000 
ALFAF30 ROTeo 1.00000 ROT"IAPPO 1.00000 COR1'iG30 PROFIT 103.24000 PILND]O 1.00000 
ALFAFlO ROTMPEAO 1.00000 AGItITREQO 3.10000 CORNGlo ROTCO ·7.00000 RQTMAPPO 1.00000 
ALFAFlO PCL.NDIIO 1.00000 TAL.FAFO 1.00000 CORNG1P R(1TMPElO 1.00000 AGWTREQO 2.110000 
ALFAPtO PROFIT 82.00000 PILN010 1.00000 CORNG1C, Io'CLNI)40 1.00000 TCOR~GO 1,00000 
ALFAPI0 ROH80 1.00000 ROTA/~Ol 1.00000 CORNS10 PROFIT 258.q6000 PILNDto 1.00000 
ILFAPI0 RQTtO 1.00000 ROTMAPPO 1.00000 CORNSI0 ROTeo "7.00000 ~OTM"PPO 1.00000 
'LFAPI0 RQT"'PEAO 1.00000 _GWTREQO 3.00000 COIWS10 ROTMPEAO 1.00000 AG'iIITREQO 2.30000 
ILFAPto PCLND40 1.00000 TALFAPO 1.00000 CORNSIO PCI..r.OllO 1.00000 TCORNS(I 1.00000 
ALFAP20 PROFIT 59.49000 PILND20 1.(10(100 CORNS20 PROF IT 255.73000 PIlNOi!O 1.00000 
ALFAP20 ROTA80 1.00000 ROTANOi! 1.00000 CORNS/H, ROTCO .7,00000 FlOTMAPPO 1.00000 
ALFAP20 POTCO 1.00000 ROTMAPPO 1.00000 CORNS20 RQTMPBO 1.00000 AGIoiTIiEQO 2.30000 
lLFAP20 ROTMPEAO 1.00000 lGWTREQO 3.00000 CORNS20 PCLNOIiO 1.00000 TCORNSO 1.00000 
AI.FAPi!O PCLNDIIO 1.00000 TALFAPO 1.00000 CORNS30 r.>ROFIT 2011.06000 PJLNOll> 1.00000 
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NSdGS PROF IT ·q.7'iOOO ,1GwTREWS -0.32500 NS",AG7 AGRF7T7 O.b28BO 51dvIL,7 1.1000n 
"4SIllAG'5 Aat«FST'S ('I.&750n SwAvILS 1.10000 NSwAG7 EVLOSS7 0.10000 NDIUC,., 1.00000 
NSWAGS E~LOSS,! o.lQOOO PGIAIAG7 PQQFIT .2.1001l0 4(;'~TRE(H 
-0.37120 
PGdG'S P~UFIT -; .... 0000 AG\ilTREI.J~ -0.32';00 PGdr. 7 Ar;RF"7T7 1).&2oiH\ GdvtL7 1.00OO\) 
~GWAGS ,,,R'5T5 1).07'500 GIotAvlLS 1.00 0 00 NG",AG7 P'IOFIT -2.S,:)(H)0 4GwTREQ7 .0.\7t20 
1II(;i'lA,,5 PRlIFIT .a.l0voo AGiOiITRF'Q'5 -0,32'500 IIIGwAG7 G..,AvIL7 1.00000 4GRF7T7 0.02880 
NGII/AGS AGIOlFST'5 0.&7'500 (;.;AvIL5 1.00000 A r."'I>(F 7 A",,,F7T7 -1.0 1 000 SdyIL 7 -1.00000 
PIMAG8TS P~OFIT -3.1'I000Q Ab"TREQ5 -0.325011 AGv.>lF7 ~.r)l UC \II -1.1)01)00 
Pl"1A(;8T5 AGi(F5TS 1).&7"IJO g,UVILIl 1.10000 OUTFSw78 S.olAvlL1 1.00000 SwAy IL/I -1.00000 
PIto!~G8T5 E"Losst; 0.1f'101l0 ND rue., 1.00000 ".e: TL~ESR Si'fAvILI! 1.0000(1 .. ETLRF(.!l 1.00000 
NI"1AGI.IT5 PROFIT -H.60000 AG>IITf<EQ5 -0.32500 \IIETLRES~ t.If)[UCoII 1.0,)(100 
"'IIot'GI.iTS .A.G..1FSTI5 0.&7500 S .. 'VILI.I 1.10000 PS",AGI! PR(J~rT -1.'5<;001') AG .. TwEIJ8 -0.37500 
PS~~G8 AGRF8T8 0.62'500 SII<AVIL8 t.tOooO kGAS! PIH;oF IT 0.00018 CAPIljG! 1.00000 
PS.,AG8 f.>swA€.1:! 1.00000 flil-OSSB 0.10000 NGAS3 F' ... • .. EQ! '5.(\(l(\OO~ .. 13 AU"lINRElJ'3 1. 74700E"1 I) 
PSwAGB IIIn I UCIo: 1.0000(1 ROIU f'wlJ~rT 1!~.'H900 CONERl) -1.00000 
NSwAG8 PROFIT "10.75000 AGwTREQ8 .. 0.37500 ROIL! CAPRIl 1.00000 ENIIIREC.J3 0.00013 
NSwAGS AGRFSTB 0.621500 SIOA\lll.8 1.10000 ROIU AU.,,,,RE{,jl I~, )bbOOE .. t 0 
"5dGS fliLOSSS 0.10000 NOIUCw 1.00000 OLI.1 I.s! PRll!'IT -2.60000 FI.OOlOU 1.00000 
AGwRFB AGRFS1B 
-1.00000 5i'iA~IL8 -1.00000 OLRIB rnNEr:l 13 1).50000 
AGiojQF8 NOlvCw -1.00000 01.[.1134 Pl.10F IT .. ~.alJnoo FLo\llOU 1.00000 
OuTFS"~4 SdollL8 \.00000 Si'lAIIIL9 -1.00000 OUH31.1 CQII;EioII4 I).sooeo 
IIIETLRESq Sdll IL9 1.00000 wETLREQ9 1.00000 OLRI'H PI:10FIT "1.1.09001) FLfJ.,.OLl 1.00000 
wETLRES<i NOIUCw 1.00000 OLRIH CONEQI7 0.500bO 
PSWAG9 PROFIT -1.55000 AG'i'T~EQ9 .0.20000 OLRIla PROFIT -5.31000 FLOWOL3 1.00000 
PhAGq AGRF9T9 0.80000 SwAvIL9 1.10000 OL.RBa CONERI8 0.50060 
PSiilAG9 PS.<IAE9 1.00000 EIILosn 0.10000 TOTALUU FLOWOLl -1.00000 C4POLl 1.00000 
P8WAG9 NQIlJCiIi 1.00000 TOTALOU E"lOlREG3 0.00005 AU>1WREQ! 2.b1900e.-l0 
NSdGq Pl:10F1T -10.750(10 AGIITPEQ9 
-0.20000 ELECI.I PROF IT 5.34000 CONEEL4 -1.00000 
NSWAG9 AGRF'H9 /).tlOOOO SdllIL9 1.10000 ELEC4 CAPELli 1.00000 ENHRErJl.I 0,00t26 
NSdG9 EI(L.Ossq 0.10000 NOIUCiiI 1.00000 EL.EC/! AIJM ... REGl/! Q.I.I]bOOE-08 
PIMAG5T9 PROl"n -J.80000 AGwTREg4 -0.20000 f/Oll4 PROf IT lQ.91QOO CONERI4 -1.00000 
PIMAGSH AGRF9T9 0.80000 hAVIL5 1.10000 ROll.4 CAPRI/! 1.00000 EN\l/REQ4 0.00013 
PIMAGSn EIIL08S9 O.lOOOO ROIL4 Au,.,,,,RErJ4 tI.3bbOOE-10 
AGWRFq AGRFqrq 
-l,ooooa SIlo4VIL.q -1.00000 ELECh PROFIT 8.SHOO COIljEELb -1.00000 
AGw~,q NOIUCW ·'.00000 EI.EC& C~PEl.b 1.00000 Et-IWREQb 0.0012& 
ourFewQL SwAYILQ 1.00000 ELECb AU"'wfo!E.~b q.1J3bOOE .. 08 
wE'fLIilESO SwAVILO 1.00000 wETLREQO 1.00000 COAL7 P~OFIT 1.1,02000 FLOWCL7 1.000no 
WETt.RfGO GwUILO 1.00000 wETLREQO 1.00000 0lL7 PROFIT 5.3&000 nO,.OL7 1.00000 
PSWAGO PROFIT ~1.55000 AGIlITREQO 
-0.50000 TAR7 PROFIT 2.14!lQO FLOwTS? 1.00000 
I.e> P8WAGO AGRFOTO 0.50000 Sll/AVILO 1.10000 SHA!.7 Pr.tOFIT t.1.I5000 nOlllSH7 1.00000 
.... PSWlGO PSw'EO 1.00000 EVI.OSSO 0.10noo NGAS7 P~OF IT 0.0(1020 CAP"'G1 1.00000 
NSwAGO PRonT -10.7snoo "GwTREGO -0.50000 NGAS7 FNI'IIU:g7 5.0(lOOOE-I'3 AUMwREQ7 1.711700£-10 
NSWAGO AGRFOlO 0.'50000 SI'IAvILO 1.10000 CGAS7 PROFIT O.OOOllJ CONECG7 -1.00000 
NSWAGO fVLOSSO 0.10000 CGAS7 CAPCG7 1.00000 ENi'lREQ7 4.80000e"10 
PGiliAGO PROFIT -2.10000 AGWTREgO -0.50000 CGAS7 ltJMlliREQ7 7.5SltOOe-10 
PGldGO GoIAVILO 1.00000 .GRFOTO 0.50000 LIQU7 PROFIT 1.211100 FLOwLQ7 1.00000 
NGw4GO PROFIT "2.55000 4GwTREQO .0.50000 ROI\,.7 PROFIT \1.I.9IQOO CONER 17 -1.00000 
NGW~GO Gd V I L.O 1.00000 AGRf10TO 0.50000 ROIL7 CAPRI7 1.00000 ENwREQ7 0.00013 
AGWRFo 'GRFOTO -1.00000 Sw4VILO -1.00000 ROIL7 AIJMi'lRE(,J7 iI.3bbOOE-lO 
OFSW1G!!L INFTGSL 1.00000 SIIIA V ILl 1.00000 CLCG17 FLOwC\. 7 1.00000 CONECG7 152u1.83000 
Of'GwlGSL INFTGSL. 1.00000 GW4VILI 1.(10000 CLCG78 PROFIT -'1.95000 FLOwCL? 1.00000 
OFSli2GSL INFTGSL 1.00000 SWAVII.2 1.00000 CLCG78 CONEC(f8 1521.17.83000 
OFGw2G51. INFTGSL 1.00000 GWAVIL2 1.00000 CLLQ77 FLoweL7 1.0000(} CONELQ7 2.50120 
OFh3GSL II\jFTGSL 1.00000 SWAVIL.3 1.00000 CLL~78 PROfIT -7.03000 FLOwCL7 1.00000 
OF(;III3G81. TNFTGSL. 1,00000 (iWA\I!L3 1.00000 CI.LQ78 CONE!.tJ8 2.S0tlO 
OFSw4GSI. INFTGSL 1.00000 SWAVlt.1I 1.00000 CLEL 74 PROF IT .. 5.21500 FLO\llCL 7 1.00000 
O'Gw&lSSl.. l"lFTGSL 1.00000 GWAVILIi 1.00000 CLEL711 CONEEL4 2.93bl0 
EVLFCAGl [HOSSI 
-1.00000 CLEL7b PROFIT -9.73000 FLOwCL7 1.00000 
!VLFCAG2 EVLOSS2 -1.00000 CLEL 7b tONEEL!> 2.43010 
EVLFC'G3 F:VL0553 -1.00.000 nEUe PROFIT -3.02000 FLOloiCl7 1.00000 
E'II.FCAGQ E IIl.llSSII -1.00000 CLEL78 CONEELS Z.93btO 
EYLFCAGS EYLOSSS -1.00000 OI.~I7.S PROF IT -].5QOOO FLOloiOL7 1.00000 
EYLFCAGb EVLOSS6 
-1.00000 OLR I 71 cat-ERB 0.500eo 
e:VLFCAG7 EVLQSS7 
-1.00000 OLRI7L1 PROFIT -3.5L1000 FLOWOL7 1.00000 
EVLFCAII6 e VLOSS8 -1.00000 OLRI7L1 CONERI" 9.50000 
EVLFCAG9 EVI.OSS9 -1.0( /)00 OUH77 PROFIT -2.60000 FLOwOL7 l.noooo 
EVLFCAGO EVLOSSO "1.00000 Ot.R Ii'7 CONERI7 O.SOObO 
011.3 PROFIT 2.117000 FLowaL3 1.00000 Ol.RI78 PRIJF IT -Q.S'IOOO FLOllo01.7 1.00000 
'" N 
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0,00005 AU MWREQ7 
-1.00000 CAPOL' 






























C Ll ':~88 FLill'lCL8 I,O()Ot){) I:ONE:lQS 2,50\20 
1,00000 CLL(~8q Pr!OFJ1' .. 7.56000 FLOwCL8 1,00000 
CLLQ8Q CONELI~q 2.501l0 
1.00000 CLEl84 PROFIT 
-4.15000 FLOwCLS 1,00000 
CI..ELRa rONUlli 2,93010 
0,50060 CLELBb PIlOF IT .0,OqooO FLOwCl.8 1.00000 
1,00000 CLELa/:! c:or'EELt> 2."3&10 
CLEL88 FlO"'CLf! t.ooooo COl\lEEL.S 2,93&10 
1.00000 CLELM PQOFIT -7,51:1000 nO\liCL8 1,00000 
CI..EL.Sq CONHLq (>,9]610 
1,00000 OLRI83 P;;tOFIT .. 3.97000 FLOwOL8 1.00000 
OLiiI 183 CONER13 n.50000 
1.00000 OLR184 PQOFU -l,97000 FLOWOL8 1.00000 
OLRISII CONERIII 0,50000 
1.00000 OLRI87 PROFIT -11,03000 FLO,,"OL8 1.00000 
OLR187 CONERI7 0.500&0 
1.00000 OLRI8~ PROFIT 
-2.60000 FLOWOL.8 1.00000 
OLRIS8 CO"'ERI8 0.50000 
1.00000 TSRISl P'lOFIT -8.8500(1 HOwTS!! 1.00000 
T8RI1B COtvERI3 0.500&0 
1.00000 181<'18a PROF IT -8.eSOOQ FL.owTS8 1.00000 
T8R1811 CONERIII 0.5001:10 
1.00000 T5RI137 PPOFIT -8.87000 FLOWTS8 1.00000 
TSRIA7 CO"iEf'lI7 0.50000 
1.00000 TSRISS PROFIT 
-7.05000 FLOwTS8 1.00000 
7.75000e:-oq TSRlSS CONERI8 0.50\')bO 
1.000(1) LQRI83 PROF IT .8.50QOo FLOWLQ8 1,00000 
2.61900E-l0 LQliI83 CQNERIl 0,500&0 
1.00000 LQRI!31.1 PROF IT .. 8.50900 FLOWLQ8 1,00000 
1.12390£-09 L.QIl JA4 CONERIII 0.5(-ObO 
1.00000 LQRI87 I=IR(;FIT -8.35900 FLOWl,Q8 1,00000 
1,10l00E-08 LORIS7 CONERI1 0.50060 
-1.00000 LQRI88 I=IROFIT -&.00900 FlOwLQS 1.00000 
O.OOO$ij \.QRIM CONEfillfl (\,500bO 
TOTALeL8 FLO,"CLS -1.0(1000 C~PCLe 1.00000 
1.00000 TOTALCL8 ENWREQ& 0.00005 AU"1l>iREQ8 7.75booe-09 
1.00000 TOTALOL" FUhl/OL8 -1.00{)00 CAI'>Ol8 1,00000 
1,00000 TOTAL!)!.!! EN",REQ8 0.00005 AUMwREG8 2.&1900£-10 
1.00000 TOTAl. TS8 FLOI'iTSl! -1.00000 CAPTS8 1,00000 
1.7nOOE-l0 TOlALTS!! Et.iOREQ8 0.0000& AU"'wREQ8 1.12390£-09 
-1.00000 l' Q_TA l Ll'Hl FLO",LQ!\ 
-1.00000 CONELGl8 -1.00000 
".80000E-l0 TOTALLQA CM:'!.y8 1.00000 ENwREQS o.ooeslI 
TOTAll.tl8 AU~'Ii'"E(H\ 2.<13300E-08 
1.00000 C04L9 PROF IT 11.111000 FLOI'ICL9 1.00000 
-1.00000 011.9 PROF 11' 0;. '57200 FLIJIIIOl,9 1.00000 
O,OOUb TAR" PROFIT 2. 1 !.I (I 0 0 FLOwTS9 1.00000 
NGASC) PQOFIT 0.00021 CAPNG9 1.00000 
-1.00000 NGA89 EIIIl'tREQq '5. nOOOOE-Il AUMwREQ9 1.7U100E-l0 
0.43800E-09 CGI.SI:I PflOF IT 0,00011.1 CONECG9 
-1.00000 
1.00000 CGASq CAPCG9 1.00000 ENIoiREQI) Q,80000E-l0 
CGAS9 AIIM"'''Etl9 7."8b O!)E-l0 
152117.!2500 LlfHJC! PJ<luFlT 1,21"00 FLOiotLGl9 1.00000 
1.00000 EI.EC9 PROFIT 11.91000 CONEEL" -1.00000 
ELEC9 C4PELCI 1.00000 e:N~REQq O,0012b 
1.00000 EL.EC9 Au"w~EQ9 9.iH600E-OQ 
CLCGCl7 PROFIT 
-12.11000 FLown 9 1.00000 
CLCGQ7 r:rl"£CG 7 t 'i()1J 7. A2I)O,} Fl..fcn C.II"'F l 0 1. (\ Q.u 0 (j r::r, .. p~GlO 0,0012& CLC(,.QR PWiJF 1 T .. lI.to Ono FLO\ilCL9 1,00000 HEeo AU"l"'''IE (,I) ·q.1J JbO OF -OIL 
CLCG9A Cr)"IEC~'; 1 5 ~ <J 7 • ~ Z ':i ,) 0 r:LCGO~ PIoi(;FIT 
." •. &,",000 FL OwClO 1,00000 CLC';9Q FI.f1"CLQ I.QOOOl') CnNECQQ 15247,82500 CLCC;(lP, ( or·E:CG8 15;>117. II (,')(lll 
CLLbl97 "jW~ I T 
-ll.ttvoo FL0wCL9 1,0000 0 CLCC.OIf i"l'iOf'IT .. 1.1"1000 FLt)wCLO 1,00000 
CLI.Q'H C(H~ELr.l7 2.'50120 CLCG\}Q CONHG9 1&;;>1J7.82500 
ClLQQ!! PQ()FIT -ll. 100.) 0 FLOWCLq 1.noooo tLU)OI' C 0 ~,,~;, L. (~ €I 152417.j:l2500 t'ROFIT .0.&5000 CLl.liI9P, cn"lfL..Q8 2.S0lei) (;LLQ f1 t1 FLOI"CLO 1.00000 
CLL(;,qq f'LO .. CLQ t.OOI),),1 CONELI~q 2.51')120 CLLlaItlQ PRDF IT 
-3,3allOo FLOWCLO 1.00000 CI..EL91J P>lOFIT 
-9.b3uOO FLOioiCL9 1,00000 CLLQQq CQNEl.Qq 1'521.17,8.?5uO 
CLEL.9U Ci)NEEI.IJ 2.9ltdO CI.I'L 0 1.1 PROFI.T .. 13.7tOOI'l FLOIllt:L a 1.00000 CLEI..9& PROFIT -4.90000 FLOwCL9 1.00000 CLEL.OU CI)NHLlI 2.C/lblO 
CLELI/& CONEEL6 2,91611) Ct.UGb PHOFIT 
-l.HOOO FUJwCL.O 1.00000 
CLEL.1l8 PROFIT 
-l.l/lOOO FI.OWCLQ 1.00000 CLELOo COl';HLb 2,'n&la 
CI.EI. qa CONEELI' 2,U610 CLF.L08 PROFIT -2,315000 FLOIliCLO 1.00000 Ct.EL •• FLO"'CLII 1,00000 CONEEVoJ 2.93&10 CLEt.OS C:ONEF.L8 (',93610 
Cl.I!L90 PROF IT 
-&.4'1000 FLQIIICL9 1.00000 CLEL.Oq PROF IT -3,'54000 FLOwCLO 1,00000 
CI.EI. I/O COI-lEELO 2,1/5&10 CLh09 CllNEELQ 2.Q3610 
OL~lq3 P~(jFl T 
·0.3'5000 FLOIIIDL9 l,noooo CLEL.OO FLO"CLfl 1,00000 COII/HLO 2,9,Hl10 OLAI93 CONERl3 0.500&0 CL.SLOO FI.U"Ct. 0 1 • oil I) 0 0 CONE5t.O 0,034&0· OLRnlJ P~OFIT 
-0.35000 ·FL.OIolOlQ \.00000 tOUI.CLO FLO .. CLO -1.1)0000 C~PCLO 1,00000 OL.Rn'l C;')I-lEIolIIJ 0.'500·&0 TQTALClO f''1I1'RE.QO 0.00005 411MIIIREQO 7.75000[-09 
OLRn7 P,,"OFIT 
-5.97000 FLQWOL9 1.00000 P1)IOIEN3 P~OF IT -/10.91000 ENwRE'GlJ ·1.00(100 OLRI97 CONERI7 O.SOObO F'SwEN3 S~AvlL3 1,00000 PSwA!! 1,00000 
OL.FH CJe PROFIT .4.QSOOO FLOwOL9 1,00000 NSWF.N3 F'qOF IT -120.87000 ENWREQ3 
-1.00000 
Ol.RIQ8 Ct'JNERII!c 0,50060 NSwENl S .. AvIL3 1.00000 URn] PROFIT ·9.03000 FLO\liT$q 1.00000 PliwElIIl PI(OF1T -&I,4bOOO FNIOIRErH 
-1.00000 
~ T5R193 CONERI} (1.500&0 PGwEN] G .... y'IL~ 1.0C'lOOO PG"'''El 1.00000 T5RI9" Pl<OFIT .9.&3000 FlOWTS9 1,00000 t.G"jEN3 PROFIT -101.71000 E"'",PEQ3 -1.00000 
TSRI44 CONERI" 0.50060 NG"E"'! G,.;Avlt..3 1,00000 T5R197 PROFIT .9.31000 FLOwTSq 1.00000 "lIME'N23 P .. OFIT -138,69&00 ENwRElU -1.00000 TSRn? (;01';[1<17 0.1500&0 NIMEN23 S",AvILl 1.00000 NtMi?T3 1.00000 
tSRI98 PROF IT .8.2'000 FLowTn 1.00000 NI"'ENUT3 PROFIT -17ii.75&00 P;IIIREGl3 -1.00000 TSRIQa CONEH 18 0.500&0 NIMellluI3 SdVIL 7 1.00000 'lIMU7Tl 1.00000 L.QRU3 PROFIT 
-8.90900 FLOWl.lilq 1,00000 fIlIME"'Ui3 NOIUC" 1.0000n 
LOR I 9J CU"'~~I3 O,5{iObO PSwEr-.u PROFIT -<lO.Q720fJ E "I ill PE (~" -1.00000 
LI)~I9l1 PROf:· 1 T 
-8.92900 'LOwLQ9 1.00000 PS",ENU SwAVIL4I 1.00000 f'SOIAflJ 1.01)000 
LQFllq" C:ONEJ.lt" 0.1500130 NS"ENI,j PRr]F'IT -1i!O.8o{)OO EN!'lREQa ·l,onooo 
L.QRI97 P~QFIT ·Q.30900 FLOlOlL.9q 1,00000 N$"'E/litl S",t.y'Ilu 1.00000 LQRlq7 C:ONE~17 0.50000 PGWENii PwOFIT -l:Il,1J5700 EIIIWREQtI -1.00000 LQRIge F'ROF IT 
-7.7&900 FLOWLQq 1,00000 PGWEN4 GAlva,/I 1.00000 PGWAE4 1.00000 
I.QRne CONE~IA tl.500&0 NGI!oENIJ PhiOFIT -101.712110 eIVII/RfQII -1,00000 
TOTALCLq FLO\!jCLQ 
-1,00000 CAPCL.9 1,00000 foIGIIIE"<" Gdv IL/I 1.00000 
TOTAI.CLQ ENwJ.lEQ9 0.00005 AUMWREQq 1,75&Ooe-09 PI""EN 1 1.1 ':'RuF I T -11l,22700 fN",IolEQ'I ·1.00000 TOTALOLQ FLOwOl..q 
-1.00000 CAF'OLQ 1.00000 . PlfolEN11.i SdVILl 1.00000 PIM1T'I 1,00000 
TIJTALOLQ FN",RfQq 0.00005 AUMWREr,,9 2,~1900E-I0 PtMEN3~ PROF IT ""'1.99200 ENwREli/U .1,00000 
TOTAL TS9 FLO"UCl "1.1'0000 CAPTS9 1,00000 FlIME"<l!l S,~AVIL3 1.1)0000 N!",n4 1.00000 
TOT~t..TS9 El'Il!IREGlq O.C'lO()O~ AUM\liREQq t. t 23lfOe.09 PIME"I74 ~ROF' IT -/ll.9Q200 EN>'IRE('F.I -1,00000 TIlTALLQq FLowLQ9 
-1,00000 CONEL.QQ -1.00000 PIMEN14 SWAVIL.7 1.00000 PIM7TII 1.00000 TI1TALLQQ CAPL.Qq 1.00000 ENIIIREQ9 0.00054 PIMEN7i.1 ''If)IlJCw 1,00000 TOULLQQ AUM,oI~Er.lq 2."3300E-O~ iIIII>IEN34 PRO~ 1 T -1e.:?,4bbvO EN~REQIJ -1,00000 COlLo. PROHT 5.23000 FLOIliCLO 1.00000 NIMEN34 Sdv 1L3 1.00noo PII'13T1.1 1.00000 SLoURO PROFIT 5.38000 CONUlO -1.00000 NIMEN8U'I "~OFIT ·1&1.841.:100 E"l~REQU .. 1.00000 SLliRI) t:APSLO 1. 0 0000 ENl'iREQO 0,00080 NIMEt\i~U4 S...AVlL7 1.000(l0 NOIuC .. 1.00000 
SLtJwO A,W",I(EI4(1 l,n7'Sfl€.-\O ~!lMENIJJ4 I"RflFIT -lo1.9QI)QiI I!:'lWREIlII.I .. 1.00000 
FLEeO PIH.'F I T 11.91000 CONEELO -1,00000 NIMEI\IUlti g'dVIL 7 1.00noo "IOIUCw 1.00000 
NIMEfIoSU P~OFIT -163.89600 E,~\OjREQ4 -1.0QOOO SWM.f.Nb EQMi'itf'/b 1.00000 .SdV lL& 1.00000 
N.l"'ENSA4 SwAVILfI 1.00000 "'IMS~TU 1.00000 S;O"'E:N7 E (~"''''f.N7 1.00000 . SWAvIL7 1.00000 
NIMt"'SA4 NOltJC1'I 1.000ClO 5 1'1 ME iii II e:1~MI'IE Nt! 1.00(\110 SI'IAvILfI 1.00000 
PSwE"'e PROF IT -3b.87i.100 ENWRE(Jb -1.00000 S .. MEN9 EQ"'I'IEN9 1.00000 S"'AvIL9 1.00000 
FSwENb S.-IAVILb 1.00000 PSiIIHt. 1.00000 SWW,E"'O EQ",wENO 1.00000 SWAVILO 1.00000 
NSwENb PROF IT -10b.52bOO ENi'lREQb -1.00000 GIOMEN3 EI';II'IwEfIo3 1.00000 GWAvlL3 1.00000 
NswEN& SWAVIL& . 1.00000 GIOoMENiI EQMIIoEN4 1.00000 GwAV!L4 1.00000 
PG .. EN& PROFIT -U9.1boOO E"lWRF:QI) -1.00000 GwME"'b EQMwENb 1.00000 GWAv!L6 1.00000 
PGwEN& GiIIAVILb \.00000 PGWA.Eb 1.00000 GWMEN7 F.~"'\OjE"1 1.00000 G .. AVIL7 1.00000 
NGwI!:N& PROFIT -1:1&.55300 ENi'lREQ& -1.00000 GI(!'1ENO FQMoIE'JO 1.00000 GiIIAVILO 1.00000 
NGWEN& GiIIAVIL& 1.00000 DHS 
PIMENOb PROFIT -37.89400 EN~REQb -1.00000 RHSI PILNlll1 3100.00000 PlLND21 15300.00000 
PIMENOb SdV ILO 1.00000 PIMOT& 1.00000 RHS1 PJLND11 21600.00000 PCLNOlil 47600.00000 
NIMEN5& PROFIT -t 32. 34&00 ENWRElilb -1.00000 RHSl POILNOll qa900.00000 POILNDi.!l ".8HOOE OS 
NIMEN5& SidvIL5 1.00000 NIMS1& 1.00000 RH81 ItOJLIII031 b.IIOOOE OS POCLNOI.Il 1.6?&40E 0& 
NIMEN06 PROFIT -1411.02&00 ENwREQ6 .. 1.00000 RI1Il PIl.N012 13&00.00000 PILN022 75000.00000 
NIMENO& SiIIAVILO. 1.00000 NIMOTb 1.00000 AHlt PIL~!03? 781100.00000 PCl.N[)Cl2 2.4bOOOE 05 
PSWEN7 PROFIT -3b.871100 ENWREQ7 -1.00000 RHSI POILND12 \4900.00000 1'011.111022 78000.00000 PSwEN7 SdVIL7 1.00000 PSWAE7 1.00000 RHSI POILND12 &8400.00000 POCLNOU2 2.8QOOOE 05 PSwEfII7 NOIUCw 1.00000 RHSI PILND13 2QllOO.OOOOO PILND23 51 QOO.00000 NSWEN? PROF IT -10b.Si.!600 ENWREQ7 -1.00000 RI-ISI PILNOn 56200.00000 PCLND1I3 l.b9700E 0'5 NSWEN? SWAVIL7 1.00000 NOIUCW 1.(10000 RHSI POILNOl3 700.noooo POILND23 8000.00000 PGWEN7 PROFIT 
-1.19.1&&00 ENwREQ7 -1.00000 RHSI POILNon 21800.00000 POCLNDI.I3 5&700.00000 
PGWEN7 GWAvlL 7 1.00000 PHSI PILN01" 175no.00000 PILNOi.!I.I 58900.00000 NGWEN7 PROFIT -8&.55300 ENwREQ7 -1.00000 RHSI PILN031.1 !l8uOO.00000 PCI.NOI.IU 2.i.!"bOOE 05 
IIIGwEN7 GWAVIL7 1.00000 RHSI POILND14 2USOO.00000 POILiII021.1 92400.00000 P.swEN8 PROFIT -uS.0&900 ENWREQS -1.00000 RHSI POILND34 l.n0600E 05 POCLND44 2.9&TOOE OS 
'f PSWfN8 hAVIL8 1.00000 PhAE8 1.0nOOO RHSI PILN025 1.8&300E OS PILND35 85900.00000 PSW!N8 /IIOIUCw 1.00000 RHSI PCLNDI.I5 2.QSOOOE OS POILN025 2.21900E 05 NSWEN8 PRonr -137.25500 ENWREQ8 -1.00000 RHSI POILND15 3.08100E 05 POCLNDI.I5 9.7&000E 05 NSwE·N8 SWAVIL8 1.00000 NDIUCw 1.00000 R~Sl PILND1& 300.00000 PILND2& 49]00.00000 
PSW!N9 P~OFIT -40.97200 ENWREQQ -1.00000 RiotS 1 PILN03b 21Qon.ooooo PCLND4& 80000.00000 
PSWEN9 SwAVIL9 1.00000 PSWAe:9 1.00000 PHSI POILND1& 200.00000 POILND2b 2.33500£ 05 
PSW[N9 NDIUCI'I 1.00000 FlHSl POILN03& 2.111100E os POCLND4& 8.52500E 05 
NSwEN9 PROFIT -120.8&600 ENWREQ9 -1.00000 RI1U PILN027 5&100.00000 PILNOJ7 83000.00000 
NSWEN9 SWAVIL9 1.00000 NOIUCIII 1.00000 RHSI PCLN047 2.17800E 05 POILND27 99]00.00000 
PSWENO PROFIT -40.97200 ENwREQO -1.00000 RHSI POJLND37 I.H400E os POCLN047 1.20200E 05 
PSWENO SwAVILO 1.00000 PSWAEO 1.00000 PHSl PILNDl8 1000.00000 PILND28 28700.00000 
NSwENO PROF IT -120.8&&00 ENWREQO -1.00000 RHS1 PILNOH 42100.00000 PCLNou8 94900.00000 
NSWENO SwAVILO 1.00000 RHSl POILNDl8 2500.00000 POILN028 1.12800E OS 
PGWENO PROFIT -49.10&00 ENwREQO -1.00000 RHSI POIL-NOl8 1.18800E 0'5 POCLND48 2'1199900E OS 
PGwENO GIoIAVII.O 1.00000 PHSI PIL.NOt9 1000.00000 PILN029 2100.00000 
NGwENO PROFIT -8&.55100 ENWREQO -1.00000 RHSI PILND39 12700.00000 PCLNDI.I9 19000.00000 
NGwENO GwAVILO 1.00000 RHSI POILN019 5400.00000 POILND29 1.32000E OS 
AUMW(N] AUMiIIRElil3 -1.00000 EQMWEN3 -1.00000 PHS! POILNDH 2.90000E 05 POCLNDUQ 5.33"00E 05 jUMIII!NI.I AUMWREQ4 -1.00000 EQMWEN4 -1.00000 ioII1S1 PILNDI0 3200.00000 PILND20 11900.00000 
AUP4"'ENb AUMWREQb -1.00000 EQMWEN& -1.00000 FlHSl PILND30 5200.00000 PCLND40 21000.00000 
AUMlljEN7 AUMWREQ7 -1.00000 EQMWEN7 -1.00000 RHSI POILND10 7800.00000 POII.NOi.!O 37&00.00000 
AU"'WEN7 NOIUCw 1.00000 RI'481 POILND30 1.031.100E 05 POCLNOI.IO 2.UIIIOOE 05 
AUMWEN8 AUMwREG8 -1.00000 EQMWEN8 -1.00000 RHSl SdvIL1 &.t3000t; 05 GWAvIl.1 1.84000! 05 
AU,"wE~8 NDIUCIII 1.00000 RHS1 S"'IoVIL2 9.33000E 05 G\IIflvIL2 94000.00000 
AUMIIj!NQ AU"'wREQ9 -1.00000 EQMWEN9 -1.00000 R~Sl SWAvILJ 7.b8000E 05 GWAVILJ &2000.00000 
AUloll'tEfII9 NOIUCw 1.00000 RHSI SwIoVILil 5.3QOOOE 05 GwjvILI.I 1.i7000E 05 
AUP4WENO AUMwREQO -1.00000 EQ",wENO -1.00000 RHSI SwAVILS I.I.1I1000E 05 GI'IAVILS 3.35000E 05 
SWMEN3 EQM1I/EN3 1.00000 SWAVIL3 1.00000 RHSI S .. AVIU, 79000.noooo r,wAVILb 1.27000E OS 
SWMEN4 EQ~\we:NII 1.00000 SIIAvIL" 1.00000 ~IiSl SiIIo\vIL 7 '5.1f.l200E 0& GwAvIL7 uoooo.OOOOO 
ri 
filWU SdVIl.l'I 'i.71)2..tOE 0& SwAVI\.CI 2.18000£ 0& pOUt.OS 
,"!'1St SwAvtlO 2.1.191\OOF OS GWAvlLO loonO.Onoon LO fHl"'LJ){ .F TLioIE.(,l 1.622 00E OS 
filMS! iOfTLRE Q I 1.1snOOf Or:, ... e: TL RE~2 Cl,1I0000E 05 UP i-IuNDlC P3 ... AGl l.oaQ('OE 01) 
RMSl wE TLREQ3 1.ij]OOOE 05 .... PTL .. EQII 2.aOGOF OS uP ilONOl( PG"AGl 19100.00000 
"HSt wETL'"EQ5 3. Hnoo£ 01) "'ETLREwo 1.30000e: 05 lIP F!O"'DX "'1l1AG2Tl 900')0,00000 
F/t;81 ioIETL"EQ7 1,15000E 05 ... ETLREQ8 36000,00000 1.0 "OMI( wElI.REG.? 95~SO.OOooo 
RHSI IIIETLREQ9 80(lo.coooo wETL~EQO 19000.00000 UP SON')l( PSI'IAG2 9.°1,000£ 05 
~~Sl INFT~SL 1.08600E 00 FRUITACI b]O,onOOO uP F;OIllDX PGJ'llG2 1<:1000.00000 
Pt'lSt FRUITAC2 1633.00000 FRuITACl 1422.00000 UP BONDX PI"'AG!T2 19000.00000 
"'1'181 F~ul TAC" 80;21.00000 FRUITACO 383.00000 L,.C'I BONDx wETI.REG3 19''535.00000 
~H61 pSloAn 6.10500£ OS PGwAE3 32900.00000 UP BONDy PSldG3 b.l0S00E OS 
RHSI I'-IIMiT! 1.30000E OS NIMU7T3 20000.00000 UP 801'10)( P(;l'IAG3 32QOO.001)0O 
RHSI PswAEIi '.13500£ OS pGjIIAE4 83200.00000 UP BONDI NIMAIJ7T3 ~I)(I00.00000 
RHS1 PIMtT4 10000.00000 1'1111314 71000.00000 UP BONDI( Nt MAG2T3 1.30000E as 
RH81 PIM7T4 1.01100E OS NIM3T4 1.lIoOOO!: as LO SONOl( wETVIEG4 5f>OoS.OQOOO 
RHS1 ~IIMS8TII 15000.00000 PSWAEo 1.36100E os UP eONDx PSdG4 7.13500£ 05 
~H81 PGWAEb 1.63900! as PI"'GT6 1000.00000 UP BONO)( pGloIAG4 e3200.00000 
RI'IS1 NIMST6 60000.00000 NIMOT6 41000.00000 UP 60No)( PIMAC,IT4 10000.0000() 
RJ.;Sl PSlliAE7 7.89100E OS PSWAF8 3.03000E 05 UP FlONDX PIMAGlT4 71 000.00000 
RHSI PSwAE9 1.1IMOOE os pSwAEO 68000.00000 UP aONOl( Pi"'AG7Tt.1 1.0UOH 05. 
IIIMa! C "1'01.3 7.36419E OS CAPNG3 3.29020E 09 UP BO~Ol( NIMAG3TII 1.4bOOO£ OS· 
RHI1 CAPRIl l.b60TOE 07 CAPELli l.onOOE Otl uP aONOl( NII'I"S8T4 t5000.00000 
IHSI CAP~I4 3.9U2110E 07 CAPELf» b5700.00000 Le RONOl( ~ETI.REGS 1,sa009E os 
AHI! CAPCL7 3.4i?520E 07 CAPOLT 1~J7480E 01 UP BONO'll. PSWAGS 8.7Q300E OS 
RfoiSS CAPNG7 3,!!3102E 10 CAPCG1 19.12500E 10 UP aONOX PGIIIAGS 1.21bOOE 05 
RHSl CAPRI7 2.71750£ 00 CApCLS 2.1S911E 08 UP !'IONOX PIM"G8TS tl000.00000 
RHSI CAPOLS 1.0q'1SOE Ob CAPNG8 4,11700E 08 UP RONOl( NIMAGIIT5 /)1:/000.00000 
~ R"'81 CAPCG8 •• ll500E 10 CAPELS •• 19507E (\7 
UP BONDx NPIA81TS 2QOOO.OOOOO 
RNSI CApCLe; iI,121HE 07 CAPOL9 2,86400E Of! UF' BONOlC NIMAu1T5 57000,00000 
RiotS 1 CAPNG9 :s. '51992&£ 10 CAPCGI9 •• 12500E 10 LO BUNDl( l'IfTLREGb 27320.00000 
5:110151 tAPEl9 2,&2800E 07 CAPCLO 3.71350E 07 UP BONOl( pSWAG4I 1.3f>100E as 
RHS1 CAPSLO 1.1)0000E 01 CAPELO 4.38000E Ob UP BOND)! PGl'iAG6 1.1:13900£ 05 
RIiU "I[)lUCI'I 1.S1200E 06 CAPTS1 3.90&'1SE 08 UP BONDI( PltI'IAGOTb JOOO,OOOOO 
RHII CAPSH7 41,OOOOOE 09 CAPLI,I7 3,65000! 01 UP SaNDI( NI,..AGSTb 60000.00000 
"Hll tAPUB J.8114C!2£ 08 CAPLQ8 3.b5000E' 01 UP BONOl( NIMAGOTb 47000.00000 
PHil CApTS9 9.25200E 07 CAPLQ9 1.&$000E 07 LO BONO)! wETL.REG7 • UP SONOX P$i'tAG7 7.e~100E os 
FlC BONDX PGldG7 
• LO aONOx OUfFSWT8 1.00000E 05 
UP BONOl( PswAG8 3.0ll'lOOE OS 
U'I BONDX OU1FSWe'1 1.00000e: OS 
UP BONDX PSIllAGQ 1.l.Ib400E 05 
UP 80NO)( PIMAGST9 3&00.00000 
La SONOl( ouTFh9L 7.55000~ (lb 
LO BONDX wETI.RF.GO 10(1(10,00000 
UF SONOX PswAGO &80QO,{)0000 
FX f'lONO)( PGwAGO 
• LO BO~Ol( OFS"'1GSI. 7000.00000 
L.O 80NOX !'F('w1GSL bOOO.OOOOO 
1.0 BONO)( OFSot/iSSL 50000.00000 
1.0 £lONDX OFG"'2(;8L snoo.ooooo 
LO BON[)X OFS"'3I.Sl, 50000,00000 
LO BONDX OFG"'3GSI. 25000.00000 
1.0 aONDx OFSwllGSI. 50000.00000 
LO BOND)! OFGiII4GSI. 8(100.00001) 
END A TA 
[I 

